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Dedication
To Professor J K S St Joseph, CBE IMA ScD LLD Litt D PhD FBA FSA
This volume is dedicated to the man who, more than any
other, has advanced the technique of taking and
interpreting air photographs towards its rightful status
as a serious academic discipline. The wide scope and
implications of his life’s work are not yet fully appreciated,
even by those who have benefited from his discoveries.
Largely through his efforts the study of air photographs
has become an essential technique for physical and human
geographers, for geologists, agronomists, and
environmentalists, as well as those associated with forestry,
coastal changes, and all aspects of the countryside. But
to the work of the field archaeologists he has given a
new dimension. He has demonstrated that, under optimum
conditions, archaeological sites can produce a most
remarkable wealth of detail, invaluable for assessing their
relative significance and, at the same time, supplying future
excavators with a superb base-plan for their work. More
important, however, has been the great number of new
sites of all periods which he has discovered, and his work
on selected areas such as the Fenlands, in which he has been
able to demonstrate the very considerable scale of the
agricultural and settlement patterns of Roman and earlier
periods. This has encouraged others in their studies of river
valleys, especially the Upper Thames, Trent, and
Warwickshire Avon. Sadly, the full impact of this and
similar work does not appear, even now, to have been felt,
least of all absorbed, by many practising archaeologists.
This is certainly through no fault of Professor St Joseph,
who has always displayed exemplary promptness in
publishing the results of his work, whether in the

Cambridge Air Surveys or in the splendid running series
of eight papers which has appeared in the Journal of Roman
Studies since 1951, covering over 30 years of air
reconnaissance.
The aerial surveys which he has directed have completely
revolutionized our knowledge of Roman military activity
in Britain, showing in great detail the structure and extent
of the three great campaigns in Scot land under Agricola,
Lollius Urbicus, and Severus, and he has even indicated
how we may hope to distinguish the campaigning camps of
each expedition. I, personally, owe Professor St Joseph a
special debt, so great that it can never be repaid in full.
His interest in military matters began in the West
Midlands, with his excavations at Metchley in 1934 and
the Dodderhill fort, Droitwich, in 1938-9. His discovery,
since then, of 100 or more sites in the Midlands and
Wales has laid down the firm foundation on which a study
of the complexities of the campaigns from AD 48 to 51
may now be based - a striking contrast with the
situation before he started, when the number of known
military sites was extremely small. He has thus enabled
me to carry out a long-term programme of research on the
1st century campaigns in Britain which could not otherwise
have been contemplated. In saying this I am sure I echo
the sentiments of many whose research fields would not
have come into being without the remarkable achievements
of the man we now honour.
Graham Webster
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Chairman, CBA Air
Photography Committee

Editorial preface

G S Maxwell

This volume contains most of the papers delivered to a
symposium held at the University of Nottingham from
12-14 December 1980, together with a number of invited
contributions, which could not be included in the
programme for lack of time. Most of the papers were
received during 1981 and the delay between their receipt
and publication is due to production and financial
constraints. Organized by the Air Photography Committee
of the CBA, the Nottingham symposium was intended to be
a sequel to the CBA Air Photography Symposium of 1974,
whose proceedings were published as Research Report
No 12, under the editorship of D R Wilson. Whereas the
former event was cast in a discursive mould, looking well
beyond the shores of this country, the purpose of the 1980
conference was basically threefold: to put into focus,
particularly for a British audience, the achievement and
failures of current aerial survey and its effect on archaeology;
to examine the techniques now used for plotting and
interpretation; and to discuss the development of methods
that might assist the recovery and analysis of data in the
future. It was also hoped that some measure of agreement
might be reached on the most appropriate means of
publication for archaeological evidence derived from air
photographs.
In retrospect, it may be doubted whether it was ever
likely that a conference with such a wide range of goals
would produce either a consensus or a universally
acceptable publication. In the event, as the reader will see,
many papers concentrated on the limitations and
disadvantages of aerial survey, with the result that the tone
of the volume as a whole appears to be less confident and
more pessimistic than that of the previous report. This
does not mean, however, that the value of aerial
photography as an archaeological tool has in any way
lessened. Rather the reverse, for it reflects the considerable
increase between 1974 and 1980 of archaeological bodies
and individuals making use of air photography and the
consequent growth of critical appraisal. In other words, it
indicates the efficient and healthy working of the
assimilative process by which air photography is becoming
an integral part of British archaeology, instead of an exotic
growth with an end and a function of its own. Another,
and equally compelling, reason for this critical response
has been the undiminished, indeed accelerating,
accumulation of air photograph evidence; this has stemmed
partly from the increasing number of aerial surveyors
operating in Britain and partly from the exceptional results
achieved, in terms of cropmark sites, during the abnormally
dry summers of 1975 and 1976 in England and Wales,
and 1976 and 1977 in Scotland. Faced with the sheer bulk
of the information thus collected, those responsible on a
local or national basis for the evaluation and protection of
our archaeological heritage have been forced to admit
that established methods of assessing the significance of
air photograph sites and their relationship to other
monuments were no longer adequate.
The change of emphasis in their approach to the topic of
aerial survey is reflected in the composition of this volume

as compared with the proceedings of the 1974 symposium.
The proportion of papers presented by personnel actively
and mainly engaged in aerial survey has shrunk to less than
a quarter of the total, while that of air photograph users
has increased to more than half; the only paper at
Nottingham to deal specifically with the technique of aerial
recording – that of Dr L F Curtis on developments in
remote sensing – was unfortunately not available for
publication. It should not be thought, however, that
absence of comment means absence of concern. Among
practitioners of the art throughout the country there is a
lively awareness of the constant need to seek new ways of
exploiting the potential of aerial reconnaissance, and it
would be a pity if the present laudable policy of increased
central government allocation for air photograph plotting
resulted in a permanently reduced capacity to recover the
primary evidence, through diminished provision for the
flying itself.
The implications of these and other trends are examined
in the first and last papers of this collection, which deal
with the philosophy and future role of aerial survey, as seen
from the inside and outside respectively. Apart from these,
the papers fall into four main groups: those dealing with
the results of surveys in specific areas of Britain, but
occasionally including discussion of more general points;
two papers examining the relationship between air
photograph evidence and excavation data relating to
specific sites; a group discussing the history and analysis
of the results from country-wide surveys, as well as the
assessment and dissemination of information derived from
aerial survey; and finally, two papers considering the
information provided by geophysical and geomorphological
study of soils on sites identified by air photography. A
special word is perhaps required to underline the
significance of the latter approach, in that it represents an
exciting advance in the study of soil structure, whose
application on two cropmark sites, as reported here, has
far-reaching implications.
In conclusion, it should be remembered that the
Nottingham symposium would never have come into being
without a considerable amount of hard work on the part of
many people. Grateful thanks are therefore due to all who
contributed to its success, particularly John Hampton,
Secretary of the Air Photography Committee, who bore
most of the initial burden, Mike Corbishley and Lyn
Greenwood, CBA staff members, and Jeffrey May and
colleagues of the Department of Archaeology, University
of Nottingham, as well as the Trent Valley Archaeological
Research Committee, who organized the exhibition of air
photographs mounted at Nottingham during the Symposium.
Finally, thanks are due to all those involved in the
preparation of this volume for publication, in particular
Valerie Horsler, CBA Managing Editor, who bore the
lion's share of the work, and Henry Cleere and David
Wilson for their assistance and advice.
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——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
A survey of current air reconnaissance: the achievement, the failure

J Pickering

—————————————————————————————————————————
Synopsis

sin. Much the same situation exists in other countries. It
arises from the process by which proficiency in archaeology
is obtained. The practical skills are learnt rather than
taught. Photography is one of the normal methods of
recording the progress of an excavation, and it has seemed
to be an extension of this to take the camera into the air. In
the past 60 years, hundreds of archaeologists have done so,
but the number of them who obtained any significant
information is negligible. Lack of success at this elementary
level of operations has given rise to quite incorrect opinions
on the potential information available from properly
trained and motivated surveillance. The incidence of
discovery has been equated with the incidence of site
distribution, and a paucity of easy results has been equated
with an absence of archaeological material instead of
inadequate observation techniques. Without being trained
to operate in the air and without the experience that has
to be built on to the training, archaeologists cannot
understand the advantages and limitations of aerial
surveillance or the objectives in making it available. There
has been no attempt to analyse the factors that provide
either success or failure and little has been learnt from
them.

The personal view of a private flier, voicing misgivings about
the ability of the archaeological profession to assimilate the
lessons of aerial reconnaissance. There is little evidence that the
essential value or even the techniques of air photography are
properly understood by proponents of an excavation-based
philosophy, and the outlook for the future must be grim, unless
we learn to deploy this, and other forms of remote sensing,
in a unified programme of landscape assessment. The results of
a recent survey of aerial reconnaissance pracritioners are
produced to show that the present level of air cover is woefully
inadequate in respect of both extent and quality. The
methodology of field archaeology as a whole is brought into
question.
In the past 60 years, air cover has been applied to the
landscape for many purposes, military intelligence,
cartography, geography, and archaeology, to name but a
few. It has been carried out in a variety of ways, with a wide
range of equipment, at widely different scales, and with
varying degrees of competence and success. In an age that
has seen aviation progress from little more than box kites to
interplanetary travel, and recording methods advance from
box cameras to remote sensing, archaeology remains
firmly attached to the earlier and more primitive methods
of obtaining the simplest information from above the
landscape — a constraint imposed partly by lack of finance,
but also by the priorities that it determines for itself.
Regardless of its origins and purpose, an air photograph has
remained, for most archaeologists, mainly a source of
information that can be converted into conventional
evidence by a 'ritual’ excavation.
Little of the cumulative record from the air is known to
archaeologists, and where studies of photographs have been
carried out they have been of limited areas and mainly by
people devoid of meaningful training in the interpretation
of air photographs, which for other disciplines is preceded
by extensive and lengthy training.
It is necessary to understand, in the above context, that
the terms 'archaeology’ and 'archaeologist’ are used
generically. There are, of course, a few who have taken an
active and constructive interest in air photography.
Archaeology encompasses a wide variety of interests and
activities that only merge into each other peripherally.
There is a high degree of specialization in limited aspects.
When, for instance, Saxon brooches or flint implements are
retrieved in the course of excavations, specialist advice is
sought. When radiocarbon dating or pollen analysis are
thought desirable, specialist services are used. Where air
photographs are concerned, notwithstanding that their
proper acquisition and use require training and experience
totally unconnected with archaeology, the matter is
regarded as one of opportunity rather than expertise. It is
rare for an archaeologist to seek an opinion from an aerial
archaeologist about the photographs he provides. When it
comes to interpretation, the man with the trowel thinks he
knows best.
It would be unfair to suggest that British archaeologists
are endowed with more than their fair share of original

1

Without detracting at all from the honour due to O G S
Crawford as the pioneer of air photography for archaeology
in Britain, it can be stated that not every opinion expressed
in the early days of any new development is an eternal truth.
One of the early notions was that archaeologists could
profitably seek the voluntary assistance of private fliers to
get them into the air to view and record features of the areas
in which they were working. This final expedient, when
nothing else was available, has been imbued by
archaeologists with irrational virtue. Crawford later, in a
generous tribute to Major Allen, acknowledged the
limitations of his own prospecting techniques, but this later
statement seems almost unknown to archaeologists. Allen's
prospecting techniques opened up a vast new field that
Crawford had not envisaged, and it is equally true to
say that later experience and techniques have opened up a
vaster field than Allen envisaged. Unless it is thought that
the prototype of anything is likely to be the ultimate, this
is surely the normal process. The context in which
Crawford assessed his discoveries was that of a landscape in
which archaeological material was scarce and dispersed. We
must now consider the entire landscape as one single
archaeological site. When the appropriate observation and
recording techniques are used, it is no more difficult to
find some limited new information from the air than it is
to dig up potsherds in a known Roman town or to recover
near-surface coins with a metal detector. It is simply a
matter of opportunity and equipment. Such a process,
however, is not archaeology. Without substantial training
and experience in the air (which incidentally Crawford
possessed before applying it to archaeology), an
archaeologist cannot commence operations with
competence. He can take photographs of some sort from the
air (for what they are worth), but he cannot plan and
execute a programme for aerial archaeology.
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Similarly, in dealing with the interpretation of air
photographs from any source, John Bradford laid down the
dictum that the amount of significant data derived from air
photographs is in direct proportion to the interpreters’
experience. It is also related to their specific interests, for a
geologist, a botanist, and an archaeologist will obtain quite
different information from the same photograph. The
information that an archaeologist looks for on air
photographs is on the whole of two different kinds. The
first and earliest concerns the identification of individual
sites, but whenever sites found on air photographs are
excavated, they invariably prove to be much more
complicated than the photograph shows and often prove to
be quite different in character from the interpretation.
The second concerns getting the information plotted on to
maps for addition to the Sites and Monuments Records
and Planning Restraint maps. This continuing process is
of course necessary, but it has to be accepted that all
plotted information is only conjectural and an interim
conjecture at that. The maps of plots are a catalogue to
the original material for continual reinterpretation by trained
interpreters in the light of expanding knowledge and
proficiency. If this were not so, an accessible archive of
air photographs would be unnecessary.
Although only a small amount of the evidence from the
air that has been accumulating in the past 60 years has been
absorbed into the archaeological ethos, it has been obvious
for more than 20 years that the archaeological techniques
of investigation, mainly based on careful excavation, that
were developed when it was thought that the amount of
surviving evidence was small, dispersed, and finite, will
never serve for more than a fraction of the evidence that is
being discovered at a still accelerating pace. Even 20 years
ago, one could suggest not only that the surviving evidence
was vastly greater in volume than had been believed, but
also that there was a vastly greater variety of it. Much of it
is of a kind that is unlikely to provide conventional
archaeological material through conventional excavations.
Hypotheses from the results of excavations have been
and are being constructed, not only from too small a
sample, but also from samples that, when assessed in the
context of evidence from air photographs, can no longer be
accepted as typical - if indeed it is possible to describe any
site as typical of any period or any area.
Incidental to this, whilst the degree of protection
provided by scheduling sites may in any case be debatable,
there is no possibility that the present accumulated
schedule can in any way be representative of the range of
known archaeological material in any part of the country,
let alone the country as a whole.
Nevertheless, mainstream archaeology has continued to
use most of its resources on techniques that are no longer
relevant to the larger body of evidence now available and
has not tried to incorporate this new and still rapidly
increasing volume into its deliberations. This has occurred
over a period in which the resources available to
archaeology as a whole have dramatically increased, not
only in the creation of new posts within universities,
museums, the Department of the Environment, and
Planning Offices, but also in the provision of finance for

‘rescue’ archaeology and for STEP and other projects.
There has of course been some marginal use of evidence
from the air in this period, but only as an elementary
addition when it was easily available. If one looks at the
organization of archaeology on a county basis, or in a CBA
Region, each displays a different relationship between
university, museum, Planning Office, Department of
Environment Inspector, archaeological units of varying
kinds, and local archaeologists. Most of the local initiatives
in the acquisition and use of air photographs have been
less than well conceived, whether the end has been
attained through commercial vertical cover or by grants to
local archaeologists. Air surveys in advance of motorway
construction are of predictably little value in prospecting
for sites and even less value for proper studies. High-level
commercial photography on some mystically proposed
peak recording day is predictably less productive and more
expensive than competent aerial archaeology. One can
understand that, where there is no choice between different
media, it is necessary to use whatever is available, but
this is not the same as claiming special virtues for the
medium employed. Some bodies have obtained satellite
photographs taken from hundreds of kilometres away and
hoped to find archaeological sites with a magnifying glass.
Balloons, kites and model aircraft with cameras, and cine
films taken on gas pipe-line inspections have all attracted
archaeological interest and expenditure. All are predictably
useless by comparison with the results obtained by the
Cambridge University Committee for Air Photography
and the Air Photographs Unit of the RCHM(E). It is yet
to be understood by archaeologists that the effective pursuit
of aerial archaeology, as a logical development from air
photography, is just as much a specialist service, in both
the acquisition and interpretation of the evidence, as
radiocarbon dating or pollen analysis.
The main reason for not leaving the matter entirely to
these units arises from the size of Britain, its changeable
weather, and the use of short-lived seasonal phenomena
as indicators of earlier land-use and buried sites. There are
approximately four million fields in Britain (approximately
as many fields as there are spectators at 40 Wembley FA
Cup Finals). At an aircraft cruising speed of 150 knots it
is possible to scan a flight path one kilometre wide, and in
doing so one would be scanning approximately one field
every second. In practical terms, a flying programme to
cover Britain once on flight paths one kilometre apart
(allowing for refuelling from convenient airfields every
three-and-a-half hours) requires more than 2,000 flying
hours.
In the time available to take advantage of short-lived
phenomena, one could suggest that an experienced
practitioner in the air who intimately knew his territory
could efficiently provide selective surveillance over two
average sized counties in 60 flying hours per summer.
This formula would require 40 practitioners for Britain.
When it was thought that the pattern of earlier land-use
in Britain was confined to a few soils that by a fortunate
coincidence were cropmark sensitive (this belief still
persists amongst some archaeologists), long-ranging
reconnaissances could be selective and concentrate on
limited areas. Latterly, however, it has become
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increasingly clear that whenever the appropriate intensive
study is undertaken by experienced practitioners in the air,
it can provide evidence of earlier land-use, though this
evidence is not necessarily of the kind sought by
conventional excavations or identified by easily seen
cropmarks. Each area, be it considered in geological or
administrative terms, is a specific subject that requires the
use of specific techniques at exactly the right times. In
Britain as a whole, there are hundreds of different areas
where long-term study will provide narrow ‘windows’ into
their earlier land-use; but this will only occur once it is
assumed that from earliest prehistoric times man lived
everywhere, and that archaeological field survey consists of
looking for evidence of this both on the ground and from
the air, instead of merely seeking sites suitable for
excavation.
In the study of different areas, there is a divergence of
objectives. On the one hand there is the recording of sites
for the Sites and Monuments Records in the belief that this
is a desirable aim in itself, and on the other hand, there is
the development of those local observations and recordings
that will widen the range of information available in
specific contexts. This is quite different from applying the
same observation and recording techniques to all areas,
and the research of John Hampton in conjunction with
specific field projects of the RCHM(E) provides models
for application to other areas. Allied to such recording is the
need to develop photographic interpretation techniques and
not only to make the new information intelligible but to
do so at acceptable standards of accuracy and in the scale
appropriate for its use. In this also, John Hampton’s
Air Photographs Unit provides the lead.
The objectives of aerial archaeology are not attainable by
providing archaeologists, devoid of training and experience
in the air and without even the known ability to take a
photograph on the ground, with a few hours flying in
whatever will get them airborne. These objectives do not
become more attainable by attending a few lectures on
cameras, aerial archaeology, or photographic interpretation.
If it is considered that archaeology is mainly an art that
has to be learnt and that it can then be pursued as a
pastime, then its objectives are too limited to justify the
use of sufficient public finance to apply aerial archaeology
scientifically.
Users of air photographs other than archaeologists whether they make the recordings themselves or work on
air photographs provided to them - accept the need for
years of training and experience to reach a minimum
proficiency, and one of the most disappointing aspects of
the current archaeological climate is the readiness to
believe that each practitioner starts with the sort of
accumulated proficiency that makes the work of Professor
J K S St Joseph and Roger Agache instantly recognizable.
It is equally disappointing that archaeologists still do not
realize that unless there is a commitment to the pursuit
and development of an uninterrupted study from the air for
decades, there is no point in starting it at all, either at one’s
own expense or with the assistance of public funds.
Experienced practitioners and interpreters can only look
back at their earlier efforts with embarrassment, and

anyone who does not has not progressed beyond
elementary proficiency.
There are in Britain about 60 local practitioners in the air
(this does not include the programmes of the Cambridge
University Committee and the RCHM(E)) who are known
to have been active to some degree in the past few years.
56 were traced and asked to provide some limited
information on their summer flying programmes in 1980.
24 did not fly in 1980, and 27 provided the information
asked for. The other 5 are believed to have flown, but are
only minor contributors. A total of 487 hours was flown
by the 27 practitioners in the following proportions:
Less than 5 flying hours
Between 5 and 10 flying hours
Between 10 and 20 flying hours
Between 20 and 50 flying hours
More than 50 flying hours

8
4
8
4
3

practitioners
practitioners
practitioners
practitioners
practitioners

The 3 practitioners who flew more than 50 hours in fact
accounted for 42% of the total hours flown.
Approximately 20% of the cover was in Scotland (mostly
by RCAHM Scotland) and approximately 40% was
privately financed (mostly in England).
The statistics were related to a map of Britain with a grid
of 190 squares of 40 x 40 km. It is suggested that an
experienced practitioner in the air could justify a
programme of 30 flying hours per year for some of the
squares, but for others 10 hours might be enough. 91 of the
squares were devoid of any air cover. A further 61 of the
squares had less than 5 hours of air cover. Only 18 of the
190 squares received more than 10 hours attention and
only 4 squares received more than 20 hours.
The above statistics do not take into account that much
of the cover was carried out at times that are predictably
non-productive; preliminary surveillance is necessary to
study crop conditions in different areas and different
geologies. Nor do they take into account that most
practitioners operate without sufficient continuity to
remain in current practice. (Refamiliarization under
instruction is a requirement for both military and civil
aviation where current practice is not maintained and only
those devoid of-aviation experience would discount the need
for this.) Nor do the statistics take into account the varying
degrees of competence and experience of the practitioners.
In 1980 only roughly 2½% of Britain received an amount
of air cover that could have exploited the potential of
aerial archaeology. Although only few areas were likely
to provide good results, some of those that did were areas
that remained enigmatic even after surveillance in what
would be considered good recording years. There is not the
slightest possibility that competent practitioners are able to
take proper advantage of opportunities in such years. The
expedient simply of providing finance for a few hours’
flying may provide a few air photographs, but it makes
no contribution to the pursuit of aerial archaeology as
scientific research.
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In retrospect, it is easy to see that it has been a mistake to
try to closely ally evidence of the vertical stratigraphy
obtained from the excavation of deserted sites with the
spatial information available from the air. It is not a matter
of one being right and the other wrong, but of the fact that
the microscope and telescope provide different evidence
from the same subject. The spatial evidence suggests much
more permanence in the landscape than the stratified
evidence of the less permanent and deserted domestic
sites, which in a later and more arable period are more
likely to survive anomalously under pasture than in
cultivated fields.
The patterns and arrangements of fields suggest both
social and economic organizations and therefore those
lateral connections that are described as cultural when
applied to artefacts. Large Neolithic monuments are now
known to be much less associated with limited geographical
contexts than was believed. Some limited lengths of our
country boundaries can now be shown to be early manmade prehistoric land divisions. Where there has been
continuous land-use anywhere, what conventional
archaeological evidence remains to show it? Is a deserted
site (with the possible exception of those of the postRomano-British period) typical or untypical of land-use
around it? Does desertion of sites on a flood-plain coincide
with desertions on peripheral land? Were large
Neolithic monuments sited on flood-plains because the
land was marginal rather than desirable? The excavator
can seek the answers to such questions, but cannot ask
them without incorporating the air evidence into a new
framework with a new philosophy.
It is true of course that the results of aerial archaeology
bring into question both the methods and values of
archaeology itself. Some archaeologists only see this as
‘in-fighting’, but it is a life-line. Does any archaeologist
really believe that the only future at a time of rising costs
and relatively diminishing resources lies in ever fewer,
expensive, large-scale, labour-intensive excavations? Each
one requires more finance than the execution of many area
studies on the model of those carried out by John Hampton
in collaborarion with field archaeologists. Such area
studies will not provide the same information as
excavations, but excavations do not provide the same
information as area studies. Which, at the present state
of knowledge and resources, is more cost effective?
There is a priority for aerial archaeology to record as
much as possible because of the loss of information and
evidence in the course of normal agriculture. This loss is
far greater than that from the changes in land-use that
absorb the resources of ‘rescue’ archaeology. A far
greater need, however, is to convince archaeologists of
the implications of the new and unexamined evidence,
because it is only through this that there can be a
meaningful review of interests and priorities. Without this,
there can be no really successful results from aerial
surveillance and the review would be carried out in spite of
archaeological indifference instead of because of
archaeologists’ interest.
If the present level of new evidence from the air cannot
be handled and digested by archaeology, how will it be

able to cope with the addition of quite different data from
remote sensing and geophysics? We must begin to consider
how it will be possible to begin the daunting task of area
study after moving away from the ideas of site excavation.
Perhaps there is now both the need and experience to set
up a seminar with mainstream archaeologists to work out
methods of studying large areas by combined operations
including geophysics. In such combined researches, the
experienced local practitioners in the air can make a
unique scientific contribution.

—————————————————————————————————————
The results of air and ground survey of Bodmin Moor, Cornwall

N D Johnson

—————————————————————————————————————

Synopsis

prehistoric settlement of scattered round huts has been
overlain in parts by a later medieval longhouse settlement
(two longhouses in centre). Fields of unknown date lie on
the right of the picture, and these have been encroached
upon by the ridges of washed gravel that denote medieval
or later tin-streaming activity. The now fossilized
landscapes in upland Britain flourished when there were
less obvious environmental differences between upland and
lowland areas. They are as important in the understanding
of lowland rural settlement as they are for being the last
surviving tracts of landscape that display prehistoric or
medieval remains unencumbered by the cumulative
complexity of more modern land-usage.

The importance of upland areas for the study of field
monuments of a wide range of periods is discussed and their
relevance to the understanding of Lowland Zone archaeology
pointed out. A description of current survey of Bodmin Moor
follows, with particular attention being paid to the
methodology, which depends heavily on integrated use of
overall air photograph cover; the technical advantages and
limitations of this approach are explained, and the considerable
savings of time and cost held up as an incentive to cast other
surveys of the Highland Zone of Britain in the same
mould.
Upland archaeology is usually visible in the field.
Individual sites and whole landscapes survive owing to
isolation and abandonment. Stone and earthen structures
remain visible above ground, but because the land has not
been reclaimed, buried features invariably remain invisible.
This is the reverse of the type of evidence found in
lowland areas. The extent of this difference can only really
be appreciated if one stands beside the neatly constructed
walls of a 14th century longhouse that stands, 1.2m high,
among other impressive ruins on the slopes of Brown Willy on
Bodmin Moor (Fig 1, bottom left). The remains look as
substantial as those of 19th century cottages in other parts
of Cornwall, and it is hard to believe they were abandoned
600 years ago.

Secondly, the illustration of features visible on the
ground by means of air photography shows, on the one
hand, the value of the technique and, on the other, its
severe limitations. Much has been said and written about
the value of air photographs as illustrative and
interpretative tools; little has been said about their
limitations. Archaeology in the uplands demonstrates the
latter very well.
Air photographs in the Lowland Zone often provide the
only visible evidence for a flattened archaeological site. The
ditches, so clear on the photograph, are usually not so
visible at ground level, and, as the vast majority of sites
will never be excavated and are continually being eroded
away, the photographic evidence represents important
primary data. In upland areas, or any area where the
archaeology survives as a visible feature, the air
photographs are not primary data. This is certainly so in
the south-west, where photographs are essential for
searching an area and finding the sites, and thereafter
become illustrative material. Once the site has been found,
the photograph can still be used to aid survey, but after
the survey the measured drawing, and not the photograph,
constitutes the primary data. Air photographs illustrate
specific aspects of a site such as vegetation cover or
stoniness in a way that ground survey cannot, but in general
they are aids to identification.

The archaeology of the uplands is important, not just
because it includes so many different genera and species
of structure, species that are often unique to these areas, but
also for two other reasons. Firstly, the changing
environment has ensured that a range of occupation periods
survives uncluttered with the remains of continuous
modern land-use. The uplands and the upland margins
represent, respectively, areas which are no longer habitable
and areas where a slight change in climate can make
settlement and exploitation possible. On the one hand we
have evidence of settlement in areas so isolated and bleak
that they can only have been used when the climate was
considerably warmer; on the other hand, the upland
margins are areas of maximum fluctuation of environmental
conditions. A slight change in temperature can result in
large areas being made useless for agriculture. Thus,
within a relatively short horizontal distance, it is possible
to examine or speculate upon all those factors inherent in
the everyday existence of rural settlements that in the
lowlands are obscured beneath several thousand years of
constant land-use. In some areas, prehistoric farms lie
abandoned, with no evidence of subsequent prehistoric or
later reuse of that site; in other areas medieval longhouse
settlements sit on top of prehistoric settlements, and all lie
abandoned; in other areas prehistoric and medieval
settlements have themselves been superseded by yet more
modern farms. Fig 2 shows an area of settlement to the
east of Brown Gelly that demonstrates very clearly how a

It is not possible to compare cropmarks directly with
upstanding features, since the majority of cropmarks are
of ditches or flattened earthworks and damaged walls;
however, when checking air photograph detail in the field
it is obvious that under many conditions evidence picked
out from the air is wildly incorrect. These conditions will
be discussed further below, but it is sufficient to say here
that, if upstanding features are often misinterpreted, then
how much more hazardous is cropmark interpretation when
there is practically no hope of checking most results; at
least in the uplands much of the evidence can be checked
in the field. Ironically, the increasing use of air photographs
in the uplands (where even visible and well preserved
remains stubbornly resist interpretation) encourages a
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Fig 1
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The deserted medieval village and fields on Brown Willy, Bodmin Moor, with traces of earlier prehistoric settlement

healthy scepticism about the interpretation of results where
only cropmarks remain.
Air photographs are not maps, but mirrors: they are not
selective of what they show; they simply show what
happens to be visible at the time; they are undiscriminating,
and should be valued with this in mind.
In Cornwall there are two main areas of surviving
moorland, West Penwith and Bodmin Moor. Cornwall
Committee for Rescue Archaeology (hereafter CCRA)
are surveying parts of West Penwith using ground survey,
whilst Bodmin Moor is being tackled in a joint venture
using air photographs as the basic data for survey.

Bodmin Moor survey (for location see Fig 3)
The effects of fieldwork undertaken on Dartmoor during

the last seven years have been profound for the south-west.
The sudden realization that huge areas had been managed
to a degree reminiscent of the Celtic field systems of
Wessex has challenged the somewhat limited classifications
of prehistoric upland settlement. Before 1976 very little
work had been done on Bodmin Moor, and of the sites
published only Stannon Down (Mercer 1968) included
detailed fieldwork; Baring-Gould (1892) excavated the
medieval settlement of Trewortha; St George Gray (1908)
examined the Trippet Stones stone circle-henge; Dudley
and Minter (1962/63) excavated part of the medieval
settlement at Garrow and examined several prehistoric
settlements in the vicinity — the prehistoric excavations were
not published, and the results of extensive fieldwork also
remain in incomplete manuscript; the Cornwall
Archaeological Society undertook detailed field survey in
the Roughtor and Twelvemens Moor areas between
1974 and 1977.
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In 1976 the National Monuments Record flew several
areas on the moor at the request of CCRA. It was clear
from existing sources in the county Sites and Monuments
Register (Parish Checklists and Ordnance Survey
Archaeology Division Index Cards) that fewer than ten
field systems had been surveyed to date and many more
needed basic survey. The photographs showed the stark
inadequacy of the record for Bodmin Moor. By implication,
the same was true for other upland areas such as West
Penwith and the Isles of Stilly. The work on Dartmoor
introduced the concept of landscape into upland studies in
place of the concept of the cellular development of
settlement, where prehistoric farms lay scattered around
the moor without any obvious connection between them.
This view must now be changed, and air photographs
provide the data.
China Clay extraction on Dartmoor and increased
newtake on Exmoor have tended to overshadow
developments on Bodmin Moor that have clearly

Fig2

demonstrated the alarming amount of moorland loss. Fig 4
shows the amount of moorland within the main mass of
Bodmin Moor, as well as those areas outside the Moor,
that survived as downland in 1813 and in 1976. The
1813 map is based on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch
map (1813), and the 1976 data were derived from air
cover. Bodmin Moor has always been divided up into
blocks by the main rivers, and over the years land has been
improved along these valleys, fragmenting the areas of
moor. As more land is improved, so the total length of
moorland edge facing threat increases. Since 1813, the
moor has shrunk by nearly 50%, mainly because of
farming, quarrying, forestry, china clay extraction, the
creation of water reservoirs, and other works. In the last
twenty years nearly ten sq km of moor have gone; at this
rate of destruction, within 150 years only the most resilient
Tors and mineralogically sterile, wet uplands will survive.
In less than 400 years, we may have reduced Bodmin Moor
from an area of approximately 200 sq km to mere scattered
remnants of wilderness. Whilst, in reality, the long-term

Prehistoric and medieval settlement, with tin-streaming works close by, at Brown Gelly, Bodmin Moor
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Fig 3
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Bodmin Moor in its south-western setting

threat may not be quite so serious, there is no doubt that
in the short term large areas are threatened. At the same
time there is no coherent policy for recording the historic
landscape or for recommending which areas should be
protected.
The problems facing Bodmin Moor are familiar in most
upland areas of Britain. In the light of so much information
being 'discovered’ by air photography and detailed
fieldwork, it is no longer acceptable to base research
priorities and management policies for those areas in
Britain which contain large reserves of relict landscapes
on data which are known to be inadequate.
The aspirations of (a) CCRA to make a survey of the moor
for input into the SMR with all its obvious advantages
for academic studies, and (b) the Department of the
Environment to protect sites from destruction or record
them in advance of disturbance, and (c) the National
Monuments Record to start work in upland areas after
many years’ work in the lowlands all happily coincided,
and the Bodmin Moor survey is the result. Cambridge
University were commissioned by the Department of the
Environment and the Nature Conservancy Council to fly

an air survey of the Moor in 1976. This vertical cover, at
1:7,800 scale, forms the basis for the photogrammetric
survey that constitutes the major part of the Bodmin
Moor survey.
Ann Carter of the National Monuments Record Air
Photographs Unit is transcribing all archaeological detail
from the vertical cover within the area defined in Fig 3,
using a Thomson-Watts Mk II stereo plotting machine at
University College, London. All detail is drawn at 1:2500
(the minimum scale capable of showing the relationship
between, for example, huts and walls) and, where possible,
detail on the Ordnance Survey maps is used as ground
control. As this does not always exist, much of the work
has to involve the establishment of adequate control, to
ensure that all detail plotted can be securely fixed within
an accurate framework. Problems of control in moorland
fastnesses have so often led to difficulties in fixing the exact
location of divorced surveys. The National Grid has been
used as the basis for the survey, and as each grid square is
complete the detail is 'firmed up’, copied, and sent to
CCRA as a readily accessible trace.
There were immediate problems of what sort of detail
should be included on the plots and how much 'modern'
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detail marked on Ordnance Survey maps should be drawn.
Although it is evident that boundaries in use today around
the edge of the moor are often maintained and fossilized
prehistoric and medieval walls, it was decided to leave out
detail marked on Ordnance Survey maps. Since they have
already been surveyed, it would be a simple matter to check
their character and extent in the field. Only hedge
intersections or prominent local landmarks, such as Tors,
large boulders, trees, or such like, have been marked on to
help in identifying an area on the ground. This has since
proved to be extremely useful when checking detail in the
field. The problem of what archaeological detail should be
plotted has been made more difficult through two factors:
1
2

the need to complete the survey as quickly as possible

At first it was not known what sort of industrial remains
survived, but, after the excavation of a late medieval tin
mill at Colliford, St Neot (Austin forthcoming) in advance
of the construction of a water reservoir, it is clear that the
surveys should include dams, leats, peat-drying platforms,
and other structures. As a general rule, all structures that
are not marked on the Ordnance Survey maps, except those
that are obviously modern, are plotted, thus ensuring that
the survey is comprehensive.
Selected areas are checked in the field in order that the
efficacy of the survey may be gauged. Although it is
desirable that the whole of the area should eventually be
examined in the field, in order to publish the detail within
a reasonable period from starting, it is expedient to check
only a few areas. CCRA is undertaking this and is also
acting as the link between the NMR and the detail on the
ground; the transcriber, Ann Carter, and CCRA try to visit
the moor together, so that problems concerning the
recognition of features and the shape and general lie of the
land can be seen on the ground, instead of through a
stereoscope in London. It has been of considerable help
to the transcriber to visit an area before starting to survey
it, so that any unusual features can be examined and
discussed.

excavation, a wall, for example, is measured and described,
and its relationship with any other features discussed. The
reliability of the evidence is assessed, depending on the
degree of disturbance or obscurity through vegetation
growth and the degree to which the fieldworker is confident
of the accuracy of the survey.
This method ensures a uniformity of description and
presentation which helps comparison with other sites
elsewhere; it also ensures that the site will not have to be
resurveyed and that corroborative data are available to
support published views. The Bodmin Moor survey
provides a unique opportunity to ensure that a large
mapping exercise is consistent throughout and that the
field surveyor is forced to publish the results in a manner
that enables others to reconstruct and reinterpret the
survey site. It is curious that for so long we have cherished
a dual standard of recording and publishing in archaeology,
whereby features still surviving above ground are invariably
treated with an amateurism that ensures loose and
subjective publication. How bizarre that features that
by definition have been destroyed at least to ground level
are treated with scientific reverence, whilst those precious
monuments that have survived destruction are treated with
less respect! Experience suggests that sites which survive
above ground have, in general, a higher potential for
investigation than sites that have been flattened or
truncated.

The results

Checking detail in the field

Despite only a few days’ fieldwork (up to December 1980),
it is clear that as an accurate skeleton upon which more
detailed survey can be hung, the plans are first-class. The
detail however is sometimes misleading. Obscuring
vegetation, bland light conditions, and the slightness of the
archaeological features have made their recognition
difficult, despite the help of oblique photographs. Rig-andfurrow, low lynchets, and clearance mounds are sometimes
missed, and even the most substantial hut can be hidden
beneath the gorse. Bracken tends to round off-features,
giving walls the appearance of banks, while gorse acts like a
camouflage net over the landscape, breaking up the area like
a disjointed jigsaw puzzle. The settlements shown in Fig 2
illustrate this well. The area in the centre close to the
longhouses shows moorgrass, whilst the dark patches on
either side are gorse bushes, and the lighter smudges are
bracken. The settlement detail on the left of the picture is
obscured by the fragmenting of the pattern of walls and
huts. They are enveloped by gorse and bracken. So much in
interpretation depends upon ‘following a feature with the
eye’; when this is made impossible through the visual
fragmentation of the image, recognition of features is
extremely difficult - the eye has so little form to latch
on to.

The production of the archaeological map is achieved with
a constant level of competence and accuracy. This high
standard has to be continued when checking in the field. A
system of recording detail in the field has been devised
by CCRA, based on fieldwork in West Penwith, which
ensures that each feature described, be it a hut circle,
hollow-way, or wall, is given a context number and an Index
sheet. Using similar standards to those developed for

It is a widespread misunderstanding that above-ground
features are necessarily more visible from the air than
cropmarks. It is their elusiveness that demonstrates the
importance of fieldwork, emphasizing that air
photographs, though important, are really a secondary
source of information. Despite this, the ability of air
photographs to illuminate should not be underestimated.
Fig 5 shows an area of enclosed moorland at Candra, where

Over 2,500 oblique photographs have been taken of
specific sites in order to help the interpretation of the
vertical cover. Different lighting and vegetation conditions
have imparted a bland appearance to some prints, but in
other cases the detail shows with startling clarity. The
oblique views are also a great help when checking in the
field, since they aid location as well as interpretation.
A map does not have that three-dimensional appearance
which gives photographs so much more depth.

Johnson: The results of air and ground survey of Bodmin Moor, Cornwall

Fig 5

Prehistoric hut-circles and enclosures with late n&and-furrow at Candra, Bodmin Moor. The rig-and-furrow is narrow and spade-dug

examination on the ground revealed the hut-circles and
enclosures that run into the modern field pattern on the
right. They are difficult to pick out on the photograph
because the area is so strewn with boulders that previous
exploitation seems unlikely and the rocks camouflage
whatever survives of the original pattern of walls. Perhaps
more important is the unexpected evidence for two areas of
rig-and-furrow. This is only visible on the ground if the
light conditions are good, and with the benefit of hindsight.
These ridges are also interesting for the reason that their
form demonstrates forcefully that they must have been dug
with spades; in some cases, the ridges wiggle about to avoid

boulders, yet in others go right up to them and continue
to the other side. The ridges would have remained
unnoticed without the use of air photographs. In complete
contrast, Fig 6 shows an area on East Moor where the
settlement and fields lie in an area of short grass and
bracken. During the winter the remains are quite visible,
so the photograph does not add to the detail visible on the
ground; instead it helps to demonstrate that some walls
overlie others, and so on - all aspects of interpretation.
The real strength of the survey is in the combination of air
photographs and field survey, each supplementing and
overlapping the other, and each being less certain and more
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Fig 6

Johnson: The results of air and ground survey of Bodmin Moor, Cornwall

Prehistoric farm and fields at East Moor, Bodmin Moor

difficult to use without the other. Fig 1 demonstrates this
well. The air photograph gives us an instant feel for the
archaeological detail that it shows. Three main aspects
emerge: the medieval hamlet with fields containing rig-andfurrow; the presence of prehistoric round huts within the
field system, lower centre left; and the discontinuity
between 'modern walls’ and underlying features, such as
the area of rig-and-furrow that is slighted and overlain by
a later wall, top left of the photograph. We know
immediately that field survey will need to be planned to
answer such obvious questions as what the relationship
is between the fields and the prehistoric settlement, and
whether the medieval cultivation lies in prehistoric fields.
The fieldwork is made much easier and more useful if air
photographs of the area are available. The photographs
complement, but should not replace, the fieldwork.
Academically, even the preliminary results have been a
revelation. The archaeological landscape is far more
complex than hitherto imagined. It is unlikely that the
number of major settlements will increase dramatically,
but huge areas of field systems, both prehistoric and

medieval have been found. It begins to be possible to
recognize areas devoid of settlement and highly favoured
areas, as well as settlements that have become absorbed and
fossilized into the modern farming landscape. Many
prehistoric settlements show evidence of reuse or change
several times in the prehistoric period, and the majority
of medieval farms lie on top of, or sit within, prehistoric
farms
The significance of the survey in terms of time and
money is important. Between January 1978 and
12th December 1980 a total of 445 man-days has been spent
on the project. During this period a total of 60 sq km has
been covered, comprising 50 completed kilometre squares
and areas equivalent to a further 10 kilometre squares
within many squares that have not yet been completed.
Many squares have considerably less detail in them than
others, but despite this reservation, it has taken an average
of 7.5 days to complete each square. At this rate it will take
a total of 1,125 man-days to complete the survey from
the photographs. Excluding holidays and weekends, there
are 210 working days in a year, and so, if pursued full-time,

Johnson: The results of air and ground survey of Bodmin Moor, Cornwall
the project could take a fraction over five years to
complete. However, in the last three years only 445 days
have been spent on the project out of a possible total of
600 days (approximately 75% of the days available). The
remainder have been spent on other NMR work. If one
therefore assumes that only 75% of the time available
is spent on the Bodmin Moor survey, then the air survey
part will take 25% longer, or 6½ years. It is thought,
however, that five years is a reasonable estimate for the
project, considering that the problems of ground control
will diminish, experience and expertise will increase, and
some of the area still to be surveyed has been reclaimed
for agriculture with a consequent loss of surveyable
remains. Thus, at the end of five years, 150 sq km will have
been mapped by one person as effectively as if a new
Ordnance Survey map were being made. Selected checking
of detail in the field will not add to this time because this
will be done by CCRA whilst the survey is still in progress.
It will, however, add to the man-day total. To have carried
out this survey entirely in the field would have taken
much longer.
As expected, photography in the uplands is restricted to
the winter months, when the light is low, the vegetation
is sparse, and the likelihood of snow is high. This
restriction also applies to field survey, and it is a
considerable burden that upland areas are invariably a long
way from home, and that in order to avoid darkness whilst
visiting isolated sites the working day is inevitably
curtailed, if not already cancelled because of inclement
weather. Figures based on CCRA work in moorland in West
Penwith suggest that it could take two surveyors 50 days
(100 man-days) to survey an average kilometre square. The
survey based on air photographs is inevitably not as
detailed as a ground survey, and in order to bring it up to
the same level a further 20 to 30 man-days should be
added to the 7.5 man-days per square kilometre that the
air survey takes. It is therefore likely that the air survey
supplemented by checking in the field could take between
30% and 50% of the time that conventional field survey
of Bodmin Moor might be expected to take (between ten
and fifteen years). It must be stressed that, setting aside
the survey of archaeological detail, the development of a
network of ground control points to the same standard
as that achieved in the air survey would either require a
similar air survey or a great deal of work with a
theodolite. Whilst the figures for ground survey may vary
considerably from one kilometre square to another, there
seems to be no doubt that this type of survey is at least twice
as fast as conventional methods.
In addition to the saving of valuable survey time, there
are also considerable economic benefits. In salary bills,
the Bodmin Moor survey is half as expensive, since it takes,
at the most, half as many man-days as conventional survey
methods. It is not possible to carry out detailed ground
survey over large areas with less than two people. As
the air photographs would be equally necessary if a
conventional survey were undertaken instead, they can be
omitted from the calculations. Despite the cost of
occasional journeys to Cornwall to visit specific sites on
the Moor, the savings in petrol money are considerable.
(The return trip from Truro to various parts of the Moor is
70 miles minimum and often over 100 miles.) One would
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have to budget for several thousand miles travelling for
each kilometre square unless the survey team were housed
on the moor. Even then transport would be necessary.
Despite the cost of using the plotting machine and the
additional cost of purchasing diapositives of the vertical
photography for use in the plotting machine, the costs
of the project are substantially less than those that would
have been incurred by more traditional methods.
These savings are especially attractive when
resources are low and manpower stretched. In upland areas
where the problems of ground control are serious, this
type of survey is an obvious solution. It offers the hope
that large areas of historic landscape can be adequately
surveyed as the basis for more detailed ground survey
in the future, as well as for scheduling policy and academic
explanation — all this within a realistic time-scale that is
short enough to permit consistency of standard and to
promote vital local interest in a project with a foreseeable
end. These types of project are so much easier to
justify,
We need to ascertain within the next ten years the
precise significance of the historic landscape in upland
areas, so that it can be included in important local
management plans. Knowledge about the extent and
complexity of our archaeological resources and their
absolute scarcity is essential in the very near future, if large
areas are to be preserved as archaeological reservations
in this country. Air photograph transcription of the type
used for the Bodmin Moor Survey would appear to offer
the only hope of this ever happening.

Aerial photography and fieldwork in north Lincolnshire

Paul Everson

is varied, rising to over 500ft (150m) in the highest parts
of the wolds, where slopes can be quite severe; but even in
low-lying areas - one might better say especially in
low-lying areas - minor topographical variations are
critical for ancient settlement location, though it may take
an outsider some time to attune to the subtleties of ‘hills’ in
the fens and marshlands!

Synopsis
The integrated use of air photography in a detailed survey
of north Lincolnshire reveals its values and disadvantages,
particularly for the study of the medieval and post-medieval
landscapes, The area, hitherto relatively unexploredfrom the
air, can now be seen to possess a considerable potential for
aerial inspection of all classes of monuments; but above all
it offers the opportunity to study post-Roman settlement
patterns in a rural terrain severely denuded by agriculture, and
to note, at the same time, the varied evidence for continuing
land-use. Account is taken of the most recent changes in
agricultural practice, which have left islands of surviving
earthworks where the partial nature of the evidence may
constitute as great an obstacle to correct assessment as total
effacement would have done. In reading this fragmentary
evidence air photography must play a supplementary role.

Despite the extent of suitable light, well-drained base
soils and intensive and increasing arable cultivation
(especially for cereals), this area, for recent historical,
practical, and quite fortuitous reasons, does not seem to
have hitherto received as much attention from
archaeological air reconnaissance as it deserves. The two
recent authoritative studies of the pre-medieval
archaeology of the county (Whitwell 1969; May 1976)
made practically no use of evidence from aerial
photography in assessing and illustrating settlement
patterns and early land-use, principally because, with
limited well-known exceptions, such as the fenland Roman
sites, this kind of evidence was untapped. Reconnaissance
undertaken within the past few years by both national
agencies and local fliers has changed the picture completely.
All suitable soil types have produced large numbers of
monuments of traditionally recognized forms as well as
some new ones that reflect current research interests and
discoveries elsewhere. The tip of the iceberg has begun to
emerge in this area; and the signs are clear that the
Lincolnshire chalk wolds, the limestone uplands, gravel
deposits of the Witham and fen margins, and blown sand
areas will in time take their place alongside geographically
comparable but longer studied areas of lowland
England, with a similar richness and variety of-early
monuments. Some flavour of the change may perhaps be
gained from the examples of sites recorded by limited
local flying in northern Lincolnshire (Figs 7 and 8).

A comment written 50 years ago by Charles Phillips,
one of the great figures in this country’s honourable
tradition of field archaeology, might easily be taken as a
text for this paper. Though directed specifically at his study
of Lincolnshire long barrows, it applies now with
redoubled force to all categories of archaeological
monument in north Lincolnshire. Phillips wrote, ‘As the
most agricultural county in England, Lincolnshire has
had to pay a penalty in the loss of numbers of barrows
destroyed by the plough. The only hope of tracing lost
long barrows lies in air photography’ (Phillips 1932, 178).
The area of north Lincolnshire covered by this report and
by the work carried out under the sponsorship of
RCHM(E) over the past several years embraces the
pre- 1974 county and earlier historical kingdom of Lindsey
minus the northern fringe that now falls within the new
county of Humberside. Within it are some 341 civil
parishes, covering an area of approximately 290,000 ha.
It provides a cross-section of the north-south trend of the
surface and solid geology of this part of-the East Midlands,
which in turn determines the farming and land-use regions
of the area (Thirsk 1957, map IV); the area therefore
forms a good basis for the study of varied and interrelated
patterns of settlement and land-use through time. The
most detailed work has concentrated on 120 parishes in the
westernmost sector, from the Trent in the west through
clay lowlands, across the Jurassic limestone escarpment,
across the main Lindsey clay vale, and on to the
Lincolnshire chalk wolds. There are extensive spreads
of superficial blown sands, particularly along Trentside and
below the western scarp of the wolds; while to the south
(and mostly in eastern Lindsey) the sand and gravel
terraces of the River Witham and its tributaries are among
the most extensive in Britain and are overlain in parts by
the northern fringe of the Witham peat fens. South of
the wolds are silt fens linking with those of south
Lincolnshire, and to the south-east and east lie the glacial
and marine clays of the Lindsey coastal marshlands. Relief

But it is not only the interest of individual monuments
or even of extensive ancient landscapes that aerial
photography places before us in this area; equally
importantly, it presents the evidence for continuing
land-use. A photograph directed primarily at probable Iron
Age and Romano-British settlement enclosures at Welton
near Lincoln (Fig 9), on a limited river gravel spread
amid the heavy clays of the central Lindsey vale, also shows
continuing post-Roman land-use from the ridge-and-furrow
of medieval arable through later small hedged pasture
fields, to the recent removal of hedgerows, under-draining,
and reconversion to arable. Over all the high wolds too,
cropmark and soilmark indications of pre-medieval sites
are covered with the medieval ridge-and-furrow that is
almost ubiquitous in this area, as in much of-midland
England (Fig 10). Evidence such as this makes it clear that
pre-medieval monuments will survive as earthworks only
in the limited areas of non-arable medieval land-use,
whether these were pasture, meadow, waste, managed
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Fig 7

Soilmark at Stainton le Vale (Lincs) (TF 164941), 26 January 1980. This oval ditched enclosure is situated in the highest part of the Lincolnshire chalk
wolds, over 120 m OD. Like a number of other features of similar size and farm recently identified in the wolds, it is sited on the lip of a steep valley near the
valley head. Several are paired or apparently associated with ring-ditches or round barrows. Such locations and associations are similar to those of known
long barrows in the area, and the group of monuments merits further study (Photo: P Everson)

woodland, settlement, or some positive reuse. This, indeed,
is what emerges when the evidence of aerial reconnaissance
is combined with ground survey and other survey sources.
For example, a group of circular mounds in Barlings parish
is situated on extremely low-lying land between the old
course of the Barlings or Langworth river, near its
junction with the Witham, and its present course; the
latter is an artificial cut that was probably dug to provide
the 12th century Premonstratensian foundation at Barlings
with navigable access to the Witham. The mounds appear
to protrude through the thick layer of alluvium from an
underlying old ground surface. (The fields flood frequently
and quickly in winter, to the extent that, until recently,
the farmer kept one working horse for the sole purpose
of rounding up his cattle when such flooding occurred.)
Immediately east of the river a further large group of
monuments has been recorded in arable land as soilmarks
of ploughed mounds in the winter and as ring-ditches in
summer cereals. These effects have become apparent
through the wasting of superficial peat deposits of former
fenland under modern arable usage.
At South Elkington on the chalk wolds, soilmarks as of
circular mounds are visible from the air, though they were
first recognized on the ground, because though denuded
by ploughing, they retain some residual elevation and
spread circular plan. These examples lie, with others, in
an area devoid of evidence for medieval ploughing,
which can be identified and defined as a monastic sheep

4

grange belonging to the nearby Gilbertine foundation of
North Ormsby. The remainder of South Elkington parish is
covered with traces of medieval arable cultivation,
including strip lynchets, and pre-medieval sites are known
only from surface finds or as soilmarks or cropmarks
with no surviving elevation.
In another case, at Normanby le Wold, a line of low
circular mounds, four in number with a fifth about 100m
beyond, runs south from one corner of the medieval village
earthworks. They are recorded incidentally on aerial
photographs of the village remains, but were in fact
recognized through ground survey. When planned, the
northernmost mound was seen to be cut by the village
earthworks; ridge-and-furrow runs parallel to the line
along the natural slope, as does an old field-way or road;
recent ploughing did the same, forming a slight lynchet
on the other side, where no medieval ploughing is evident,
but the mounds remained untouched by either.
In each of these instances, the mounds seem likely to be
Bronze Age round barrows, all previously unrecorded. Yet
the evidence upon which this assessment relies is not
solely the size and form and topographical location of the
individual monuments, but, just as important, a
reasoned understanding of the history of their immediately
surrounding landscape, which might plausibly explain the
survival of early features. In this context, ‘landscape
history’ is not just the latest archaeological key-word,
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Fig8
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Sketch map showing length of triple linear ditch on the dip slope of the Jurassic limestone ridge east of the city of Lincoln in the parishes of Greetwell,
Nettleham, and Grange de Lings. Based on local reconnaissance in 1977, 1979, and 1980
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Fig 9
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Cropmarks at Welton near Lincoln (Lincs) (TF 045822), below 12 m OD, looking west, 29 July 1979. The continuous diagonal boundary is the Barlings or
Langworth river, the parish boundary between Welton to its west and Snarford to its east. The village of Welton, whose medieval arable stretches right to
this boundary, lies over 4.5 km distant (Photo: P Everson)

Fig 10 Soilmarks at Welton le Wold (Lincs) (TF 267863), from the south, 26 January 1980. In this and other parishes on the high chalk wolds, over 90 m OD,
early prehistoric burial monuments, linear features, and extensive spreads of ditched enclosures and closes, presumably of later prehistoric and Roman date
(as illustrated here), are normally overlain and destroyed by medieval arable (Photo: P Everson)
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Fig 11 Medieval and later earthworks at stainfield (Lincs) (TF 112732) from the north-west, 17 May 1980. Before the destruction recorded in progress on this
photograph, only a single approximately square field in Stainfield parish remained in pasture, but its 16 ha extent around Stainfield Hall and church was
full of earthworks, with one phase in places superimposed on another (cf Fig 12). Levelling, subsequently continued up to the through road, has removed over
half the remains, including the replanned medieval village and early post-medieval formal gardens in entirely, as well as the southern edge of the monastic
precinct and one arm of the early 18th century gardens. The disoriented church stands at the near corner of the farm complex, left of picture, whit the sun
catching the cupola ( Photho: P Everson)

not just a legitimate end and interest in itself, but an
essential and everyday tool for site assessment, which,
to have any usefulness, must draw together the widest
range of sources of information.
Now in practice, the Commission’s survey work in
northern Lincolnshire is not at present occupied principally
with pre-medieval remains, but rather with earthwork sites,
which generally means medieval and later features. In this
area it is these features that are subject to the most rapid
destruction through current changes in land-use. For, as
was so obviously the case in the high medieval period,
so also in modern times the area is excellently suited to
arable cultivation, which is intensified by the rationale of
modem agricultural specialization. This is well illustrated
by the Midlands sheet of the Agricultural Land
Classification map of England and Wales, which shows
land of grades 1 and 2 predominating in Lincolnshire,
in contrast to the counties to its west. Scenes of extensive
pasture, containing abandoned settlement remains
surrounded by seas of ridge-and-furrow and overlain by
enclosure hedges, are a thing of the past. Nowadays a
single field, frequently the home close to the principal
modem farm, is all the ancient pasture that remains in a
whole parish, while the rest is arable – a scene that is
now as typical of the clay vales (Fig 11) as of the chalk

and limestone uplands. In these circumstances, the
number of earthworks that remain is surprising, but (as
Figs 11 and (12 show) they are subject to constant and
uncheckable destruction through conversion, whether for
arable or fonlimproved pasture. The splendid earthworks at
Kingerby (Fig 13) most strikingly comprise a very regular
planned village layout appended to a 12th century castle,
whose earthworks lie beneath the present Kingerby Hall
and its gardens. When planned on the ground in summer
1979, the site included earthworks in the field to the east
of the obvious settlement remains, which overlay medieval
arable; in photographs of October 1980 these had been
levelled, in this case for improved grazing. The effect
of these processes is not merely to destroy sites
wholesale, but, as this case illustrates, more insidiously,
to trim off peripheral and anomalous features and the
relationship between settlement and its landscape, so
that what remains tends to give a standard and static
picture, lacking the detail and diversity that is present in
most well-preserved cases. The circumstances of the
well-known village remains at Gainsthorpe (South
Humberside) illustrate the point forcibly (Fig 14). Though
the excellent preservation of its stone buildings as
earthworks is justifiably highly regarded (Beresford
& Hurst 1971, 305-6, appendix A) and has secured the
protection of the site by state guardianship, one can make
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Fig12 Medieval and later earthworks at
Stainfield (Lincs) (TF 112732), from the
east, 29 March 1965 (Photo: University
of Cambridge, copyright reserved)
little now of its extent and plan as a settlement, and
late 17th century references to the sites of 'the church
which belonged to Gainstrop. . . with several houses’ lying
some two or three hundred metres distant (de la Pryme
1870, 127; Loughlin & Miller 1979,200) remain as
tantalizing hints of relationships that may now be
unrecoverable.
The role of specialist archaeological (and specifically
oblique) aerial photography within this sort of project is
more modest than in connection with pre-medieval studies.
True, wholly unsuspected settlements or parts of
settlements may come to light – as at Northorpe near
Gainsborough, where a settlement wholly separate from
Northorpe village and otherwise undocumented is recorded
as a soilmark by a Cambridge photograph (pottery
collected during fieldwalking ranges from, at latest,
Saxo-Norman to the 15th century), or at Hackthorn near
Lincoln, where earthworks in the parkland must be added
to the existing village and its peripheral earthworks
stretching for a further 1km eastwards. But in many
cases this function can be performed equally satisfactorily,
sometimes better (if only for historical reasons), by available
commercial, military, and other non-archaeological
vertical photography. Thus, for example, the settlement
remains in the clayland parish of Fulnetby that serve to
locate a medieval village called Helethorpe, whose position
until recently was completely unknown, are recorded on the
1946 RAF vertical, and not otherwise. The site has
been under plough for many years now. Similarly, the
villages at Thorganby and Kirmond-le-Mire, both now
ploughed, are best recorded incidentally on nonarchaeological vertical coverage. At North Reston on the
Lindsey marshlands, similar verticals of poor technical
quality at least allow village remains to be recognized,

if only through being defined by surrounding ridgeand-furrow. In part, these lay around the church and
surviving farm at North Reston, but also in a separate
block to the north. The land is now all arable, and
fieldwalking has confirmed medieval occupation around
the church continuing into the 17th century. The block
to the north, identified as 'Hetty's Field’ in local parlance,
after an old witch said to have lived there, also produced
medieval pottery, in this case continuing into the
19th century. This is probably the hamlet of Beckhouse,
which is recorded only once to my knowledge in written
sources, in a 16th century diocesan survey, but which
clearly originated far back in the medieval period and was
continuously occupied until within living, or folk-lore,
memory. Vertical coverage is especially valuable for
investigation of the middle and outer marshlands of the
Lindsey coast, for the area was full of minor settlements,
often apparently of specialized function, such as Fenhouses
in Great Carlton parish (Fig 15), not to mention the
extensive remains of the coastal salt industry, and it exhibits
a markedly dispersed settlement pattern, as in Skidbrooke
or Theddlethorpe All Saints (Fig 16). Much of this area,
too, has succumbed to arable in the past twenty years.
At one level, then, a basic function of aerial photography
for a project studying medieval and later settlement is
truly one of reconnaissance, to direct ground survey to
appropriate locations and preferably to indicate the total
extent of the settlement remains. In this respect, the
impartiality of vertical coverage, or better still the
low-level near-vertical runs produced by both Cambridge
University and NMR reconnaissance, are more useful than
obliques, with their tendency to direct attention in a more
blinkering way at the complete or obvious at the
expense of the slight or partial. Village remains recently
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Fig 13 Medieval village earthworks at Kingerby (Lincs) (TF 056928), from the north, 9 October 1980. The white residence in centre photograph, Kingerby Hall,
stands on a castle mound whose outworks lie under the trees. Though the photograph gives the impression of village remains that appear complete and
coherent, the field to the east of the trees (on the centre left-hand margin) until 1979 contained further earthworks of medieval or later village type overlying
ridge-and-furrow (Photo: National Monuments Record Crown copyright reserved)

recorded at South Kelsey (Fig 17), though not immediately
striking, will undoubtedly, through the ground survey
they stimulate, go some way to elucidate the settlement’s
configuration. Even to casual inspection, this was likely to
be complex, as indicated by the irregularities of street
alignment and the presence of a second medieval church
site in addition to the surviving one.
This is not to underestimate the value of clear aerial
photographs as an aid in hand while carrying out measured
ground survey, for such surveying has to go on the year
round and in all manner of circumstances. Village remains
in Riby Park, surveyed in ungrazed parkland in summer,
when the farmer had been busy filling the hollow-ways
with rotting onions and carrots, would not have yielded so
satisfactory a plan without the help of a good RAF
vertical. Nor would very slight earthworks near Normanby

Lodge, Normanby le Wold, during recent surveying in
winter blizzards, without NMR cover. Nevertheless,
experience of surveying even splendidly preserved and
brilliantly photographed earthworks, such as those at
Stainfield (Fig 12), suggests that it is only through ground
survey that a site’s plan-form is likely to emerge
convincingly (and this is especially true of so-called
shrunken or shifted village sites); and through ground
survey too, one disentangles and analyses a complex
sequence of monuments, observing their relationships and
evolving a history of settlement and land-use. Stainfield,
for example, comprises a presumed early medieval
settlement built over by a 12th century Benedictine
nunnery, which gave rise to a planned later medieval
settlement aligned on the precinct, a 16th or early
17th century house and formal gardens, and an 18th
century realignment of the house with new gardens and
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parkland. After such ground survey and analysis,
much, if not all, of a plan or sequence may be recognized
and understood on the aerial photographs, and
corroborative details not infrequently added.
What ground survey also does, of course, is to bring
the investigator face to face with other forms of field
evidence. This is not limited to such obvious, though
important, matters as pottery found on earthworks or
adjacent ploughed land. At Stainfield, the church is
approximately 90 degrees out of its liturgical
east-west axis. It was evidently rebuilt as a landscape
feature in the later phase of garden layout and emparking,
and since it is dated to 1711, it provides a date for one
whole aspect of the earthworks, and ties them to a major
rebuilding by documented personalities.
In a further and equally important respect, aerial
photographs can have a blinkering effect on the study of
the individual monuments they record, unless used as only
one source among a wide variety of others. Though we are
happy (whatever the niceties of a conjectured earlier
medieval replacement and replanning) to identify a deserted
medieval village among the earthworks at Stainfield, the
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fact is that there is still, in addition to the scattered
farms, a settlement nucleus there that extends south from
the area of earthworks, alongside the through road, and
swings out into the middle of what is now an arable field
but was, until the 19th century, a triangular area of
common on to which the properties fronted (Fig 18). In
view of the later development of the medieval site into
a great house with gardens, it is not surprising that there
is a considerable element of settlement shift rather than
strictly desertion here, which can all too easily go without
acknowledgement. Similarly, at Cold Hanworth,
aerial photographs identify a spread of earthworks, typical
of medieval clayland villages, adjacent to an almost isolated
and now redundant church. When one looks at the wider
landscape, however, one finds no fewer than six 19th
century farms with attendant cottages, scattered across this
small parish of only 331 ha. It would not be
surprising in these circumstances if ‘desertion’ proved
difficult to trace through the available documentary sources
for crude population levels.
Just how long drawn out, complex, and variously detailed
a settlement’s history may prove to be is brought home
to us pre-eminently, year after year, by the continuing

Fig 14 Deserted village of Gainsthorpe (South Humberside) (SE 954012), 9 October 1980 (Photo: National Monuments Record, Crown copyright reserved)
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Fig 15 Earthworks of deserted settlement of Fenhouses in Great Carlton parish (Lincs) (TF 427866), 17 November 1947. The settlement remains extend along
the edge of slightly higher land at 3 m OD, above the enclosed fen that forms the seaward end of this middle marsh parish and occupies the centre and lower
part of the photograph (Photo: Royal Force, Crown copyright reserved)

Fig 16

Pan of Theddlethorpe AN Saints parish (Lincs) (centre TF 464879), 17 November 1947. The medieval parish church lies in the centre of the photograph,
with no contemporary nucleated settlement associated. A large moated enclosure lies separately to the south (right on photo) beyond ridge-and-furrow. Other
moats and ditched closes are found scattered around the parish in clusters or individually, some occupied by modern buildings. The whole area of the
photograph is now arable (Photo: Royal Air Force, Crown copyright reserved)
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Fig 17

Village of South Kelsey (Lincs) (TF 043984), with peripheral earthworks, 9 October 1980. The modern village had at least three elements: one associated
with the surviving church of St Mary (top left), a second with the demolished church of St Nicholas whose site lies among the buildings on the right-hand
margin, and North End (out of picture to the right). The irregular street pattern suggests change and complexity in village layout, and the reconnaissance
photograph reveals minor earthworks in grass closes that may enable that layout to be filled out and interpreted through ground survey (Photo: National
Monuments Record, Crown copyright reserved)

work at Wharram Percy (Hurst 1979; and otherwise
conveniently through up-to-date accounts in the Annual
Reports of the Medieval Village Research Group). The
experience of recent area studies through field survey is
similar in identifying, on the one hand, individual
complexity and diversity (RCHM(E) 1975; 1979; 1981;
1982; Taylor 1977; 1978) and, on the other, a
difficulty, which is perhaps at first sight surprising, in
assigning specific dates to abandonment and thus in
generalizing about the evidence (RCHM(E) 1980, 7-8). The
results in Lincolnshire are proving at least as individually
complex and varied in ways that are certainly not apparent
from aerial photographs.
An elaborate example at Stallingborough, near Grimsby,
comprises an area of approximately 70 acres (28.5 ha) of
settlement remains, conventionally categorized as a

shrunken medieval village, and superbly recorded from the
air (Laughlin & Miller 1979, 170 and pl 11; Everson
1981). When investigated, part of the remains was
found to survive as earthworks, part had recently been
ploughed. One section of the earthworks alongside and
north of the church proved to be formal gardens of early
17th century type, together with the site of a manor
house enlarged by the grandiose addition of an early
18th century west wing, whose foundation could be
identified among the earthworks. Documentary evidence
and fieldwalking of the ploughed section agreed in
suggesting that some of the village properties had indeed
been abandoned for good in the 14th century, when the
village received 70% reliefs after the Black Death; but the
population rose again to the exceptional level of 150
households in the 16th century, and documents and
material finds again agreed about a drastic fall in population
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Fig 18

Simplified diagram of medieval and later settlement at Stainfieid (Lincs)
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Fig 19 Simplified diagram of medieval and later settlement at Normanby le Wold (Lincs)
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and the final abandonment of ploughed and earthwork
properties as late as the 18th century. It seems possible
that this is to be associated with the aggrandizement of the
manor house and perhaps an intention to empark. Equally,
the removal of the family seat from Stallingborough to a
new residence elsewhere in the county in 1790 effectively
freed the settlement from the prospect of becoming a closed
village and allowed it a gradual expansion to become the
large and still growing village it is today.
Two simpler examples may illustrate the variety and
frequency of such results. Settlement earthworks in the
south side of Broxholme village, well-known from previous
publication and early cartographic evidence (Beresford &
St Joseph 1979, 31-5) can be shown from later map
sources and surface finds after ploughing to have continued
in occupation until the mid 19th century before being
abandoned. At Normanby le Wold, on the western
scarp of the Lincolnshire wolds, we have already referred
to two settlement groups in the parish identified through
earthworks recorded on aerial photographs. A third,
comprising several of the houses that make up the modern
community, plus some peripheral earthworks, lies
equidistant between them. Each group is shown by
field survey to have been organized along an east-west way
that climbs up the scarp (Fig 19). The southern, churchcentred, group contains in its earthworks details of changed
street layout, changed property boundaries, and even
shifted ponds, much of it demonstrably post-medieval
development. The northern group contains an L-shaped
range of substantial buildings arranged round what may be
a large yard, which appears different in scale and later
than the remaining earthworks. It may be a precursor
to the nearby modern farm of Normanby Lodge. Yet a
fourth settlement group, dated by salvage excavation to the
middle Saxon period (Wilson & Hurst 1970; Addyman &
Whitwell 1970) lies 750 m south of the church, and is
focused, like the others, upon a spring for water supply.
Whatever the relationships of chronology and development
that underlie it, the settlement pattern is very striking and
unexpected, and gains much of its impact from the
underpinning of details and observations that emerge from
field survey.
It is now almost 50 years since the last overall survey of
Lincolnshire's archaeology was undertaken by
C W Phillips. The greatest quantitative increase of
information now becoming available for northern
Lincolnshire over that or any other subsequent
catalogue of more restricted scope is indeed owed
largely to the impact of aerial photography, and we are
all enormously dependent upon it as one of our primary
sources, But the qualitative gloss of detail, interpretation,
and understanding still requires such flexible use of the
varied skills and sources of field survey as Phillips himself
was master of in his work.
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Synopsis

particularly tenacious clay (Hanson & Maxwell 1980); and
Cargill, although located in mixed arable, is overlain by
an exceptionally deep layer of modern top soil (St Joseph
& Maxwell forthcoming). None is therefore an ideal subject
for aerial recording in the form of cropmarks. Equally
important, the fact that all are single-period sites, occupied
for only a few years, means that the physical bulk of the
surviving structural remains is likely to be comparatively
slight, and certainly less liable to attract attention by other
means than cropmarks. The implications for the future are
clear: most of the permanent Roman sites awaiting
discovery in northern Britain are probably those belonging
to the relatively brief opening phase of the 1st century
occupation or to one of the succeeding Antonine phases.
Similarly, it should be observed that many of the
temporary camps recently discovered from the air appear to
have been defended by ditches of particularly narrow
gauge — many originally approximating to the minimum
standard of a fossa legitima (5 ft wide and 3 ft deep), as
defined by the military authors (eg Hyginus, de
Munitionibus, 48-53, and Vegetius, Epitome Rei Militaris,
I, 23-5; III, 8). The presence of such structures is
indicated by the faintest of cropmarkings, which are barely
detectable by the unaided human eye and are recorded with
some difficulty even by the camera. Although there is no
necessary link between a camp's size and the slightness
of its defences, it is probably true to say that sites of this
category rarely exceed 12 ha or so in area, and many
would therefore have accommodated units of less than
legionary strength. Their importance, however, need not
be proportionate to their size, for it is possible that
many were employed during the secondary phases of
campaigning, after the storm of the initial invasion, when
the likelihood of major resistance had been so reduced
that the use of multi-legion battle-groups was no
longer necessary. If this is so, their location and
interpretation will be as important a task for the aerial
surveyors of the future as the identification of the larger
categories has been for those of the past; and, although
there are clear indications that it will take even longer,
because of the tenuous nature of the remains, the fact
that aerial survey has already proved such an invaluable
tool in this field will ensure its continuing use in the years
ahead.

Aerial reconnaissance in Scotland is generally identified with
the spectacular discoveries that have revolutionized our
understanding of the Roman period, but air photograph
evidence of the prehistoric and post-Roman periods, though
overshadowed, is certainly not lacking. Previously little-known
categories of site can now be seen to be relatively widespread,
and entirely new types are still coming to light, some indicating
possible links with monuments already recognized in England,
others providing an ampler basis for landscape studies which
can embrace upstanding sites. The potential for regional
grouping and simple taxonomic investigation is exemplified by
the evidence derived from a comparative study of ring-ditches
and associated structures in eastern Scotland north of the
Forth.
The collected papers of the last symposium (Wilson
1975) contained little reference to aerial survey anywhere
in north Britain. Such an omission was, however, more
apparent than real, for the publication dealt mainly with
aspects of work which were not widely known to the
general public. However, few members of the
archaeological profession would then have been unaware of
the outstanding contribution to aerial studies in the
north made by Professor J K S St Joseph and his
colleagues in the University of Cambridge, particularly in
respect of Roman military sites. Even now the area can
furnish no better example of the impact which aerial
survey has made on archaeology than the astounding
increase in our knowledge of the Roman period. Between
1939 and 1975 at least 24 forts and fortlets and
literally dozens of smaller installations and temporary
camps were discovered as a result of aerial reconnaissance
(cf St Joseph 1976b). It would be difficult to overestimate
either the qualitative or the quantitative effects which this
new information has had on our ability to understand the
development of the Roman frontier in Britain; and it
would be inappropriate to mention this without expressing
one's admiration for the skill and single-minded
determination of the one man who brought so much of it
to pass.
It is therefore pleasant to be able to report that progress in
this sphere is not only being maintained but in recent years
even shows signs of accelerating. Between 1975 and 1980,
aerial survey identified in Scotland as many as four hitherto
unknown Roman forts, two fortlets, and at least two dozen
temporary camps, as well as a number of minor structures
— the latter group including an entirely new category of
enclosure on the Antonine Wall. The character of some of
these recent discoveries is so distinctive as to call for
comment. For example, all the forts — Cargill, Mollins,
Drumquhassle, and Elginhaugh — were Agricolan in origin
and were occupied only once. The last two are situated in
ground almost permanently given over to pasture (Maxwell
forthcoming), while the local subsoil at Mollins is a

In comparison, the impact of aerial photography on the
study of the prehistoric and post-Roman periods has been
surprisingly slight. There are historical reasons for such
a contrast. It is certainly not true to say that material in
these categories has been ignored by the aerial surveyor —
as inspection of the records of the Cambridge Committee
for Aerial Photography or the National Monuments
Archive in Edinburgh would quickly confirm. However,
there can be no doubt that the considerable amount of
evidence relating to these periods north of Cheviot has
not been widely appreciated or adequately exploited,
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Newton, Tayside Scotland: oblique photograph of unenclosed and enclosed settlements, including ring-ditches, pit-circle, and possible timbet-roofed
souterrains (Crown copyright reserved)

despite the fact that it has grown in bulk proportionally
with the Roman material. For example, when the Royal
Commission's Inventory of Peeblesshire was published in
1967, it included an account of the pit-defined enclosure
at Meldon Bridge, subsequently excavated by Colin
Burgess and dated to the Neolithic period (Burgess 1976,
151-80). At that time only two other examples of pitalignments were known in Scotland, and the only
comparable evidence available in Britain suggested that
structures of this type might belong to the late pre-Roman
Iron Age (RCAHMS 1967, 169). In the past five years
the Royal Commission alone has recorded no fewer than

75 pit-defined features, ranging in character from simple
alignments to sub-circular or rectangular enclosures and
extensive, cursus-like 'avenues’.
Already regional variations of form and association are
becoming apparent: thus, the double-row or 'avenue’ type
appears to be concentrated in eastern Scotland north of the
Tay, while the neatly cut, close-spaced, single
pit-alignment, occasionally composed of sub-rectangular
pits or merging into interrupted ditch-systems, occurs
frequently in Lothian and Berwickshire, but rarely
elsewhere. North of the Forth single alignments tend to

consist of somewhat larger and more shapeless pits, less
regularly disposed and, on occasion, obviously grouped in
pairs. The distribution of all types is predominantly
eastern, and it may be significant that the more northerly
examples often appear in close proximity to isolated ringditches (Fig 20); on the other hand, members of the
southern group just as frequently relate to a fort or enclosed
settlement, in some instances appearing to define relatively
complex 'ranch' boundaries that use the habitation site
as a central or nodal point, as, for example, at the
Chesters, Drem in East Lothian (Fig 21).
Excavation of a rectangular pit-defined enclosure
discovered by Professor St Joseph several years ago at
Douglasmuir, in the valley of the Lunan Water in
Angus (DES 1980, 38), yielded a radiocarbon date of
3600-3700 BC. In this case, the enclosure, which measured
about 65 m by 19 m and was bisected by a transverse

Fig 21
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division, appears to have been some sort of stockade, the
pits having originally held large timber uprights; no
entrance was, however, visible. It would, of course, be
wrong to apply this evidence, echoing as it does the
discoveries made at Meldon Bridge, to all pit-defined
sites, even to those exhibiting a close morphological
relationship. Nevertheless, it provides an attractive solution
to the problem of identifying and dating the parallel
cursus-like alignments which are found elsewhere in
Angus (eg St Joseph 1976a, 56). Alignments of pits used
as land-boundaries, demarcating territorial allotments, or
defining areas of differing land-use are essentially
timeless and in themselves difficult to date even by
excavation; however, the observable relationships of several
to habitation sites of what may be loosely described
as the pre-Roman Iron Age leads one to hope that some
day we may be able to use them to relate 'unitary'
monuments to wider patterns of prehistoric land-use. Faint

The Chesters, Drem, Lothian, Scotland: oblique photograph of hillfort, enclosure, and apparently related pit-alignment (Crown copyright reserved)

Fig 22

Wester Drumatherty, Tayside, Scotland: oblique photograph of unenclosed settlement ( on the right) comprising aureoles and other probable traces of
house-sites, with quarry pits of Roman road ( to the left) Crown copyright reserved)

though this hope may be, it is still some way to have
come from the state of near-total ignorance that prevailed in
1967 - what one might call potential impact.

underlying reality from which it derives. Once we know, we
can perceive; once we perceive, we can interpret and
transcribe.

Although many times more common than we had
previously suspected, the pit-alignment is by no means the
most numerous category among cropmark sites.
Commonest of all is the simple enclosure, and of this
humble class the least conspicuous member must be the
ring-ditch. Scarcely a sortie is flown without some
mutilated example or variant of this ubiquitous structure
being recorded, and yet one may claim that it, too,
has a significant contribution to make to our understanding
of the past through aerial survey. The problems of its
interpretation are precisely the same as those that attend
the study of more extensive and complicated structures,
and they underline the difficulties inherent in the use of
all aerial photographic evidence - namely, the ambiguous
nature and the uncertain significance of visual information.
In times like the present, when so much stress is - quite
rightly - laid upon the necessity of transcribing air
photographs, we run the risk of forgetting that the first
and most important task is to understand, particularly in
the cases of cropmarks, the precise relationship between the
given form of the archaeological evidence and the

Another reason for selecting this particular category is
that it furnishes the opportunity to underline the
immediacy of air photography evidence, the suddenness
with which this newly acquired knowledge and perception
may radically alter the archaeological picture. For
example, a recent publication dealing with the Iron Age
in Britain could declare that ‘from the 5th to the 1st century
(BC) the area stretching from Northumberland to the
southern edge of the Highlands was covered with small
settlements, usually groups of huts enclosed within
palisades or earthworks’ (Cunliffe 1978, 64), whereas the
evidence of air photography indicates that there were
considerable areas north of the Forth in which such
enclosed settlement was the exception rather than the rule;
similarly an even more recent account of Iron Age
structures and society in the north-eastern Province
(Megaw & Simpson 1979, 452-8) could restrict itself to a
discussion of hillforts and artefacts, without reference to the
ever-growing aerial record of the open ‘villages’ of round
timber houses that appear to have flourished in that area
from the 8th century BC to the Roman period and beyond.
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a wide range of summer weather-patterns, and the surveys
themselves were designed, as far as was possible, to
produce a comprehensive sample of crop-stress throughout
Scotland. The relative weighting of the pattern is
consequently not so much of an artefact as one might
think; it indicates a mainly eastern and coastal distribution,
with particular concentrations in northern Fife, eastern
Angus, and the inner Moray Firth area as well as local
clustering in the extreme south-west of Galloway.
Moreover, the evidence should be seen against the
background of information supplied in Table 1, which
has also been compiled from the results of RCAHMS flying
in the period 1976-80. This demonstrates the relative
proportions of ring-ditches and forts (or other
'multifossate’ settlement sites) in the cropmark records of
all the mainland Regions of Scotland. The evidence of
terrestrial field-survey has long since accustomed us to
expecting a high density of strongly defended sites in
Borders and Strathclyde, with Lothian and Dumfries and
Galloway some distance behind, but the uniformly high
figures for ring-ditches in the Regions of the north-east,
allied with correspondingly low proportions of forts,
give renewed interest to the proposition that the Forth
represents a line of 'cultural cleavage’.

Fig23 Distribution map of cropmarks of annular ring-ditches recorded by
RCAHMS
1976-80

The main reason for this extension of our knowledge
has been the belated recognition of the significance of the
ring-ditch and its congeners.
However, as 'ring-ditch’ is a catch-all term, meaning
different things to different people, it may be wisest, at
the outset, to define more precisely what is intended. In
the context of this paper the structures to be considered
will include cropmark representations of annular,
penannular, and crescentic form, both regular and
irregular, as well as circular settings of pits, and circular
or sub-circular 'blotches’ — the latter occasionally
appearing as halos enclosing another feature and hereafter
referred to as 'aureoles’ (cf Fig 22); the diameter of these
elements varies from around 6 m to 18 m. Such a wide
range of cropmark phenomena could obviously represent
the remains of many types of structures, both recent and
ancient: houses, henges, barrows, stock-enclosures, Roman
signal-stations, ritual monuments, to mention just a few.
Moreover, the cropmarks themselves frequently offer no
clear indication of their date or purpose. Nevertheless
the very consistency of their cumulative testimony should
encourage us to accept it with a certain amount of
confidence.

Thus, Fig 23, which shows the distribution of annular
rings in Scotland, has been compiled from the results of
aerial sorties flown by RCAHMS in the period 1976-80; it
therefore reflects, as much as anything, the intensity of
survey carried out by that body, as well as the location
of those subsoils with the greatest sensitivity to moisture
deficiency. Yet the five years in question have provided

Analysis of the annular 'ring-ditch’ sites suggests that
roughly 14% can be identified as barrows, whether
occurring as singletons or members of a cemetery group,
the usual indication being the presence within the ring of a
central pit, or occasionally the proximity of funerary
structures of another kind, eg long cists, as at Inveresk
(Fig 24). Although none of the cemeteries equals or even
approaches the scale of sites already known and excavated
in more southerly parts of Britain, or even, in terms of
numbers, the cairnfields found in many parts of Scotland
(cf RCAHMS 1978, 8-10), their discovery at Bridgend
on the island of Islay, Argyll, in the valleys of the Earn
and the Lunan Water in Tayside, as well as at Kirkmabreck
in Galloway, indicates that they may originally have
been as common a manifestation among lowland funerary
monuments as the more easily detectable short or long cist.
Their overall distribution in spatial and quantitive terms
mirrors that of rings as a whole (Fig 25 and Table 2), but the

Table 1

RCAHMS 1976-80 AP data: ring-ditches

Borders
Central

'Rtngs’ as percentage
of all prehistoric
cropmark sites

Forts and 'multifossate’
enclosures as percentage
of all cropmark sizes

3.8%

31.2%

8.7%

11.5%

Dumfries & Galloway

15.6%

12.1%

Fife

33.9%

6.1%

Grampian

37.0%

3.7%

Highland

43.5%

4.6%

8.3%

15.1%

Strathclyde

10.5%

38.7%

Tayside

35.8%

5.7%

Lothian
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Fig 24 Inveresk, Lothian, Scotland- oblique photograph of cemeteries (probably of long cists) within Roman temporary camp (Crown copyright resented)

north-eastern weighting is given peculiar significance by
their coexistence, on twelve separate sites in these areas,
with barrows of square plan. Alcock has suggested
(1980, 65) that such cemeteries may be of early historic
date, but despite initial radiocarbon measurements of
material from a square barrow excavated at Boysack in
the Lunan Valley, the excavator, Mrs D M Reynolds,
suggests that the Angus group, at least, could be dated
to the 2nd century BC or thereabouts. Nevertheless, there
seems to be a possibility that some square barrows belong
to a sub-group whose ditches are interrupted at each corner;
few if any members of the south-eastern cemeteries seem to
possess this feature, but it is represented consistently
in sites north of the Mounth, where there are known to be
groups of small cairns with similarly broken ditches, the

Table 2

Proportional and spatial distribution of ‘rings’ and
associated types
Grid Squares & percentages

Fig 25 Distribution of cropmarks of round borrows (hatching), square-barrow
cemeteries, and pit-circles

latter being tentatively identified as Pictish (Wedderburn
& Grime 1975). Although square or rectangular cairns
of early historic date have been recognized as far south
as the shores of the Forth, there is every likelihood that
the barrow cemeteries of Fife, Perthshire, Angus, and
Kincardine stem, ultimately, from the same tradition as
those of eastern Yorkshire, which they so closely
resemble in every detail (Stead 1979, 29-35). That
reasonable equation being made — and if not it is difficult
to see whence square-barrow cemeteries could have been
derived at this period apart from eastern England — it is
tempting to read into this selective distribution not just the
casual establishment of trading contacts with La Tène
communities of the south, but an actual colonization. It
is still too early to say precisely when and under what
circumstances such penetration could have taken place; the
answer is probably to be found in the later history of the
Arras culture (when that becomes clearer) and possibly
in its reaction to the earliest pressure from Gallo-Belgic
influences in the 2nd century BC.
Now, the recognition of air photograph sites has much
to do with their perceptibility, not only in the physical
sense but also in the psychological. This was particularly
true in the case of square barrows, whose surrounding
ditches are often extremely shallow; the combination of
novel appearance and vestigial cropmark trace made it
difficult at first for both brain and eye to acknowledge
their existence. The same may be said of pit-circles.
Fortunately, of the ten sites indicated in Fig 25 only one,
at Roman Camp Gate, is unaccompanied by other more
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conspicuous structures and in most cases the existence of
the pit-circle was only recognized as a result of closer
examination of the site which it adjoined. Their
distribution as independent structures is heavily weighted
towards Highland Region, where they cluster round
Inverness, but a few examples are known in Tayside and
there is an outlier at Skateraw on the Dunbar coastal
plain. In diameter they range from about 5.5m to 12m,
comprising from eight to twenty separate pits, although
most approximate to the average of sixteen. It has been
conjectured that they might represent the sites of stone or
timber settings of ritual purpose, but although this is an
attractive proposition — particularly in view of their
proximity to the concentrations of such monuments as
henges, Clava cairns, and recumbent stone circles — an
even closer association, in the majority of cases, with
traces of settlement inclines one to identify them as the
structural elements of various types of round timber house.
The simple form is found at Wester Glackton and Blackhill
near Inverness, as well as at Damside near the head of the
Lunan Valley. In all these examples the close proximity
of various types of habitation is significant; indeed at the
first two the association of each pit-circle with a larger
circular ditched structure, one of which appears to enclose
a scooped hollow, suggests that the pit-circles are in fact
parts of much more extensive dwellings. This is borne
out by the appearance also in this area of pits within the
aureoles of darker cropmarking mentioned before, both
with and without enclosing ring-ditches or ring-grooves
(Fig 26). It is thus possible to build up a composite picture
of a circular timber building which consists of an outer
post-trench or ditch measuring from 10m to 18m in
diameter; the entrance lies almost invariably in the
eastern half and is frequently flanked by post-pits of
exceptional size. The interior contains a concentric setting
of posts which define what may perhaps be the outer edge

Fig 26 Gollanfield, Highland, Scotland oblique photograph of pit-circles
within ring-ditch enclosure and aureole, in close proximity to larger
aureole and paired pits (Crown copyrtiht reserved)
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Fig 27 Interpretative sketch-plans of various presumed round timber buildings: a Wester Glackton 1; b Ironshrll; c Lonnie; d Lower Slackbuie; e Kinchyle I;
f Wester Glackton 2; g Kinchyle 2

of a circular ‘dished’ area or else the inner edge of an
annular hollow drawn round the periphery of the building;
occasionally, the whole of the interior within the
post-trench appears to have been ‘dished’, ie appears as an
aureole-type cropmark. Representative sketch-plans of
the various types appear in Fig 27.
The area of densest distribution of this type appears to be
the fertile plain situated in the south shore of the Inner
Moray Firth between Nairn and Inverness, although
basically similar forms are found in Angus and other
more distant parts of the Scottish mainland - the extreme
south-east, for example. The sites rarely comprise more
than two or three examples, but at Kinchyle, some 3 km
south-west of Nairn, there are at least a dozen, the
majority exceeding 13 m in diameter. This is clearly a site
of some importance (Fig 28), probably the largest complex
of cropmarkings north of the Mount h, for in addition to
the circular dwellings there are ring-ditches and pits, as
well as an enigmatic double square enclosure for which
there appear to be few parallels anywhere in north Britain.
The combined evidence strongly suggests the presence at
some time, as yet not closely specified, of a cultural
group extending from the north end of the Great Glen
eastwards to the mouth of the River Spey; its identity is
unknown and even its existence is barely hinted at by any
other body of archaeological material.
Although not uniform in appearance with the Moray
Firth group, the pit-circles of Angus are probably related:

Damside appears to have belonged to a group of houses,
variously surviving as ring-ditches, crescents, and aureoles,
which evidently served as the landmark for a pit-alignment
of the round paired-pit type, while Ironshill in the Lunan
Valley (Fig 29) is associated with houses whose main
surviving feature is the aureole. Close examination of the
Ironshill pit-circle suggests that it, too, is part of a larger
dwelling, the portion of the aureole visible in the
western quadrant overlapping the post-ring and extending
at least 2 m outside it; the overall diameter of 15.5 m thus
assumed would coincide with the pair of post-pits that
appear to project beyond the main ring on the
south-south-east opposite a 2.5 m wide gap in the inner
setting. A similar arrangement can be seen on the
north-east side of-the Wester Glackton pit-circle. At
Ironshill the interior appears to contain, in addition,
a square setting of-posts, so that the full plan bears
some resemblance to House I at Little Woodbury; the only
other known house in Scotland to exhibit such a feature
is at Black Park Plantation on the Isle of Bute (Maxwell
1981). Other possible similarities to the Moray Firth
group are found in a different part oft he Ironshill
complex (which covers several hectares) and at Leuchars
in north-east Fife; both structures take the form of large
circular ring-grooves (17 to 18 m in diameter) which
enclose central aureoles. In each case the outer trench seems
to have been relatively slight for it survives only in part,
but at Leuchars its continuing course can be inferred
from the behaviour of an apparently non-recent boundary
ditch which stops some 7 m short of the central aureole.

Such darker areas of cropmarking within the interior of
a dwelling, whether at the centre or on the periphery, are a
common feature of settlement sites in Tayside and Fife.
In shape they appear as aureoles, crescents, and broad
rings or horseshoes, and the distribution of their
independent existence, unaccompanied by other structural
elements, adheres to the same pattern and density as simple
rings (Fig 30). Once again there is a marked preponderance
of such sites north of the Forth, more than 80% of the
total being found within enclosing ditches or palisades;
at Welltown and Wester Drumatherty in Perthshire, and
Priestfield in Angus slightly larger examples (c 15.2 m,
15 m, and 13 m in diameter respectively) occur as the
main element of a homestead, and the palisaded settlement
at Ironshill contains four or five aureoles averaging 9 m in
diameter (Fig 31). Such instances, however, represent only
a small minority of the cropmark indications of timber

Fig 28
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dwellings in eastern Scotland north of the Forth, most
occurring either as isolated sites or as members of an
unenclosed group. When we add to these the largely
complementary distribution of souterrains (cf Wainwright
1963), each of which we now know to have been related
to similar unenclosed hut groups, the frequency of
occurrence of such open settlements becomes impressively
clear. The obverse is equally impressive. For the prevalence
of the opposite extreme, the enclosed settlement is, as
we have observed, just as massively evident in the
Tyne-Forth and Solway-Clyde Provinces. The character
of these open settlements will become clear from the
summary examination of a few examples.
The Lunan Valley in Angus and its immediate vicinity
make a particularly good case in point, for they contain a
wide variety of structural types. At Boysack and

Kinchyle, Highland, Scotland: oblique photograph showing part of cropmark complex (Crown copyright reserved)
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Ironshill Tayside, Scotland: oblique photograph showing part of cropmark complex including pit-circle and aureoles (Crown qyright reserved)

Douglasmuir, for instance, immediately south of the
square-barrow cemeteries described earlier, the
majority of houses are represented by irregular broad
ring-ditches or crescents, and occasionally by somewhat
amorphous aureoles, often disposed in short straggling
lines; the whole surrounding area may be seamed with
pits of all shapes and sizes, a number of which appear to be
relatively elongated, slightly curved or L-shaped, and
increasing in girth at one end. Excavation of the
Douglasmuir site by Miss J Kendrick (DES 1980, 38) has
produced an interesting picture of structural homogeneity,
for all the houses belonged to the broad ring-ditch type.
They ranged from about 7 m to 13 m in diameter over the
‘ditch’, which proved to be an internal feature of the

dwelling, the outer wall of sods or heaped earth lying
beyond the ditch; vestigial stakeholes preserved in the steep
outer scarp of the ditch indicated that this bank had
probably been revetted or faced internally with wattle
screens. The ditch itself is less ditch than hollow, a
penannular scooping 2 m to 4 m in width and in all the
examples examined divided into bays by local deepening
of the depression. The main roof supports were set in an
irregular pattern on the central platform. The presence of
saddle querns in some of the houses confirms the reliability
of the radiocarbon assays, which assign the occupation of
the settlement to the period 800 - 500 BC. The elongated
pits lying adjacent to the houses proved also to have
been provided with the wattle-and-stake revetted sides,
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resembling certain drystone-revetted subterranean
structures in Kincardineshire (Watkins 1981 a), which in
the excavator’s opinion might possibly represent the
structural forerunners of souterrains.

Fig 30

Fig 31

Distribution of cropmark features (crescents, aureoles, etc) probably
representing sites of unenclosed round timber-houses

A similar range of structures can be seen at nearby
Inverkeilor, Priestfield, and Newton (Fig 20). The latter
comprises a group of at least three penannular
ring-ditches together with a pit-circle; close by lie a
number of elongated pits which may well be fully
developed souterrains. Recent excavations in Perthshire
and Kincardine, which have confirmed the association
between souterrains and above-ground undefended
settlements of stone or timber construction, indicate that
such groups already existed in the 2nd and 1st
centuries BC, extending their hitherto accepted floruit back
into the pre-Roman Iron Age (cf Wainwright 1963).
Dr Trevor Watkins’s examination of the Newmill
souterrain, for example (Watkins 1981b), proved that
it was directly related to a round post-built house 17.2 m
in diameter. Facing the Newton group across a narrow
stream, there is one of the relatively less common Angus
homesteads probably defended by palisade and ditch, an
apparently apposite contrast of modes; yet viewing the
same field under different crop conditions reveals that the
homestead shares the site with a poorly-preserved open
settlement composed of broad rings, crescents, aureoles,
and pits. It would be interesting to know which came first,
or indeed if they were contemporary; or again, to which of
the two, if any, the typically north-eastern alignment of
round pits relates.

Ironshill Tayside, Scotland: oblique photograph showing part of cropmark complex including possible pal homestead (Crown copyright reserved)
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Fig 32 Leuchars, Fife, Scotland: oblique photograph of cropmark complex including ring-ditches of various types together with enclosures and agricultural remains
of several dates (Crown copyright reserved)
A palisaded homestead and another paired-pit
alignment are also present at Priestfield and Inverkeilor
respectively, the former being remarkable in exhibiting a
ring-ditch house whose internal post-pits are clearly
discernible. However, both sites include, in addition,
features which link them to settlements elsewhere in
Tayside, as well as in Fife: narrow ring-ditch or
ring-groove houses and field-systems (Fig 32). There is
of course no way of proving the precise relationship
between the various elements revealed as cropmarkings on
the same site, but their physical proximity must count
for something if it repeats itself in a number of examples,
and there is at least some evidence, as at Leuchars, that
a few of the field boundaries respect, or appear to be aligned
on, house sites; and while on the subject of land division,
it may be appropriate to point out that of the nine examples
of paired- or round-pit alignments so far recorded by
RCAHMS in Tayside, all but one occur in close

proximity to cropmarks identifiable as round timber
houses.
Varying in diameter from about 9 m to as much as 18 m,
ring-groove houses of circular or oval form combine with
aureoles and crescents to form the vast bulk of dwellings
in the cluster of open settlements in the vicinity of
Ironshill near the mouth of the Lunan Water. Set in a
veritable maze of pits and polygonal fields which extend for
tens of hectares in all directions, they bear witness to a
density of occupation or, at the very least, frequency of
reuse which has few parallels elsewhere in northern
Britain outwith Tayside and Fife. Significantly only one
of the ring-groove sites in these areas can be seen to contain
a central post-ring set in individual pits, although roughly
half of the well-preserved examples enclose roughly circular
or crescent-shaped aureoles. At Old Montrose, however,
there is at least one example of a double ring-groove
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about 17 m in diameter (Fig 33) and it is unlikely that this
is a unique occurrence. Two other ring-grooves on the
same site adjoin a rectilinear ditched enclosure of
unknown date, and the juxtaposition of similar trapezoidal
narrow-ditched enclosures to narrow ring-ditches at
Shanwell and Newbarns on the southern side of the
Lunan Valley complex may therefore be considered more
than just coincidental.
There are several other tantalizing coincidences in
complex open-settlement sites in Fife and Angus: for
example at Ironshill, a six-post structure about 3 m square,
and a nine-post structure approximately 6 m square;
roughly similar rectangular post-settings are reported from
the Douglasmuir excavation, but unfortunately without
definite evidence of relationship to the ring-ditch houses.
Post-structures like these are known on many settlement
sites in southern Britain, where they are no longer
considered a novelty, and it is to be hoped that awareness
of the possibility of their existence in Scotland will
lead to a significant increase in their numbers. Like
the ring-ditch genus, they represent only a few tiny
fragments in the unquantifiable jigsaw of Scottish

Fig 33
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field archaeology. Yet, as also with ring-ditches,
it is only by the assiduous gathering in of such scraps
and trifles that some idea of the scale and subject matter of
the original ‘picture’ can be constructed. The construction
process is already well known to all those who practise
terrestrial field survey. It is still imperfect and it
experiences as many setbacks as successes, but, if
persistently applied, it brings eventual enlightenment. Its
impact on prehistoric archaeology, as compared with the
impact on Roman archaeology referred to at the outset,
may still be slight, a mere scatter of information; its
potential for the future is almost unimaginably great.
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Analysis of settlement features in the landscape of prehistoric Wessex

Rog Palmer

Synopsis
Computer plotting of air photograph interpretations has
allowed study of an area of 4050 sq km of Wessex. Using a
test sample of 437 sites, a number of ‘types’ were isolated
and studied through elementary attribute analysis. This
resulted in the development of a provisional model of
pre-Roman Iron Age settlement in the area. A chronological
framework was provided by the linking of test sample sites
with those dated through excavation. Use of the model, the
dating information, and other propositions resulting from the
analyses allowed a discursive attempt to follow the
development of the landscape - mostly in Iron Age and
Romano-British times - in a test area centred on Popham,
Hampshire.

2 That identification on the plans of the chosen attributes
will be possible, and equal, in all, or the majority
of, cases.
3 That aerial recording over one geological area will have
detected the chosen attributes with equal success over
the whole area. For example, if a ditch of certain
character has been recorded in one part of the area, then,
given favourable soil and crop conditions, other ditches
of similar type, cut into similar bedrock, can be expected
to develop soil or cropmarks in a way that can be
seen and recorded from the air.
4 That all chosen attributes have equal weighting in the
creation of a classificatory scheme (however reasonable it
is to suggest otherwise!).

This paper covers part of the writer’s postgraduate
research in what he calls air photo-archaeology - a term
first used by Brongers in 1964 which has not suffered the
misuse that ‘aerial archaeology’ has. It is also a more
appropriate description of his work, as well as following
precedents set by the natural sciences (eg photo-geology,
photo-ecology). His research area was 4050 sq km of
Wessex, which included most of the Hampshire chalkland
and the eastern two-thirds of Salisbury plain (Palmer 1979).
Some 20,000 air photographs were examined as part of the
research programme, and photo-interpretation led to the
computer plotting of-about 2,000 features from which
measurements could be taken for analysis.’ This paper
attempts to answer some of the questions arising from this
preliminary work:

From consideration of these assumptions 34 attributes
were selected. Of these, 9 related to major site description,
3 to locational details, 16 were of association and distance
relationship to other features, 5 of minor site details,
and the remaining one was an intuitive assessment of
constructional phases. Attribute analysis was carried out on
a test sample of 437 sites - selected for the reason solely
of the apparently complete, or near complete, recording of
their major details. The test sample included no earthwork
sites - as these would have introduced a new set of
interpretation problems - nor, for similar reasons, any
distinctly open settlements, although these are identified in
the attribute listings. The most relevant measured data as far as the present paper is concerned - were those of
association (both internal and external to each site) and
distance relationships.

1 Can sites recorded by air photography be ordered in any
meaningful way?
2 Can air photograph sites be related to excavated and
dated sites and thus fit a chronological sequence?
3 Can any classes so formed be applied to discussion of
the development of the landscape?

Isolation of types
For convenience of handling the test sample, an
elementary classification was made mainly by visual
comparison. This proceeded through four stages, of which
two - distinction by shape and complexity, and use of
internal features to distinguish settlement from nonsettlement sites - are outlined below.

It must be remembered that classification - here
and elsewhere - is usually attempted for specific reasons.
Different workers, starting from different hypotheses, may
identify different type series, each of which may be equally
valid in respect of the basic hypotheses (Clarke 1968, 137;
Hill & Evans 1972). The writer’s research was primarily
an experiment to determine what information could be
obtained from air photograph features. The reasons for
attempting a classification are listed above, where they are
ranked in order of importance to the project.

Four basic shape-types were isolated:
Curvilinear enclosures (Fig 34)
These were constructed of curved ditches and/or banks
in which slightly angled corners occasionally occur. The
majority are Single-ditched, but partial or complete
double-ditched plan forms do occur, as do triple-ditched
enclosures and ditched enclosures with internal palisades.
There is a total of 139 curvilinear enclosures (32%) in the
test sample.

All classificatory systems depend on a set of assumptions.
In the case of analysis of air photograph features the
following has been assumed of the data:

D-shaped enclosures (Fig 34)
These enclosures have been classified by the presence of
one (or two) distinctly angled corners formed by the
meeting of two straight, or near straight, ditches, and
the inclusion of one (or two) rounded corners. D-shaped

1 That, given that a set of archaeological entities can
provide an almost infinite number of attributes, those
selected for this study are the correct ones for answering
the questions asked.
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Fig 34
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Examples of basic shape-types. The plans (and those in Figs 35 to 38) have been simplified from 1:5000 computer-plotted originals

enclosures are predominantly single-ditched, but
occasional partly double-ditched examples occur; there are
87 D-shaped enclosures (20%) in the test sample.

Rectilinear enclosures (Fig 35)

This type of enclosure is characterized by four straight
ditches which meet at four angled corners (which are
occasionally slightly rounded). A number of sites which
show slightly bowed sides have also been included in this
group. Wholly double-ditched enclosures, and those
with partial double ditches, also occur. The test sample
contains 78 (18%) rectilinear enclosures.

Polygonal enclosures (Fig 35)

Cluster complexes

These comprise systems in which features are physically
related but not obviously superimposed. The test sample
contains 55 sites (12.5%), within which all basic
shape-types have been noted.

Superimposed complexes

In these systems later features have been added and
located irrespective of previous structures, and cut
through earlier ditches. Superimposed complexes can
develop from any of the basic shape-types, but
frequently show evidence for existence as a cluster complex
at some period of their use. There are 42 superimposed
complexes (9.5%) in the test sample.

This small group (18 enclosures: 4%) is possibly best
seen as a sub-type of the rectilinear class. Its main attributes
are the possession of more than four clearly defined sides
which meet at distinct angles. All enclosures in this
group are single-ditched.

To avoid dealing with type groups consisting of only a
few sites, this twofold division was retained for
subsequent analyses. However, each of these major
complex types shows two principal sub-divisions:

Two major types of complex system were identified.
Within these complexes the basic shape-types described
above occur, as do a number of other features, some of
which are described further below:

Defined here as the clustering of features in a group with,
or without, a focal point, whose spread does not exeed
200 m in any one direction.

Nodal cluster complexes (Fig 36)
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Fig 35

Fig 36

Examples of basic shape-types. Conventions as for Fig 34

Examples of cluster complexes. Conventions as for Fig 34
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Fig 37 Examples of Superimposed complexes. Conventions as for Fig 34

Extensive cluster complexes (Fig 36)

Close grouping of basic shape-types or features in a system
which extends beyond 200 m in any one direction. A
wide variety of sub-types appears to exist, which it may
later prove possible to isolate and classify.

Simple superimposed complexes (Fig 37)

Systems in which superimposition occurs at only one point,
or is restricted to one feature of the group. As defined,
the overall size of the system is unimportant.

Multiple superimposed complexes (Fig 37)

A grouping of features which shows several stages of
superimposed construction. As with simple superimposed
forms, the extent of the system does not need to be
defined.
Additionally, a minor complex type has been tentatively
identified, but few examples are known, and there is none
in the test sample:

Dispersed complex

A group of features not physically related but occupying
a fairly confined area. Dispersed complexes may

represent the formative stages of large systems, a
contemporaneous ‘farm unit’, or show successive
reoccupation of a favoured location.
As with all classificatory systems, there remain features
that do not fit any of the defined groups:

Unclassified

These occur both as basic shape sites and as complexes.
A total of 18 test sample sites (4%) lies in this group.
Two further aspects of the overall form of enclosure
systems remain to be considered:

Compounds (Fig 38)

Any of the previously defined types can be located
within a large enclosure. These compounds are not always
complete (or completely recorded) but tend to enclose a
site or complex within a large boundary. It seems
reasonable to suggest that these compounds were
associated with stock-raising activities and represent an
area close to the settlement which may have served for
wintering, culling, or even for marketing purposes.
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Fig 38

Examples of compounds and paddocks. Conventions as for Fig 34

Paddocks (Fig 38)

These have been recognized in close proximity to basic
shape-types and to complexes. Paddocks take the form of
ditched enclosures, frequently of rectangular shape, and
often multiple in number, which adjoin settlement
enclosures. They occur with sufficient frequency to serve
as a classificatory device, and are probably indicative of
specific economic activities. They are more common in
the eastern half of the research area and may reflect the
comparative absence of ancient fields to the east.
It may be questioned whether these types, as isolated,
were of sufficient character or dissimilarity to have been
intended as individual types by their builders and
occupants. There are arguments in favour of the past
recognition of, and adherence to, many of the types defined
above. It is elementary knowledge that a circular enclosure
- of which the curvilinear type may be seen as a
derivative form perhaps adapted to local terrain contains a given area within the shortest possible ditch
length. The principle of least effort suggests that
such shapes would have been favoured unless convention
of function dictated otherwise. D-shaped enclosures
with, whatever their ultimate form, one sharply-angled
corner and one rounded side may also be seen as the
result of a deliberate constructional policy, which
might reflect a functional need for these set shape features.
Similarly, rectilinear enclosures, especially those with

right-angled corners, must have been constructed only
after due measurement and marking out, possibly to
enclose a predetermined and regulated area. Measurements
of enclosure areas show repetition of certain size ranges in
all basic shape-forms, but especially so in the lower
ranges (0.05 to 0.3 ha) of the rectilinear group. It is
here suggested that this size repetition could have been
the result of a deliberate area-allotment policy - a
suggestion strengthened by the likelihood of these
enclosures being of late pre-Roman Iron Age date, at
which time organized territories have been recognized.
Complex types offer further evidence for deliberate
constructional methods. Cluster complexes can only have
been designed or built through recognition of
previously constructed features, whether still extant at the
time, or in disuse. The linking of many features in these
clusters suggests that they were organized in such a manner
as to form a large working system. In a similar manner,
the builders of superimposed complexes must have been
aware that they were superimposing features on the sites
of pre-existing ones, as there was undoubtedly clear
surface evidence of disused ditch systems.
The reliability of air photographs for providing records
of minor settlement detail such as pits, splodges, and
slight-ditched structures is low. Sometimes when pits, for
example, show within an enclosure, there can be no doubt
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that the pits were present at some stage of the site’s
occupation and that the site - possibly the enclosure represents the remains of a settlement. The converse is not
true, however, and when pits do not show on air
photographs their absence from a site does not become
an undisputed fact. Despite this premise, an attempt was
made to differentiate settlement from non-settlement
enclosures, and to test whether each type showed any
difference in response to set situations. The criterion for
distinguishing settlement from non-settlement sites was the
presence or absence of internal pits, splodges, hut traces,
or minor ditched features. In this way 204 settlement sites
(47%) of all types were identified. Differences in distance
association were apparent between the types, and these are
discussed below.
Study of entrance types - particularly those using
external ditch systems - offered a further key in an
evolving site classification, but also led to difficulties not yet overcome - in the understanding of the
workings of complex sites. Ranking by area was also carried
out, but underplayed, as again there were problems with
the complex sites. What it did show, however, was that
there was a distinct clustering of sites below 0.4 ha
(1 acre), a gradual spread of enclosure areas from
0.4 to 0.9 ha (1 to 2¼ acres), and a fairly evenly
distributed scatter up to 1.7 ha (4¼ acres), above which
only isolated groups of sites remain. Classification by
areas and distribution combined shows that curvilinear
enclosures - which favour the western part of the research
area - are larger to the west, while rectilinear forms predominant in the east - are larger in the east. D-shaped
enclosures show a more even distribution, both spatially
and in size range. It is difficult to assess quite what this
means in terms of man’s past activity-patterns in Wessex.

Association of enclosures to other features
Using the division of site types as defined above, a
series of elementary analyses was carried out in order to
test whether those sites showed any significant relationship
to other specific feature-types. Test sample sites were
related to:
1 Enclosures (which could include other test sample
sites, where relevant)
2 Ancient field systems, or traces of such
3 Linear ditches
Distance values were measured in 100 m steps and
covered the range from contiguous to 1 km. Obviously,
useful information might lie beyond this range, and may
repay future examination, but the figure was chosen both
for convenience and because it exceeded the average site
spacing of 800 m (ie a 400 m radius) deduced by Bradley
from intensive survey in the Chalton and Portsdown Hill
areas of Hampshire (Bradley 1978, 23). It also provided a
larger potential territory than that calculated for Little
Woodbury, which would also fit within a 400 m radius
(Bowen & Wood 1968, 12).
The relationships so determined were represented as
follows:

1 Histograms, which distinguished settlement and
non-settlement enclosures lying at 100 m intervals from
their related feature-types
2 Line graphs, which showed the numbers of each defined
site-type at 100 m intervals from related feature-types
3 Point plots, which indicated details of site-type and area,
as related to distance from the examined feature-types
As all were compiled from the same data, similar trends
were visible on each, although each individual figure added
its own specific detail.
Leaving aside particulars, the following significant
relationships were indicated:
1 Relationship of enclosure to enclosures showed two clear
peaks. The first, between 100 and 300 m, reflected a
preference for the location of generally small-size, nonsettlement enclosures. After a decline in numbers, there
was a second peak at 600 m, shown by all types of site, for
the location of predominantly settlement enclosures. In
the case of 78 sites (18%), there was no apparent
association with other enclosures at distances less than
1 km.
2 The relationship of enclosure to ancient fields again
showed two major peaks, but with more obvious
variation between types of site. A peak at 100-200 m was
displayed by all sites except the superimposed
complexes, which peaked at 300 m. A 600 m association
was reflected only by curvilinear and rectilinear
enclosures, although numbers of both complex types
also showed a slight increase at that distance. The
D-shaped enclosures showed a gradual fall from their
major peak at 100-200 m, while polygonal enclosures
maintained a steady line after their initial peak at 200 m.
The survey identified fourteen test sample enclosures
that lie above or below ancient lynchets, while a high
number of enclosures (144: 33%) lie more than 1 km
from any recognized field traces.
3 Linear ditches showed a markedly different relationshrp
to enclosures. For the purpose of analysis, linear
ditches were taken to be any length of-ditch, or parallel
ditches, other than entrance forms, which runs from or
past an enclosure. Distinction was not made between
spinal or local linears (Bowen 1978), nor was account
taken of the number of elements which comprises each
linear form, although such Information was recorded on
the coded data sheets. The plotted distance values
showed an almost exponential curve, with a maximum
value where linears lie in contact with enclosures, and
a minimum at 1 km from the enclosures. This trend
was common for all enclosure types but showed a slight
preference for proximity (less than 200 m) to the smaller
range of enclosure sizes. At radii beyond 600 m this
size preference appeared to reverse, and it was
predominantly the larger enclosures which maintained
distances of 600-900 m from linear ditches. A total of
23 enclosures appears to have been cut, or overlain, by
linear ditches, and these are likely to provide valuable
sequential dating information if excavated. A further
45 enclosures (10.3%) lie beyond 1 km from any
presently recognized linear ditch.
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2 That enclosures show association with field systems (or
traces) at 100-200 m, and at 500-700 m ranges
3 That the majority of enclosures touch, or lie in very close
association to, linear ditches
It is on these factors that the model has been based, with
the assumption that the focal sites were settlement
enclosures.

A tentative chronology
Excavated sites, on which to base a chronology of the
region, range in extent from weekend slit trenches to
large-scale D O E extravaganzas. However, only 28 excavated
sites in the research area have both plans (either from the
excavator or through air photographs) and dates which
are sufficiently concise to be fitted into a dating scheme
adapted from Cunliffe’s pottery grouping chronology
(Cunliffe 1966; 1978). Many other excavated sites,
especially those dug in the early years of this century, can
be placed only loosely in sequence, and have been omitted
from the main chronological framework. Major hillforts
have not been submitted to analysis in the manner that
settlement sites have. The importance of their data is fully
realized, and it may be incorporated, where relevant, in
discussion of changes in land-use.

Fig 39

A provisional model of pre-Roman Iron Age settlement in Wessex.
The model shows four settlement enclosures, Sa to Sd at 600m
spacings. Each central site has, within its 300m radius ‘territory’, a
number of non-settlement enclosures (E) - perhaps best likened in this
instance to farm outbuildings. A linear ditch shows a possible link
between Sa and Sb, and from this linear a fee&r runs towards S C . In
turn Sc has a linear link to a field system. Other similar ‘domestic’
linears may be seen running from two non-settlement enclosures, while
a third (in Sd territory) is cut by, or curs, a linear ditch.. A field
system touches enclosure Sc, lies within 200 m of Sb, and IS 600 700 m
from both Sa and Sd. Thus the model includes all major traits realized
through the analyses

After consideration of the results of the association
analyses a provisional model of pre-Roman Iron Age
settlement in Wessex was constructed (Fig 39). The model
can function only in general terms, for, although the area
to which it applies is a uniform geographical region, there
are micro-zones within it - such as those which are
predominantly high-lying, or riverine - which may have
affected past settlement practices. Furthermore, it has been
seen that the pattern of settlement shows change from west
to east across the research area, and this may reflect
changes with time which the model cannot encompass.
In spite of these restrictions, the proposed model has been
clearly indicated by the analyses and may, thus, stand as
a provisional guide to the pattern of pre-Roman Iron Age
settlement activity.
Three significant associations have been noted:
1 That enclosures are related to other enclosures at
100-300 m radii, and again at 600 m

Excavation of enclosed settlements has centred mainly
on the Iron Age and Romano-British periods, and
consequently comparison of air-photograph sites with
those excavated has to follow this bias. The chronological
scheme devised by Cunliffe from his study of the pottery
of the area has been slightly adapted to fit the data from
those 28 sites. This results in five pre-Roman Iron Age
phases and one for the Romano-British period, and enables
trends in the types of enclosures to be seen (Table 3). When
the excavated sites are analysed in the same manner as
those planned from air photographs, a shape-toassociation
pattern can be developed, which - with its chronological
base - offers a potentially informative tool for study of past
settlement development.

A test case: settlement development at Popham
The Popham area (Fig 40) covers 80 sq km of gently
undulating chalk downland. Patches of clay-with-flints cap
many of the hilltops, and at the present time some
20% of the area is wooded. The drift geology map shows
spreads of river gravel which suggest that river systems
in the area - feeders of the Test - were once more
extensive than at present and could have supplied water to
the vicinity of most of the sites recorded.
The area includes 30 test sample sites, plus a further
20 possible sites, which range from jumbled ditches to
open settlements and fairly incomplete but likely
enclosures. A wide variety of enclosure forms is present,
sixteen being basic shape-types, twelve complexes, while
the remainder are unclassified but include seven possible
open settlements. Additionally, the Popham area has been
credited by the Ordnance Survey Archaeology Division as
having eighteen sites of Roman activity, of which all but
four are seen as the sites of buildings. None of these
locations coincides exactly with air-photograph features,
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The Popham area. Plan of archaeological features interpreted from air photographs. Original information computer-plotted 1:10,560
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Table 3

Changes in type of site through time. Chronological phases modified from Cunliffe 1966; 1978

Phase

(date)

Rectilinear

D-shaped

.Curvilinear

Cluster

Superimposed

800+
+

LBA/EIA

+

700
ACC Derived
(Late ACC)

+ + +

(?)+

500
ACCMeon Hill

+ + +
300
+

+ +

Saucepan

+

+

+

+

+

+ + +

50
Tribal

+ + +

BC
AD

+

+

+

+

43
Romano-British

+

425

and, while the reliability of some of the identifications as
'buildings’ may be questioned, the number suggests
high-density settlement of the area through Romano-British
times. The Silchester to Winchester Roman road, which
passes close to a concentration of Romano-British
occupation in the Basingstoke area, may have encouraged
this density of settlement around Popham and may also
have been an important communication route during the
lifetime of a number of the air-photograph features in the
area. The Roman road appears to continue an earlier link
between the Popham area and Winchester that may be
manifest in the traces of linear ditch visible on the extreme
west of the plan. This linear ditch can be followed north
towards the hillfort on Ladle Hill, and can be traced south
to the vicinity of the probable hillfort – certainly a major
settlement in Romano-British times (Bowen 1975) – near
Winchester (at SU5033). The total length of this linear
feature is in the region of 24 km, and presumably
represents the course of a major prehistoric route
and/or boundary.
The elementary shape/date classification (Table 3) points
to much of the Popham area being settled late in the
pre-Roman Iron Age. The pattern of land-use activity
before this time may be developed as follows. Some
Bronze Age activity is attested by a small number of
round barrows, mostly on the higher ground in the west
of the area. An extension of this burial tradition may, or
may not, be suggested by the scatter of ring-ditches,
but these need not necessarily indicate the remains of
Bronze Age burial mounds. No Bronze Age enclosures can
be identified amongst the air-photograph-derived plans,
although perhaps the closest fit to the usual sub-rectangular
form is that at Lilley's Copse. Other rectilinear enclosures
in the Popham area occur in complex systems and, as
such, are considered later in date. D-shaped enclosures are
found in similar situations; most are integral parts of

complexes, or have double parallel-ditch entrances and
may, therefore, be considered of late date. The small
enclosure, Micheldever Station, overlying, or overlain by,
an irregular field system, tends towards a D-shape, but is
here classified as curvilinear and may date from the early
part of the ACC-Meon Hill phase. As currently recorded,
the field system covers at least 40 ha ( 100 acres) and is, in
part, aligned with the compound to its north which encloses
a banjo form enclosure; the latter is seen to date from
the saucepan pottery phase or later. Air photo-archaeology
cannot safely go further in this case to suggest whether
field system or enclosure had precedence of location.
It is possible that the Micheldever Station enclosure and
two other curvilinear enclosures (Kitelands and Rowley
Copse) may represent the earliest enditched occupation in
the Popham area, which dates from the ACC-Meon Hill
phase. This dating is supported in the case of Rowley Copse
by its antennae-type entrance ditches which at Little
Woodbury (Bersu 1940) and Gussage All Saints
(Wainwright 1979) were constructed during that phase.
Following this period, the pattern of development is
unclear, as the next phase – saucepan pottery – saw the
introduction of the banjo-form enclosures and complex
systems, and these types continued through to
Romano-British times and offer (through present
analyses) little chronological distinction over that time
span. What could be suggested is that the Popham area saw
a gradual increase in population – perhaps initially
widely-spaced and occupying the most favourable locations
for whatever activities were followed.
The apparent small area of cultivated land (field system
traces) could suggest that the occupants of the area were
either predominantly stock keepers, or tended fields of
types, or in locations, that did not leave long-lasting
lynchets, or that the area has suffered the loss of field traces
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through subsequent land-use practices. It could be assumed
that the currently-known traces are an unreliable
representation of past activities although many of the slopes
are of sufficient gradient to have allowed the development
of lynchets. It is possible that the compounds, paddocks,
and banjo-form enclosures attest a predominance of
stock-raising activities in the area, which reduced the past
need for cultivated land. Intensive stock-raising may
perhaps have resulted in the development of cooperative
farm systems. One such system is suggested by the
possible linking of the enclosures Roundwood Farm and
Upper Whitehill Farm, and another by the Bramdown
Copse enclosure, which is physically tied by a double
linear ditch to a second enclosure some 600 m to the north.
It is tempting to propose the West Farm compound
system as the focal site of its adjacent enclosures, perhaps
used for stock gathering or marketing, for which its
9 ha (22 acre) compound with associated paddocks and
enclosures would appear eminently suited. The unusual
form of this compound system, perhaps in part due to the
clarity of its photographic record, may indicate a wider
importance in the local landscape of its time. It is possible
to see West Farm as the central place of the Popham
area, in which it perhaps served as a hillfort substitute
from which the organization and control of the surrounding
farmstead sites stemmed. The fact that the linear ditch,
which runs from the south-west corner of the compound,
turns slightly towards the Roman road may be an indicator
of its late date, or its continued use into the Romano-British
period. However, so little is yet known about domestic
rural structures of that time that this suggestion must
remain conjectural.

Analysis of the Popham area sites in the manner outlined
above has offered useful information on relationships
between features. Association of enclosure to enclosures
shows a major peak at 600 m of settlement enclosure to
settlement enclosure (and to a lesser extent to
non-settlement enclosures), and a smaller peak of-settlement
enclosure to open settlement at 400 m. These results are
open to interpretation in a variety of ways. However,
bearing in mind the model proposed above for the whole
of-the research area, it can be assumed for the Popham
area that:

1 The 600 m site-to-site distance was the minimum at

which settlement sites functioned contemporaneously.
Sites which lie at, or more than, this distance
from one another may, therefore, be seen as part of
a synchronous system.

2 Occupation of open settlements did not continue into,

or beyond, the saucepan pottery phase. There is some
excavated evidence to support this statement (eg at
Winnall Down: Fasham 1978).
3 The 600 m-spaced groups developed during and after
the saucepan pottery phase and, given an average life of
some 500 years, could have persisted as functioning
parts of the Romano-British landscape.
4 The courses of rivers may, in the later prehistoric period,
have approximated to those deduced from study of local
drift geology.

Completion of a settlement model requires data on two
other associations of enclosures — to field systems and to
linear ditches. Scanty though the field traces are, their
relationship to enclosures does follow the pattern set by
the test sample sites and shows an initial peak group at
100-200 m distances. The 600 m association is absent,
and the sample is too small to test realistically whether
the preference for site-type to distance follows that of the
test sample. Linear ditches accurately reflect the
exponential trend of the whole research area.
The picture of settlement that results is indicated in
Fig 41. It was earlier suggested that many of the enclosures
and complexes in the Popham area were constructed in
ways well-suited to a stock-raising economy. Many of the
sites lie within 1 km of the courses of the rivers as shown,
and this may help substantiate their presumed main
function — although if paddocks and compounds were
places for the occasional treatment, sorting, culling, or
milking of herds, then there is no absolute need for them
to lie very close to water. Their main periods of use could
have occurred when temperatures were low (and hence
water was not really required), or when the area was at
its wettest and stock could obtain sufficient moisture from
grass. However, proximity to water was likely to have
been advantageous in a stock-keeping economy and,
unless other circumstances (such as defence) were of
primary importance, may perhaps have been a major
locational consideration. If this is accepted, then it may
be extended to suggest that as the water table lowered, and
rivers became close to their present courses, so old
settlements were abandoned and re-established downstream
in a new riverine location. That this did happen may be
suggested by the concentration of sites close to the river
courses depicted and the apparent paucity of settlement
away from them (eg in the north-east and north-west
corners of the Popham area). Drying of the area may be
further indicated by the presence of the field block on
Woodmancott Down: this appears to be a very regular
system, laid out on linear ditches, some of which lead
towards the Roman building at Candovers. Possibly the
field system reflects a reversion to a predominantly arable
economy during the Romano-British period, at a time when
the rivers had shrunk considerably from the courses
indicated.

Conclusions
Little will be added here to the factual and discursive
material presented above. A type series has been proposed,
fitted to a chronological framework, and used to
demonstrate how air photo-archaeology can be used to
suggest some of the workings of a later prehistoric
landscape. The work is admittedly elementary, but the
chronological sequence proposed has provided a more
refined scheme for the area than has previously been made
available. This remains for future work to test.
Area studies, such as that demonstrated for the Popham
area, may prove of use in formulating an excavation policy
in the chosen area. Use of attribute analysis can provide
pointers to features, or parts of sites, that appear likely
to be key points for small-scale question-orientated
excavation. Where the photographic record exists for an
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Fig 41
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The Popham area. Pattern of settlement during the saucepan pottery phase (approx 300-50 BC) derived from application of the proposed settlement
model to known features in the area
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area, it would be satisfying to see such work as a prelude
to excavation. On the rare occasions when it has happened
in the past it has tended to form a postscript rather than
a prelude to detailed excavation on an otherwise isolated
site.
It has perhaps been clear that much of this paper has
been extremely tentative, with the words 'perhaps',
'possibly', and 'suggest’ occurring frequently. Until
fieldwork has been undertaken to answer some of the
questions posed by this work, the situation must remain so.
However, use of multivariate analysis may do much to
tighten up some of the classifications proposed and would
enable the compounding of a higher number of attributes,
used in different ways, to define 'types'. Perhaps, though,
refinement of types is a premature suggestion without
some testing of the statements given in this paper. What
might be of more value would be the undertaking of similar
studies in other parts of the country.
The vast quantities of air photographs in our libraries
demand some attention. With finance for excavation
declining, it seems apparent that fieldwork combined with
small key excavations to answer specific questions is likely
to be the basis of practical archaeology in the years to
come. Air-photograph interpretation and analysis must
be a prerequisite to such work, for although not necessarily
our only hope, the use of aerial reconnaissance provides
a master key with which to help unlock some of the facets
of the prehistoric landscape.

Note on sources
The air photographs which provided source material for the
area studied came from the libraries of the Cambridge
University Collection and the National Monuments
Record Air Photographs Unit. They comprise those taken
up to June 1976.

Note
1

The thesis resulting from this research was submitted in July
1979, and referred. It was not resubmitted. The text, the original
data, and detailed records of the analyses remain with the writer.
It iS proposed to publish the bulk of the written record as a
monograph
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Synopsis
In a forcefully expressed critique, the philosophy lying behind
the application of aerial reconnaissance is examined and found
wanting. This is exemplified by experience gained in the
recent RCHM(E) survey of Northamptonshire, where air
photography was found to be of only partial use, giving
little insight into the earliest periods, and in the absence of
a chronological framework, providing dangerously equivocal
information about later prehistoric and Roman sites. The
practical value of air photographs as an aid to survey and
identification of medieval and later sites is described. Finally,
collaboration between aerial and terrestrial fieldworkers is
recommended, together with the formulation of a common
policy directed at Total Archaeology.

C C Taylor

most of Britain and thus any conclusions that may be
drawn from it should not be transferred to other, very
different, landscapes. Thus this paper is not meant to lay
down guidelines as to the value of aerial photography for
Total Archaeology over the whole of the British Isles. It is
concerned only with what the writer feels to have been
the advantages and disadvantages, and the successes
and failures, of aerial photography in one small area of
England, in the process of trying to understand its
Total Archaeology.
In a major survey of all the archaeological material of‘
an area, there are obviously certain types of evidence, and
indeed whole periods, in which aerial photography can
play little or no part. For Northamptonshire much of
the evidence came not from aerial photography but from
the examination of museum collections, while in terms
of periods, knowledge of the Palaeolithic and the
Mesolithic have been advanced in no way at all by the use
of aerial photographs. For later prehistoric times as well
as for the Roman, medieval, and post-medieval periods,
aerial photography, as would have been expected, was a
major source of information, and it is these aspects which
are to be examined in this paper. Aerial photography can
be valuable for the study of two different types of sites.
The first is the category of-sites that have had ail visible
signs of their existence removed from the ground surface in
antiquity and are therefore only revealed from the air as
soilmarks and cropmarks. The second includes those sites
that remain upstanding, usually in the form of earthworks.

At the end of 1978, the Royal Commission on Historical
Monuments completed the work of recording all the
archaeological material in the County of Northampton.
The Commission’s work in Northamptonshire was, in some
respects, unlike that which produced its earlier
Inventories. In the first place, it was archaeological
recording in the narrow sense and did not include
buildings; these are to be recorded and published
separately. Secondly, the archaeological work was carried
out swiftly, the whole county being covered in just under
seven years. A further innovation was that all casual or
chance finds, as well as definite archaeological sites,
were included in the survey. All the results of this work
have been, or will be shortly, published in five standard
Commission Inventories, and these, together with the
recent Atlas of Northamptonshire archaeology, should
produce a clear statement of the archaeology of the county
as it was known in the late 1970s (RCHM(E),
1975-82 and forthcoming).

In Northamptonshire, as a result of-present and past
land-use, these two different types of site fall into different
chronological divisions in that, except for four hillforts, a
few barrows, and two Roman towns, almost all the extant
earthworks are medieval or later, while the great majority
of cropmarks and soilmarks appear to be prehistoric or
Roman. Thus it is possible to analyse the use of aerial
photography in Northamptonshire broadly under these two
chronological headings.

Though the main function of the English Commission
has been to provide inventories of archaeological sites,
since the 1950s the Commission implicitly, and some of
its staff explicitly, have attempted to do more than
merely list archaeological material. In fact, there has
been a gradual move towards understanding the
relationships, through time, of all sites, both to the natural
and to the man-made environment; that is, towards Total
Archaeology or Landscape History, as some people would
define it (Taylor 1974).

Prehistoric and Roman

Clearly, a major part of the Commission’s work in
Northamptonshire involved the use of aerial photography,
and in this paper the writer would like to discuss the value
of this technique, as applied to this particular area, in
relation to the concept of Total Archaeology. The value of
air photography for other archaeological work is not dealt
with.

The total range of available aerial photographs was used
in Northamptonshire for the location and identification of
all archaeological sites. They included those from the
Cambridge University Collection, those taken by the
National Monuments Record, all post-1944 RAF verticals,
and a large number of prints taken by commercial
companies for local authorities, statutory bodies, and
government departments, as well as photographs produced
by private fliers and the County Council Archaeological
Unit.

Though Northamptonshire might be regarded as a
typical Midland county, it is certainly not typical of

As would be expected, a large number of cropmark
and soilmark sites were identified from these photographs,
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though it is difficult toquantify their numbers, for it is
impossible to define a ‘site’. In extremely crude terms,
around 2,000 ‘sites’ were recorded, and these included
many enclosures, ring-ditches, linear ditch systems,
trackways, and pit-alignments. These results were,
of course, valuable in many respects, notably in the
morphological analysis of much of the material. For
example, it is possible to identify certain recurring
features, such as double-ditched enclosures and multiple
linear ditches, which presumably have some cultural or
economic significance, but, for the great majority of the
marks, dating is impossible. Certain types of site may be
broadly (and dangerously) dated; for instance,
ring-ditches, provided that they are not hut sites, may be
assigned to the Bronze Age, while pit-alignments may be
dated somewhat more closely to the latter part of the Iron
Age. However, in Northamptonshire at least, the more
diagnostic, and thus datable, sites such as henges have
not been discovered and, in the end, little more has been
achieved than the production of accurate plots of large
numbers of undated and undatable sites. Such plans may
be useful to enlarge the Sites and Monuments Record or,
perhaps more important, to indicate where potential sites
exist for preservation or excavation. But, at the moment,
they have very little value for understanding the Total
Archaeology of the area. Without a chronological
framework the multitude of cropmark and soilmark sites
which exist in Northamptonshire are almost useless even
for crude distribution analysis, let alone anything
more sophisticated. The writer, as someone who
wants passionately to understand the past rather than to
collect material relating to it, feels that this must be
emphasized. There is no doubt that we should collect the
material for both ourselves and our descendants to work
on, but it must be realized that, at the moment, most of
the sites revealed by aerial photography are unusable for
Total Archaeology because of the lack of dating.
Some rough and crude dating of such features as these can
be obtained by examination in the field, but even here
there are severe limitations. Archaeological material picked
up from the surface of the ground is unlikely to give either
the correct or the complete picture. The problems of soil
and weather conditions, the differing abilities of
fieldworkers, and the differential destruction, concealment,
or preservation of material because of its original make-up
and subsequent treatment, either by man or natural
agencies, all make the dating of sites by fieldwork
difficult or problematical. In addition, for Northamptonshire at least, few sites discovered from the air are associated
with any material on the ground surface, except worked
flints. As these can be found everywhere, their occurrence
on cropmark or soilmark sites is not perhaps significant.
Thus, again using only the crudest of statistics, of the
2,000 sites of this category in Northamptonshire,
only about 300 give any indication of date at all. The rest
remain undated and must, for the time being, be relegated
to an academic limbo, until excavational colleagues reach
them, if they ever do.
This may all seem very depressing, but there is worse to
come. The writer has discussed elsewhere (Taylor 1975),
in some detail, the shortcomings of aerial photographic
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evidence in relationship to Total Archaeology, as a result of
the limitations imposed by soils, vegetation, and land-use.
While it is unnecessary to emphasize this again, it is
perhaps worth pointing out that Northamptonshire, with
its extraordinarily varied geological make-up and its
geomorphological history, shows these limitations to the
full. Some 60% of the country is covered by Jurassic
clays or by glacially-derived deposits of similar type. On
the soils developed from these deposits, even after 30 years
of increasingly intensive aerial reconnaissance, very little
has been recorded from the air. The great majority of all
known sites come from the remaining 40% of the county,
which is covered by river gravels, glacial sands and gravels
and other light drift deposits, limestones, and sands.
Yet even on these light soils there are difficulties. One of
the most prolific areas of the county, in terms of recent
excavation, has been the high limestone tableland
north-east of Corby. Owing to the combination of extensive
British Steel Corporation ironstone quarrying, the ability
of Mr D Jackson, and the generosity of the DoE, whole
sections of the late prehistoric countryside have been
exposed. But in spite of long-term aerial reconnaissance,
the area has remained almost completely empty of the
common categories of air-photograph sites, largely as a
result of thin, unmapped, drift deposits, as well as medieval
and modern land-use.
The one apparent way out of this difficulty is of course
intensive fieldwork, and, in the past, the writer has often
advocated this approach. It is certainly a technique that
pays dividends. For example, there are about 150 cropmark
and soilmark sites in Northamptonshire whose history, as
the result of field examination, can be shown to include
occupation at some time in the Roman period. Yet this
is a relatively small number when compared with the 700
sites known from the entire county, most of which have
been found by fieldwork. Likewise, though there are some
50 cropmarks with evidence of Iron Age occupation, field
examination has produced a further 200 sites where no
soilmarks or cropmarks are visible.
As noted above, however, fieldwork has its own
limitations, and many of these have also been discussed
elsewhere (Brown & Taylor 1978). In Northamptonshire it
has been estimated that even in those parishes where
fieldwork has been intensive it has proved impossible to
examine more than 36% of their area, and in practical terms
it is unlikely that this will ever be increased to more than
50%. From the point of view of Total Archaeology the
limitations are obvious.
To illustrate this last point, it is worth looking at the
results of fieldwork at Marston St Lawrence, a small parish
in south-western Northamptonshire. There, Mr D J Barrett
has spent over twenty years combing every field,
examining every ditch and drain, watching every modern
disturbance. As a result he has discovered a number of
Palaeolithic axes and Mesolithic tools, vast quantities of
flint arrowheads and waste flakes, seventeen small
flint-working sites, two major Neolithic/Bronze Age
settlements, one Iron Age settlement, and eleven Roman
sites. These discoveries, which incidentally make nonsense of
any distribution map of archaeological material from
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south-western Northamptonshire, have all come from only
41% of the total area of the parish. The rest is built-over,
covered with woods and roads, or permanent pasture, and
even over twenty years has never been available for
examination. In addition, as the bulk of the parish lies on
Upper and Middle Lias Clay, with less than 10% of it on
light Northampton Sand, not a single soilmark or cropmark
has ever been recorded there. Indeed, most of the
discoveries lie on the heavier soils, and there is a marked
lack of sites or finds of any date on the restricted areas of
lighter soils.

Thus the limitations of aerial photography, and indeed
fieldwork, in elucidating the Total Archaeology of a small
area, let alone a county-sized region, are obvious. How, and
if, it will ever be possible to break free of these limitations
and really understand the landscapes of prehistoric and
Roman times remains unknown. Only one general and
very unspecific point emerges after all the recording of
pre-Saxon archaeological sites in Northamptonshire. It is
that from the Mesolithic times to the Roman period people
lived almost everywhere and exploited the whole landscape
in one way or another. The existence of Iron Age and
Roman settlements in deep clay-lined valleys, hilltops, high
plateaux, and even in areas known to have been forested
throughout medieval times, shows how true this is for the
late prehistoric a n d Roman period. The discovery of
Mesolithic material scattered over almost every parish in
northern Northamptonshire makes the same point for even
earlier times. Even then, what all this material may mean
in terms of actual exploitation of land, of settlement size
and morphology, and, much more importantly, in social,
economic and political terms remains unknown. Indeed,
the curious fact is that, after spending seven years
recording by various means all the archaeological evidence
for Northamptonshire, it is more difficult to understand
the Total Archaeology of the county than it was at the
beginning. Aerial photography has played an important
role in producing this result!

This then is the inadequacy of aerial photography in
relation to the concept of Total Archaeology in prehistoric
and Roman times. It has for long been axiomatic that the
English landscape is a palimpsest, which we are all
endeavouring to separate into its component parts to
achieve Total Archaeology. Aerial photographs, especially
those of soilmark and cropmark sites, show parts of this
palimpsest better than anything else. Thus, in a sense, if
we combine the results of air photography with all other
evidence, we can now see the palimpsest much more
clearly, and we now know that it has layers of which we
could not have conceived before the advent of air
photography. But because these new, and lower, layers
are undated and largely undatable, without excavation on a
scale that we cannot contemplate, it follows that these
layers are unreadable and that the parts cannot be separated
out. Thus Total Archaeology, as I would define it, cannot be
pushed backwards into these lower parts. At the moment,
for Northamptonshire at least, whatever else air
photography can do for archaeology in general, it cannot
help us to understand the Total Archaeology of the
pre-medieval periods.

Medieval and later
For most of the post-Roman period in Northamptonshire,
aerial photography has been used mainly for the
recording of earthworks. However, before discussing these,
it is worth mentioning that one of the major problems of
modern archaeology (and history), the elucidation of the
two or three centuries after the end of Roman rule, has not
been aided by aerial photography. Sunken-floored huts,
often visible from the air, are notably absent from the
county, though a few possible sites do exist, and one
group has been excavated. The really important result of
work on the early Saxon period, in the form of evidence
of a dispersed pattern of early to mid Saxon settlement,
very similar to that of both the prehistoric and the Roman
periods, has come from detailed terrestrial fieldwork by a
few individuals.
From late Saxon times onwards, the understanding of
Total Archaeology, though not without its problems,
becomes less difficult. The existence of historical
documentation and the fact that the palimpsest of the
landscape is more readable combine to make the study of
man and his environment easier. And relict features in
that landscape, particularly the evidence of former
settlement, fields, and lines of communication, survive to
a greater extent, especially in the form of-upstanding
earthworks.
Northamptonshire is particularly rich in medieval and
later earthworks, and the most important ones are those of
deserted, moved, or shrunken settlements, abandoned
castles, and ridge-and-furrow. Aerial photographs were
used on a large scale in the county for two main
purposes in the initial stages of the Commission’s
investigation. One was the obvious task of identifying
unknown sites. This was even more important than it
appears at first sight, for most of the deserted villages
were already known, and, as the terms imply, all
shrunken or moved villages still survive, so that their
earthworks may be discovered by ground examination;
yet there is a third problem of identification, which has
proved to be one of the features of work in medieval
Northamptonshire: the discovery of multiple medieval
settlements within given parishes. Air photographs have
been a prime, though not the only, source of-evidence
for these settlements. One example may be taken to show
the value of aerial photography. In the parish of Abthorpe
it was known that there were two medieval settlements,
Abthorpe itself, an existing village, and Foscote, a
deserted village, now reduced to two farms. Work on the
enclosure and pre-enclosure estate maps not only
suggested that both Abthorpe and Foscote had their own
land units or estates associated with them, but in addition
indicated that the parish contained a third block of land,
unconnected with the other two, which was thus likely to
be another medieval estate. The modern farm name,
Charlock, situated in this third area, was then found to be
recorded in documents by 1250, and thus there was the
possibility of a lost village near it. In the event, aerial
photographs showed the deserted village, not near the farm,
but some distance away. Though the site would have been
found in the course of ground survey in any case, the use of
aerial photography speeded up the discovery.
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The other main use of aerial photography in
Northamptonshire was in the interpretation of earthworks.
Taking Charlock again, the available photographs not only
located the site, but made it immediately obvious that the
settlement had been established on top of an earlier furlong
of curving ridge-and-furrow. Again, this would have been
established during the course of the subsequent ground
survey, but the early identification of this feature aided
the actual fieldwork considerably. However, once again
it is clear, even from this example, that aerial photography
is not the only source of evidence, but one of many.
Fieldwork and documentary research are indeed much
more important when it comes to the final interpretation
of sites.
Yet in the end aerial photography did become vitally
important for fieldwork on medieval sites in Northamptonshire largely because of the need for speed. For it was the
problem of time-consuming ground survey in
Northamptonshire that caused continuous frustration to
the Commission staff during their work in the county.
There were two types of earthworks whose survey was
particularly wasteful of time. The first was the shrunken
or moved village, the second ridge-and-furrow. In shrunken
villages the earthwork remains of houses, closes, and
hollow-ways were often mixed up with the existing houses,
paddocks, and fields, and thus the process of checking
every field, often with a multiplicity of owners, tended
to be long drawn out.
With regard to ridge-and-furrow, its recording was based
on the assumption that the mere mapping of the
distribution of such features is now of limited value,
and that what is really needed is the details of medieval
and later agricultural practices as they are reflected in the
minute details of ridge-and-furrow. But this, too, involved
much laborious and time-wasting effort to examine every
piece of old pasture. Though both these types of site were,
of course, visible on the available high-level vertical
photographs, the details were never clear, the photographs
themselves were often 20-30 years old; many changes,
often involving complete destruction, had occurred since
they were taken. By the time that the Commission had
completed half the county of Northamptonshire, it became
obvious that if the work was to be finished in a reasonable
time-span, some method of increasing the speed of
recording earthworks had to be devised.
The difficulty was overcome by Mr J Hampton and his
colleagues in the National Monuments Record, who
agreed to take low-level photographs of all villages and as
much of the surviving ridge-and-furrow as was possible, as
well as of other earthworks, and to supply the field
staff with the prints within a month of their being taken.
The quality of the photographs did not matter for they
had almost no value after a few seconds’ examination. They
needed only to have been taken in reasonable light
conditions, at a large scale, and be only a few weeks old.
It was then possible to identify which paddocks or closes
within villages contained earthworks, or where potentially
interesting blocks of ridge-and-furrow existed, and to
go directly to the location in the field, where the details
could be recorded quickly.
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The results achieved by using this method were
extraordinary. It became possible to halve the time taken in
examining villages on the ground and to cut out hours of
walking to destroyed or unrewarding areas of ridge-andfurrow. Yet, on reflection, it also became clear that this
technique could be extended further. Among the
photographs taken by Mr Hampton were a number of
verticals, and it was realized that, as a result of the height
they were taken at and the camera used, many of these
vertical photographs were very close to a scale of 1: 2500.
Most of the field-survey work carried out by the
Commission on village earthworks was then at 1: 1250 scale,
and the method of work was usually to carry out survey
within existing field boundaries and then transfer the
resulting plan to the OS 1: 2500 plans, enlarged to twice
their original size. It seemed to the investigating staff
that if the National Monuments Record vertical
photographs were also enlarged to 1: 1250, many of the
earthworks could also be transferred on to the enlarged
village plans. The job of enlarging the photographs was
undertaken by the Commission’s photographic staff, and,
to their credit, they were able to produce almost exactly
rectified prints to the correct scale. Thus it became possible
to plot reasonably simple earthworks on to village plans
directly from the photographs, with a final maximum error
of ± one metre. Though the resulting plans were still
checked on the ground in detail, they again saved time in the
field and indeed almost doubled the speed of work.
This method of working was not suitable for all
earthworks and certainly could not be used where the
earthworks were very complex or for plans at a scale
larger than 1: 1000. But it could cope with large areas of
simple enclosures, such as abandoned closes at the
extremities of medieval villages. The measurements still
had to be checked on the ground and minor details added,
but the time-consuming practice of laying out complex
triangulation systems was eliminated, again with no loss
of accuracy.
This use of low-level vertical air photography to assist
and partly to eliminate field survey was carried out in
Northamptonshire at a very crude level. It was hoped to
refine the technique in a later survey of the medieval
earthworks of North Yorkshire, but economic
circumstances have prevented this. The intention was to
transcribe the details of earthworks shown on aerial
photographs to large-scale maps using computer plotting. It
was estimated that such transcription would produce
plans ofearthworks accurate to ± one metre. In the area of
North Yorkshire which was proposed, the simple but
widespread minor earthworks in almost every village,
which would have been a time-consuming task to survey on
the ground, could then have been plotted accurately and
checked swiftly. These earthworks, though unimpressive,
are of considerable importance in the understanding of the
apparent post-Conquest replanning of the villages of the
area and, at the same time, are under direct and inevitable
threat of destruction by village expansion and infill. It is
hoped that this technique can be used in the future when
circumstances permit. Using air photographs in this
fashion, for speeding up the actual work of field survey,
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Taylor: Towards Total Archaeology? Aerial photography in Northamptonshire
is obviously different from using it to record the
monuments of earlier periods. Here it is being used
virtually as a 'disposable’ tool.

Yet, whatever the intrinsic value of this method itself, it
illustrates a much wider and more important point with
regard to Total Archaeology and aerial photography. As a
result of the continuing processes of destruction of all sites,
we have little, very little, time left to us to record what
remains of our past. This time should not solely be
spent by aerial photographers fixing on emulsion thousands
more beautiful views of earthworks, by fieldworkers
laboriously laying tapes across every bump, or by historians
combing every single document to squeeze the last drop
out of the parchment. We have to learn to work together,
to use each other's techniques, and so, in the few years
that remain to us, actually to learn something of value about
the past and its Total Archaeology.
Not for the first time this writer has been critical of
archaeological philosophy and practice. It may seem to
some people that he is deriding the basis of our chosen
discipline while rarely giving it any credit for what it has
achieved. Certainly this is not intended. All the writer is
really asking is that we think more carefully about how
we collect our basic data, and what the limitations are,
before we precipitately build castles on sand. And that
we use our techniques for the greater good of our subject,
not just to advance our own private interests or satisfy
our own egos.

—————————————————————————————————
The frequency of occurrence of cropmarks in relation to soils

Derrick Riley

——————————————————————————————————————————
Synopsis

1930s G W G Allen made a thorough survey of the district,
fortunately photographing the marks on land taken in 1940
for the construction of the airfield at which the writer was
himself stationed for a time during the war. During 1900
hours’ flying as an instructor at Stanton Harcourt and the
adjacent Abingdon airfields, the writer became very
familiar with the district and its archaeological features as
seen from the air. A map has been prepared (Fig 43) to
show the cropmarks recorded in 1942–4, either by
photography or by taking notes (sites marked N on
Fig 43), and also those photographed before the war by
Allen on the sites of the airfield and various gravel pits.
The marks on the airfield site have been copied on Fig 43
from Grimes’ map (Grimes 1943–4, 20 and 22).

An experienced exponent of aerial reconnaissance considers
the manifestation of cropmarks in space and time. The areas
concerned were personally reconnoitred, intermittently and
intensively over a period that extended from 1942 until 1979.
Various factors affecting the formation of cropmarks and
their recognition are discussed, due weight being given to
changing patterns of land-use, but closest inspection being
reserved for the difference in soils and basic geology. Several
discrepant cropmark responses are noted and geomorphological
or archaeological reasons tentatively advanced. Soil-specific
cropmark forecasting is seen to be, as yet, an impossible
dream, but a plea is made for examining the relationship
between cropmarks and soil during excavation.
The variations of growth which produce cropmarks of
the positive variety (Riley 1946, 5) are much influenced by
the soils in which the crops are rooted. This has long been
known, and the common occurrence of the marks in soils
such as those above river gravels has often been remarked.
A knowledge of such factors is of great value in planning
a flying programme, and later, when the results are being
examined, it is most important to appreciate information
derived from the examination of soils and the underlying
rocks in the study of the landscape. Useful data have been
given in papers read to the 1963 Colloque International
d'Archéologie Aérienne (Scollar 1965, 31-6) and the 1974
Conference on Aerial Reconnaissance for Archaeology
(Jones & Evans 1975), but the subject requires much
more attention.

Since the war many visits have been made to the Stanton
Harcourt district by the Cambridge and NMR aircraft and
by private fliers, notably A Baker and J Pickering. Far more
new discoveries have been made than could have been
anticipated in 1943, particularly on the low-lying
flood-plain land. Everything has been mapped, the results

The work of the Soil Survey in recent years has
produced a body of information which greatly assists the
correlation of different soils with the marks in crops
growing in them. Large-scale soil maps are still only
available for limited areas of the country, but in some cases
they coincide with areas where cropmarks have also been
mapped, and it is possible to draw combined cropmark
and soil maps. Several maps of this kind have been prepared
as a source of data for the present paper. As an
introduction to these maps, which show all the cropmarks
discovered in certain areas, ie their frequency in space,
attention may be given to the number of years it has taken
to collect the information, ie the frequency of discoveries
in time. This question is considered first. The places
mentioned here are shown on Fig 42.

The rate of discovery
Soils above Thames Gravels near Stanton Harcourt
The gravel terraces near Stanton Harcourt have now been
under observation from the air since 1929, when the first
discoveries were recorded on RAF photographs, one of
which was thought good enough by O G S Crawford to
be included in the Anglo-German book Luftbild und
Vorgeschichte (Crawford & Ewald 1938, 50). In the

Fig 42 Places mentioned in the paper. The rectangle shows the area covered by
Fig 45
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Fig 43 Dates of discovery of cropmarks near Stanton Harcourt and Standlake, Oxon

Table 4

Riley The frequency of occurrence of cropmarks in relation to soils
Table 5

to 1972 having been published by D Benson and D Miles
(1974), and those since then added to the map by
R Hingley. Post-war discoveries are shown separately on
Fig 43, the latest dating from 1979.
Why have new discoveries continued to be made over
such a long period? Two reasons may be suggested. The
first is that, in spite of the war-time ploughing-up
campaign, there were in the 1940s more fields under
permanent grass than at present, and even in arable land
many fields were put down to a ley (grass and clover),
for one year in, say, four, a practice seldom employed in
modern farming. Five of the cropmark sites (marked G on
Fig 42) found since the war are on fields which it has
been possible to identify as grass in 1943, including some
former low earthworks in permanent grass at Northmoor,
recorded in the writer’s notes. Secondly, the district
has been watched since the war by photographers operating
from a distance, who could not make the frequent visits
necessary to record some of the more ephemeral marks.
Soils above Sandstone at Babworth, Nottinghamshire
In contrast to the Stanton Harcourt district, the country
round Babworth received little attention until the mid
1970s, since when the writer has flown over it frequently.
The parish has sandy soil, most of which is under plough,
and grassland and woods are relatively unimportant. After
six years of air photography it seems that most of the
cropmarks have probably been recorded, and that a stage of
diminishing returns has begun, though there would be
additions to make to the map if extra land were taken into
arable cultivation.
A block of land covering about 200 ha (500 acres) has
been selected for examination. This land and its cropmarks
are shown on Fig 44, which is a modified version of a map
published elsewhere in an examination of the
archaeology of the area (Riley 1980, 129). Table 4
summarizes the fields in which cropmarks were seen in
successive years, and the number of times the land was
flown over during the summer, including passing visits
when the aircraft was en route to other districts.
All these years, except 1978, were dry enough for
cropmarks to develop on a large scale at Babworth. The
summer of 1976, paradoxically, seemed too dry, and the
marks were less distinct than in 1975.
A complete record of the crops grown in the six years
has been obtained by Mrs J Eccles and is summarized in
Table 5, together with total occurrences of cropmarks in
the different crops. In Fig 44 there are seventeen fields in
the area chosen, but when different crops were grown in
different halves of the same field, it has been counted as
two fields in the Table.

The figures suggest that in this period the chance of
recording marks in a particular field was about 1 in 2½.
It cannot be deduced from this, however, that only about
three years are needed to complete a cropmark survey,
because the unusually dry years of 1975 and 1976 were
included. It is difficult to suggest the length of time
required, but it may be noted that there were numerous
well-defined marks in 1977 and 1979, which were more
normal summers. A few years like 1977 and 1979 should
enable most cropmarks in the region to be recorded,
provided that frequent flights are made in June and July.
Perhaps about six years, allowing for wet summers too,
might therefore be adequate to survey the arable land in the
Bunter Sandstone country.

Cropmark distribution and geology in the
country to the east of the southern Pennines
The map reproduced as Fig 45 shows the broad pattern
of the occurrence of cropmarks in relation to geology in a
considerable stretch of country near the airfield of the
Sheffield Aero Club, from which the writer operates. Only
places which he has photographed are shown on the map,
in order to ensure as far as possible that the choice of places
recorded has been consistent, for there can be no doubt
that there is an element of personal bias in the selection of
sites by individuals. The position of the airfield is shown
because the land nearer to it was inevitably better
searched than that farther away.
Proceeding from the south-east to the north and northwest of the map, the following comments may be made
about the distribution of the cropmarks photographed:
1 A concentration occurs on the soils over the Trent
gravels.
2 There is little on the Keuper Marl, in spite of many
flights over it.
3 The Bunter Sandstone belt, with which are included
areas of gravel, is generally rich in cropmarks, for
example, those in the parish of Babworth, already
mentioned.
4 There are scattered sites on the Magnesian limestone
north of the river Don, but few sites on this formation
to the south of the river.
5 The distribution on the Coal Measures is similar to that
on the limestone.
6 Little has been recorded on the silt, clay, alluvium,
and peat in the lower parts of the river valleys, or on soils
above beds of blown sand which occur in some places.
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Fig 44 Map of part of the parish of Babworth, Notts, showing cropmarks. The outline gives the area for which details of cropping in the years 1974– 79 have been
collected
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S=Sheffield

R=Rotherham

D=Doncaster
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M-Mansfield

Fig 45 Map of country between Sheffield and the river Trent marked with cropmark sites recorded 1970–79. Each spot indicates a ¼ x ¼ km square on the
National Grid in which one or more cropmarks were photographed by the author. Sandstone, sand, gravel, and sandy boulder clay on the Geological Survey
Drift Maps are left white; other rocks are differentiated
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Fig 46
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Cropmark of enclosure at Swillington, West Yorkshire (SE 377322) showing in a field of oats. 1 August 1977

The occurrence of numerous sites on the gravels is in
line with experience on river gravels elsewhere, for example
at Stanton Harcourt. There are no exact parallels for the
Nottinghamshire Bunter Sandstone belt, but the
occurrence of many cropmarks on the sandy soils of this
area will cause no surprise. The distribution of sites
above other geological formations is, however, less easy to
understand.
On the limestone there is a good scatter of cropmark
discoveries north of the river Don, but few to the south
of the river, although the airfield is located in this blank
zone, which has therefore been overflown very often and
searched thoroughly. In looking for an explanation of the
differences north and south of the Don, the soils and the
underlying rock have both been examined. The soils
offer no obvious answers, because the same series are
present in both regions, though they are not identical in
composition. If there were trenches cut in the limestone,
the thin Elmton series (200 to 400 mm of soil above the
limestone) would surely produce cropmarks. This series
occurs in many places south of the Don (Hartnup 1977, 43),
but only at one place (Wadworth Carr SK585973) have
cropmarks been recorded on it.

The underlying limestone rock has been examined in the
hope that it would provide the solution to the problem,
but when quarry faces both north and south of the Don
were visited little difference was observed in the upper
part of the rock, immediately below the soil. It was
originally expected that the top of the rock might be more
shattered and rubbly north of the Don, so that it would
have been easy for early man to cut the ditches and pits
which cause anomalies in crops at the present time, but
this is not the case. Indeed, in an instance where the
situation is well known, the excavated Iron Age site at
Ledston, east of Leeds, the ditches and pits which caused
cropmarks were found to have been cut in hard rock
(Keighley 1981, 119). Neither soil nor rock differences
therefore provide simple explanations, and it may be asked
whether there are not real differences in the nature of the
archaeological sites on the limestone north and south of
the Don. This is an interesting idea, but it is difficult to
accept.
Some of the cropmarks on the limestone appear in
successive years when the weather is dry. Elsewhere on
this rock, however, marks seen in one year were not visible
in other years when conditions seemed suitable; for
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example, an enclosure near the airfield in a place very
frequently flown over only showed briefly in 1977. In
some cases this may be explained by an insufficiently
thorough search in the unresponsive years, but there are
too many instances for this explanation always to be right,
and it seems that cropmarks on the limestone are less
predictable than those on the river gravels or Bunter
Sandstone. This implies that air survey of the limestone
should be continued for a greater number of years than
that of the gravels to get results of comparable
completeness. The unpredictability may perhaps be
explained by the considerable variations of soil depth above
the limestone seen in different quarry faces.
On the Coal Measures, also, cropmarks are lacking to
the south, but there has been much open-cast mining
in some districts, and it may be dangerous to generalize
about site distribution. In addition, the Coal Measures
contain many relatively thin strata of sandstone and shale,
which influence the composition of the soils above them.
On the analogy of the cropmark distribution on the
Bunter Sandstone and the clayey Keuper Marl, it might be
expected that sites would be concentrated on the Coal
Measures sandstone beds. It has not been possible to obtain
reliable information about this because of minor
inconsistencies found on the geological maps, but it
seems clear that there are more sites on clay than were
expected. An example at Swillington, east of Leeds, is
shown on Fig 46. This is on the Dunkeswick series,
which is a surface-water gley soil formed from clayey
till, mainly deriving from Carboniferous shale (Crompton
& Matthews 1970, 59). To ensure that no local soil
anomalies were present, a hole was dug near the site and
it confirmed that a clayey till was indeed present beneath
the surface.
The occurrence of cropmarks on clayey soils above the
Coal Measures contrasts with the extreme scarcity of sites
on the Keuper Marl belt. A possible explanation, suggested
by Dr R Evans, is that some subsoils above the Coal
Measures are much more compacted and resistant to root
penetration than similar layers above the Keuper. This
would mean that a silted-up ditch on soils above Coal
Measures might offer a narrow strip in which roots could
penetrate more deeply and affect plant growth in dry
weather. Conversely, roots should be able to make their
way downwards more easily everywhere in the better
soils of the Keuper Marls, where the different material of
ditch fillings should have proportionally less effect. Such
factors are difficult todefine, and it seems that the causes
of cropmarks on clay soils, when they occur, are
complex.
There are large areas of alluvial and silty soils on the
map, but cropmarks are only found on them in a few
places, for example Potteric Carr, south of Doncaster
(Riley 1980, 91). On low ground here, only 4.5 m to
6 m above sea level, the peaty till of ditches produces
cropmarks of a type discussed in a later section of this
paper which deals with the Fens (pp 70-2).
The infrequency of marks on the alluvium and silt is
partly a result of the choice of subjects to record. In

some places, for example, there are extensive straight
marks caused by dykes dug during relatively recent
drainage or warping operations, but these have not been
photographed. It may be explained that warping was a
system in which silt-laden water was allowed to flood the
land at high tide, near tidal reaches of rivers- Farmland was
improved by the considerable depths of silt which
accumulated, but the process may have buried ancient
remains which otherwise might have formed cropmarks.
Combined cropmark and soil maps
The three areas shown on Figs 47, 48, and 49 have been
chosen as representative of large areas with important
cropmarks. The maps show country with soils above river
gravels near Drayton, south of Abingdon, in the Upper
Thames valley (Fig 47); with sandy soil near Hatfield,
in the levels of South Yorkshire (Fig 48); and with soils
above chalk near the small village of Huggate, North
Humberside, in the Yorkshire Wolds (Fig 49).

Drayton, near Abingdon, Oxon

Fig 47 has been drawn by enlarging part of the one-inch
soil map (sheet 253) which accompanies a recent Soil
Survey memoir (M G Jarvis 1973). To it have been added
the cropmarks plotted by D Benson and D Miles
(1974, 6l), and the most recent discoveries which have
been collected by R Hingley while updating the Upper
Thames cropmark record. The land has been divided
on Fig 47 into soils above river terrace gravels (the
Sutton, Badsey, and Carswell series), clayey soils (the
Evesham, Grove, Rowsham, and Isle Abbots series), and
ground-water gley soils (the Thames and Kelmscott
series).
Almost all the cropmarks occur on the gravel-based
soils, a well-known fact. As a result, the cropmark plan
of the early landscape is broken into large fragments,
something which must be taken into account when
studying the archaeology of river valleys such as
this. It may be added that the occurrence of cropmarks
does not seem to be influenced by the different soil groups
above the gravel - a brown earth (Sutton), a brown
calcareous soil (Badsey), and a surface-water gley soil
(Carswell). Apparently only the presence of gravel near the
surface is important.
Looking at the map in detail, there are various problems,
on which comments have kindly been made by M G Jarvis
and J Hasleden.
1 At the northern edge of the map there are cropmarks
on the Isle Abbots series, from which they are normally
absent. However, it seems that there is a small patch of
gravel here, a small inclusion of the Sutton series, on
which cropmarks are common on other parts of the map.
2 South of Drayton there is a large area of Sutton series
which is unusual in not having marks. It is possible
that ancient activity has not left features which would
now cause the marks to develop, but a more likely
explanation is that the soil above the gravel here is
deeper than the average. It has been suggested (Jones &
Evans 1975, 7) that only the shallower soils above
gravels form cropmarks. Unfortunately, however, the
recorded soil-depths here are somewhat contradictory.
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Fig 47 Map of soils and cropmarks near Drayton, Oxon. Abbreviations for soil series are Ba = Badsey, c W= Carswell, Ea = Evesham, Gv = Grove, Ic = Isle Abbots,
Sv = Sutton, Ts = Thames
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Fig 48

Map of soils and cropmarks near Hatfield, South Yorkshire
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3 The marks on the Sutton series between Milton and
Drayton extend on to the Thames series, a deep clayey
alluvial soil, from which they are absent elsewhere on
the map. On the edge of the latter the marks may reflect
the difficulty of deciding just where to draw the line
between the two series, but marks well within the
Thames series are more probably caused by the peaty
fillings of old ditches, similar to those found at places
in the Fenland mentioned below (pp 70-2).
The causes of cropmarks on soils above river gravels
have been studied by Jones & Evans (1975, 4) in a paper
which described the important factors - soil depth and the
effects of moisture deficits. Nothing is seen in the Drayton
area to throw any doubt on their conclusions.

Hatfield, South Yorkshire
This map (Fig 48), which covers a small part of the area of
Fig 45, was compiled with the aid of the 1:25,000 soil
map SE 60 issued with Soil Survey Record no 12
(R A Jarvis 1973) and the writer’s own air photographs; it
was first published with a more detailed account of the early
landscape near Hatfield (Riley 1980, 59). The soils shown
in Fig 48 have been very much simplified compared with
the soil map, and much has been omitted, because it seems
that only a broad classification of soils is relevant to the
present purpose.
On the north-west quarter of the map cropmarks of field
boundaries are frequent (1, 2, 3, and 4 on Fig 48). They
occur almost exclusively on the sandy Newport series
(an acid brown earth) and the similar Stockbridge series
(a non-calcareous ground-water gley soil). The latter has
been much affected by ground water in the past, but
because of modern drainage it is now becoming much more
like the Newport series, which is a similar soil formed
under better drained conditions in the past. The cropmarks
are also largely concentrated on the land above the 25ft (7.5m)
contour, and it has to be concluded that the early farming
activities which were the cause of the marks did not take
place on the sandy land at lower level on the south-east
part of Fig 48, nor on the north-east of Fig 45. Heavier
soils above the 25ft (7.5 m) contour, such as the clayey
Foggathorpe series (included with ‘other ’ soils on Fig 48),
may well have been used by the early farmers, but they
appear to be unsuitable for the formation of cropmarks,
because none has been seen.
It should be noted that the marks do not show as
distinctly on the sandy soils of this region as they do
on many soils above gravels. This may well be because
there is no sudden change between the sandy soils and
their underlying subsoils, whereas in many river valleys
the loamy soils are sharply differentiated from the
gravels beneath.

Huggate, Yorkshire Wolds
For the map shown on Fig 49 unpublished maps of soils
(scale 1:25,000)and cropmarks (1: 10,000) have been
made available by the Soil Survey of England and Wales
and the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments
(England) respectively, to both of which bodies the

writer is grateful. The soils, all above chalk, have been
divided into three groups, the thin and medium depth
above the Wolds plateau (the Andover and Panholes series,
respectively about 300 and 300-800 mm deep above chalk),
a thick soil covering smaller areas of the plateau (the Wolds
series, about 1 m deep), and the soils of the steep-sided
dales incised in the Wolds (the Icknield and Combe series).
A few small patches of Coombe series at the north-west
corner of the map have been amalgamated with Andover
soils.
It is interesting, but not unexpected, to find that the
cropmarks are largely on the thin Andover soils, though
they also occur on the Panholes series. There are few marks
recorded on the deep soils of the Wolds series, which
forms better than average agricultural land, on which
occasional early farmsteads might have been expected.
The scarcity of marks does not necessarily mean that the
Wolds series was neglected by early man: it could equally
well mean that few early trenches were deep enough to
penetrate the chalk, though this is a matter of speculation.
Cropmarks only rarely run on to the soils of the dales,
because in most cases their sides are much too steep to
allow ploughing.
L,ike the maps shown on Figs 47 and 48, this map
displays an anomaly: although most cropmarks are on the
Andover series, there are considerable areas of-these soils in
the middle of the map with few cropmarks. There are
several possible explanations: either that the traces of
prehistoric and Romano-British work have been removed
by medieval ploughing near Huggate village, or that few
trenches were dug hereabouts in ancient times, or simply
that the area has not yet been well enough searched from
the air. The latter alternative cannot be ruled out, and
further observations of both the Andover and Wolds series
are called for.

Winterton Roman Villa, South Humberside
To conclude this series of soil and cropmark maps, a
much larger-scale map has been drawn using a 1:2500 scale
soil map of the environs of the villa prepared by J D Robson
and kindly made available by the excavator of the site,
R Goodburn. The cropmarks have been planned from the
numerous photographs which were taken during flights
over the site between 1971 and 1979. The brief soil
descriptions on the map have kindly been checked by
J D Robson, who has also advised on a slight simplification
of his soil map made when drawing Fig 50.
The land is on two levels, with a slope between. The
lower ground, near the Winterton Beck, is at the top
of the map. The soils here are sandy, formed from
recent deposits, while at some depth below is the Lower
Lias clay (Stead 1976,24). On this sand are most of
the cropmarks, which are often very distinct.
In the centre of the map is the slope of an
escarpment, rising quite steeply from the Soft (15 m) to the
100ft (30 m) contour. Here the soil becomes clayey, and
cropmarks are few and indistinct.
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Fig 49 Map of sods and cropmarks near Huggate, North Humberside. Abbreviations for soil series are Ac = Andover, pH= Panholes, Wo = Wolds
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Fig 50 Map of soils and cropmarks at the site of Winterton Roman villa, South Humberside

At the base of the map, the highest part of the site,
the land levels out again, and limestone is near the surface.
In places not included on the map there are cropmarks on
soils above the limestone, but they are not of the
intricate kind found on the sandy lower ground.
The cropmarks on the sandy land near the Winterton
Beck often show very well and they have been seen
every year since 1971, even in wet summers, when,
however, only a few of the most prominent lines showed.
It is interesting to note that the marks on the
hillside on the loamy over clayey soils have never been

as distinct, and that they have not appeared at all in wet
years.
The map also gives an example of the complications
which may be found in the soils of quite small areas
of ground. It is wise not to underestimate these
complications.
Cropmarks in the Silt Fens
The northern part of the Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire
Fens is a region noted for its very extensive cropmarks
(for example Phillips 1970, pl XXI-XXIII), but the soils
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differ from most of those so far described. There is no
published map of soils which coincides with a map of
important cropmarks in the Silt Fens, but J D Robson of
the Soil Survey has been most helpful in providing
information about the land east of the villages of
Billingborough and Horbling, near Sleaford, Lincolnshire,
which was chosen as a sample area.
The soils of the Fens may be divided broadly into
those of the Peat Fens, which lie further inland, and those
of the Silt Fens, which are very different from the former
and lie nearer the sea. It is on the latter part of the
region that cropmarks are well developed, and a picture
of a typical site on Horbling Fen (TF 156344) is provided
in Fig 51.
Everywhere in the Silt Fens the positions of extinct
watercourses are shown by roddons or rodhams, which
form distinctive soilmarks, clearly seen from the air
(Seale 1975, 25 and pl I and VI). At Horbling Fen,
roddons are visible as meandering lighter coloured lines
(Fig 51). They are generally found to consist of broad banks
of coarse silty soil, formed by the former watercourses.
On both sides of a roddon the surrounding land is often
lower in level, and in Billingborough and Horbling Fens
it is composed of clayey soil. The soils of the Silt Fens
are therefore marked by sudden contrasts where the course
of a roddon stands out from the surrounding land. The field
shown on Fig 51 has a complicated soil pattern of this
kind, but over both the coarse silt and the clay run distinct
cropmarks, the cause of which is no doubt the dark

Fig 51
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coloured and peaty material, best described as a humose
filling, which has accumulated in old ditches. The soils
of the Silt Fens are ground-water soils, and much of the
land was no doubt permanently waterlogged after the
Romano-British occupation of the region but before the
drainage of fairly recent times. The humose fill of old
ditches must have been caused by this waterlogging.
The processes which give rise to cropmarks in the Fens
are apparently not identical with those which operate
elsewhere on soils above gravels (including those along the
Fen margins), as well as sandstone and chalk. Some of the
coarse silty soils, for example the Wisbech series (Seale
1975, 156), have very large available water capacities, and
crops are unlikely to suffer from moisture stress in the
summer. Interesting information may be obtained from
Seale 1975 (35-6), which is the source of the following
figures. The potential soil moisture deficit averages about
115 mm by the end of June, and about 180 mm by the
end of August in Wisbech series soils, but this deficit
can be made good by the water present in these soils
in the spring, which amounts to about 230 mm rainfall
equivalent in the top 900 mm (35 in) of soil. Moisture
stress is, however, more likely to occur in Fenland crops
growing on the clays, for which the corresponding figure
is about 150 mm when saturated in the spring, and which
release water less easily than the silts as drying proceeds. It
may be noted that for the sandy Newport series soils
common above the Bunter Sandstone in Nottinghamshire
the corresponding figure is below 110 mm (R A Jarvis
1973, 11); such soils are thus far more affected by drought
than the Fenland silts.

Cropmarks of complex site in Horbling Fen, Lincs (TF 156344) showing in a field of wheat. 8 June 1980
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Higher soil temperatures in winter and spring probably
result from greater retention of the sun’s heat by the dark
soil ploughed up from the humose fill of old ditches,
and Dr R Evans has suggested that earlier germination
of seeds in such lines of soil is an important feature in
the development of cropmarks in the Fens. Information
from J Pickering and S G Upex confirms notes made by
the writer a good many years ago that marks appear earlier
in the Fens than on the terrace gravels of the Nene
and Welland valleys. Crop patterns elsewhere have already
been attributed to soil temperature variations (Soil
Survey 1979, 14), though it remains to be seen to what
extent other factors cause the marks to persist, or develop
further, during the summer.
In addition to marks in cereal crops, J Pickering mentions
the well-defined marks in sugar beet which arise later in the
season in the Fens and last well into the autumn. It might
be very informative to make a study for several years
of the dates of appearance and duration of cropmarks in a
limited area of the Fens and to compare the results with
other soils.

General comments
The foregoing examples demonstrate that the relation
between cropmarks and soils can rarely be explained simply,
a statement which will not surprise air photographers.
Some conclusions can be drawn about crops on soils above
gravel, sandstone, or chalk, but when the soils above
limestone, clay, or Fen silts are considered, the
results are at present less certain.
Distinct marks are frequent above well-drained deposits,
such as gravel, chalk, and sandstone, and such areas
have received most of the attention of air photographers in
this country. The best conditions are provided by thin
soils, in which moisture deficits have more effect (Jones
& Evans 1975, 7). Where the soil depths above the
subsoil or rock are greater, the increased amount of water
held makes it less likely that cropmarks will appear except
in unusually dry periods. Soil depths can be very variable,
even in a single field; see for example an air photograph
recently published by the Soil Survey (1979, 14). Over the
more compact deposits, where there is a sharp change
between soil and subsoil, the contrast of the marks may
be expected to be greater than over looser deposits, such as
sands and sandy gravels, where ditches tended to fill with
material similar to their surroundings.
The incidence of marks is less consistent on soils above
limestone, and they are very scarce in some regions
without obvious reason, unless it be that ditches were not
cut as deeply there by early man because of local differences
of practice. Many cropmarks have been seen on some
parts of the Magnesian Limestone belt of the East Midlands
(Fig 45), and they have been often reported on the
relatively soft Jurassic Limestones in other areas, but they
are unlikely to be found on the very hard Carboniferous

Limestone of the Pennines. Soil depths may vary
considerably above limestone within relatively short
distances, and be a cause of seeming inconsistency in
cropmark behaviour.
Cropmarks may show well above the humose fill of old
ditches in the low-lying ground-water silts and clays of the
Fens. On the dark soil of this fill early germination of‘
crops may be an important cause of the marks. The coarse
silty soils are unlikely to be short of water in the driest
weather, but the clayey Fenland soils are more capable of
developing a moisture deficit. Local patches of bad
drainage in soils of various types may have provided
similar conditions of humose ditch fill outside the Fens in
some places.

The occurrence of marks on clays on higher ground is
not easy to understand. It is suggested that the presence
of marks on clayey soils above the Yorkshire Coal
Measures, and their scarcity above Nottinghamshire
Keuper Marls, are due to the more compacted nature of
the clays above strata of shale in the former, which
results in a better growth of plants in dry weather above
old tilled-in ditches where the disturbed soil allows better
root penetration. These factors are complex, and it
seems doubtful if it will ever be possible to forecast
the appearance of cropmarks on one clay area, and not on
another, from soil science alone, though there may
be much to be learned from soil profiles where
excavations are made at cropmark sites.
Additional information about the relationship between
soils and cropmarks might be provided by certain
excavations. This would throw light on the evidence
about the ancient landscape which cropmarks provide in
those large tracts of land which it will never be possible
to excavate. It may therefore be opportune to ask
excavators to give a little space to the question when
writing reports; there is certainly need for more facts,
whatever the local soil types may be.
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treated as definitive. Nevertheless, it has at times been
accorded more respect than its authors intended. The
partial nature of any archaeological survey is well illustrated
by the increase in information gained since 1972.

Synopsis
Persistent a e r i a l cover of the Thames Valley has continued to
produce cropmark evidence of considerable complexity
testifying to intensive prehistoric and later occupation. The
evaluation of such material against a background of limited
*fieldwork and excavation presented appreciable problems,
whose solution seemed likely to be made easier by the
detailed study of a representative site. The selection of the
Claydon Pike complex offered the chance to examine a
block of landscape containing related settlement types
common in the Thames Valley. The need to employ various
physical search techniques before excavation is stresseg
as is the occasional lack of correspondence between air
survey and excavation evidence. In conclusion, air
photography is seen as an invaluable tool, but its proper
use is as a complement to other types of site assessment,
in a form of systematic survey.

The first survey was followed by two more, for the
Middle Thames (Gates 1975) and the Gloucestershire/
Wiltshire Thames (Leech 1977). The complete coverage of
the Thames above Greater London helped to establish
conservation and excavation priorities for the valley as a
whole, particularly with regard to the archaeological
problems created by gravel extraction.
It has sometimes been suggested that aerial survey need
not be concentrated on areas so often and intensively flown
as the Thames Valley. While the claims of neglected
regions must be given a high priority, persistence in
much-flown areas continues to add vital data. The freak
dry years of 1975 and 1976, in particular, added an
enormous amount of detail to our maps of past
landscapes (Miles 1977). Vertical cover unavailable at the
time of the 1974 survey also included fresh information.
In 1979 therefore, with the help of a grant from the
British Academy, the Oxfordshire Archaeological Unit
decided to update and extend the earlier survey. The
remarkable map produced by Richard Hingley illustrates
the extent to which the dense pattern of cropmarks plotted
in 1974 has been infilled. There has been an addition of
about 30% to the cropmarks of the Benson and Miles
survey area and altogether, including the limestone soils,
about 150 new sites. Aerial survey of the limestone dip
slope of the Cotswolds, the Corallian ridge south-west
of Oxford, and the Vale of the White Horse has
traditionally been less intensive than of the gravel terraces.
Nevertheless, it is now possible to see that these areas were
densely occupied in the Roman period and, in some
parts, in the Iron Age. Aerial photography combined with
intensive field survey has shown concentrations of
settlement around Frilford (Hingley 1979), Kingston
Bagpuizc and Great Coxwell on the Corallian ridge
(Cowell & Miles 1979), and Hatford in the Vale of the
White Horse (Edwards et al 1979). There is no reason
to believe that these few sample areas are in any way
exceptional.

Background
In the Upper Thames region aerial photography has been
the principal means of locating archaeological sites for half
a century. The discovery rate of cropmarks on gravel
terraces has not only biased the distribution maps of
the area but also heavily influenced the selection of sites
for excavation. Only in recent years have some attempts
been made to counteract this bias by fieldwalking and
extending aerial cover to less intensively flown areas.
Nevertheless, much of the higher ground and the tributary
valleys of the Thames remain archaeologically underexplored.
In spite of the enormous quantity of data available
from aerial photography, the first survey of the gravel
terraces was only produced in 1974 (Benson & Miles 1974).
It was influenced by the Royal Commission’s pioneering
but neglected work A matter of time (RCHM(E) 1960) and
the spate of urban surveys which were appearing in the
early 1970s.
The Upper Thames survey had specific aims: to map
systematically but rapidly the aerial evidence accumulated
between the 1920s and 1972, and hence to provide an
index to the thousands of photographs stored in various
archives; to highlight the crisis in the Thames Valley
and the need for an agreed policy between planners, the
quarry industry, and archaeologists; and to help in the
formulation of a regional research policy and stimulate
further archaeological research.

The other zone of discovery has been in the flood-plain
of the Thames and some of its tributaries. The dry
conditions of 1976 were especially favourable for the
location of late prehistoric sites which excavation has
indicated to have been the summer camps of herdsmen
(Lambrick & Robinson 1979). This is now being followed
up with a systematic flood-plain survey by George
Lambrick, with the aid of a British Academy Grant.

The mapping of the cropmarks was relatively rough and
ready, and it was stressed that the survey was intended to be
an interim statement. The appearance of the publication
itself (equipped, as regular users have found, with an
inbuilt self-destruct mechanism) militated against its being
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(Longdoles Field). These marks were in a field showing as a
light colour, now known to be another gravel island. In
1957 this field was separated from the stream and
marshy belt by a hedge. This is visible as a cropmark
on later photographs.

From the detailed evidence provided by a combination of
aerial photography and all-too-limited fieldwork it is
possible to begin to examine the problem of inter-site
variability in late prehistoric and Roman times, and to
construct testable settlement models of the kind suggested
by Clarke ( 1972). In the various gravel surveys cropmarks
were described simply in geometrical terms - round,
linear, etc. No attempt was made at interpretation. There
is a strong element of risk in assuming that cropmarks
can be dated and interpreted from their morphology.
Nevertheless, in a regional study, some attempts have to be
made at this, combining photographic evidence with field
survey and excavation. There is a wide range of settlement
types, some occupying specific niches within the
Upper Thames region. It is the examination of these sites
and their inter-relationships that offers the best
opportunity to study the regional settlement system.
In the case of the Oxfordshire Archaeological Unit this
work is being carried out within the context and limitations
of British rescue archaeology. Nevertheless, as a result
of large-scale land-use changes, particularly gravel
quarrying, the opportunities have arisen in recent years
to follow a coherent research policy. The hierarchy of
settlement which has been constructed for the Iron Age
includes seasonal pastoral camps, multiple hut-sites or
villages, usually with pit-clusters, individual enclosed
farmsteads, both square and oval, and settlements attached
to linear trackway features. Within the basically concave
land-forms of the Upper Thames region some of these
types of site have specific spatial and temporal
distributions: seasonal sites on the flood-plain, hut- and
pit-clusters on the second terrace and Corallian Ridge,
rectangular enclosed farmsteads on the gravel terraces, and
oval or banjo enclosures on the Cotswold slopes.
In the past six years examples of most of these types
have been excavated and many new questions generated
(Parrington 1978; Lambrick & Robinson 1979; Miles
forthcoming; Robinson & Allen forthcoming).

Claydon Pike, Lechlade, Gloucestershire
In 1978 the opportunity arose to examine the Claydon Pike
cropmarks between Lechlade and Fairford in
Gloucestershire (RCHM(E) 1976, 54-5). Claydon Pike is
made up of a complex of discrete archaeological sites
covering an area of about 74 ha (1500 m from east to
west by 500 m transversely), on the first gravel terrace on
the north bank of the River Coln, west of its confluence
with the Thames. The area will be completely quarried
by the year 1993.

Air photographs of Claydon Pike
July 1957: the first cropmarks were photographed by the
Cambridge Committee for Aerial Photography. At this
time, several oval enclosures, a square enclosure, and linear
features were visible in the eastern field (Warrens Field).
The marks of marshy tributaries of the stream which
formed the parish boundary between Lechlade and Fairford
were clearly visible. These defined four islands of gravel
on which the enclosures stood. Faint linear traces were
visible in the pasture on the Fairford side of the stream

July 1959: There was extremely good photographic cover
of Warrens Field, which includes marks not plotted in
RCHM(E) 1976 (Fig 52). Longdoles Field was under
pasture and no marks showed. In the distance faint
traces of the western settlement were just visible in
Thornhill Field and Edmonds Field. Gravel quarrying
was creating a lake through the centre of the Claydon
Pike complex.
June 1960: Complicated rectilinear features were
photographed in the field immediately east of the
Claydon Pike complex. Observation on the ground has
shown that the site was occupied in the Roman period and
was linked to the Claydon Pike Roman settlement 0.5 km
to the west by a trackway. These cropmarks were not
plotted in the RCHM(E) 1976 survey, nor in the Upper
Thames survey (Leech 1977). The site was extracted for
gravel in the 197Os, and only a small Roman building
survives by chance, on an island left for landscape reasons.
The settlement in Longdoles Field was faintly visible. The
central trackway or street was the only feature to show
clearly. The principal additional information was a distinct
and remarkably straight trackway running due south from
the settlement for 1.5 km. This shows clearly as parallel
lines, but is not plotted as such in the RCHM(E) survey
(1976, plan facing p 73). The hedge on the north and
east side of Longdoles had been removed and showed as
a cropmark. The Claydon Pike pit had extended north and
south, destroying features visible on the 1959 photographs.
July 1969: Good-quality photographs of the three
principal settlement areas at Claydon Pike were taken,
including a series of vertical photographs. The Longdoles
settlement showed clearly for the first time as a settlement
nucleus with a series of branching streets in the interior,
and trackways entering the site from the south, east, and
west. Within the settlement was a complicated grid of
rectilinear enclosures, bounded on the south and east by a
triple ditch. The western settlement in Thornhill and
Edmonds Fields showed clearly as an interlocking mass of
irregular oval enclosures alongside a north-south central
trackway, bounded by marshy tributaries of the parish
boundary stream (Fig 53).
August 1969: In the ripening crop the finest photographs
were obtained of the Longdoles settlement. The street
pattern, internal enclosures, possible buildings, and some
fields to the south were clearly visible.
June 1970: All three areas were photographed, but
cropmark quality was not suficiently good to provide
additional information.
July 1972: Similar to 1970.
July 1975: The first photographs taken by the NMR.
Good quality, but only minor detail added (see Fig 54).
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Fig 52

July 1976: Photographs were taken by the NMR in
spectacularly good conditions (Fig 55). Unfortunately,
the western settlement was not photographed. The
principal new information came in the eastern area of
Warrens Field. Additional circles were observed on three
islands of gravel, including one inside an oval enclosure and
a cluster of three on the central island. A complex pattern
of linear features and trackways was clearly visible (Fig 56).
Results of aerial photography
Twenty-three years of aerial photography, notably in the
years 1959,1969, and 1976, have provided an impressive
picture of dense settlement spread over 2 km of the first
gravel terrace at Claydon Pike. In addition much
information has been provided about neighbouring
settlements on all sides (Fig 57) except due north on the
clay lands. Gravel terraces occupy 43% of the area in
Fig 57 but contain the vast majority of the recorded sites.
Only the Highworth circles, to the south, have been
recorded on clay.
On the basis of cropmark analysis it is possible to define
three settlement areas at Claydon Pike:
1 The eastern area of Warrens Field with oval enclosures,
thought to be Iron Age hut circles, and two rectangular
enclosures on the islands of gravel. The linear features

Claydon Pike: Warrens Field photographed
in July 1959. The marshy areas defining
‘islands’ of gravel show clearly. Longdoles
Field beyond the szream which forms the
Lechlad/Fairford parish boundary, is
under pasture (Crown copyright reserved)

presented a problem of interpretation. There were
obviously several phases including a likely Roman one
(the trackway). The regular redundant field systems were
of uncertain date, though the most extensive was dated
to the early 19th century AD from an estate map found
in Warrens Cross Farm.
2 The central settlement, in Longdoles Field - a dense
concentration of rectangular enclosures with streets
running between them. The cropmarks suggested a
Romano-British settlement.
3 The western settlement of irregular oval enclosures apparently linked to Longdoles by a trackway system,
but of uncertain date on the basis of morphology.

Principal reasons for studying the Claydon Pike
complex

The site offered three distinct settlement areas of different
character but likely to be in part contemporary and in part
sequential. The boundaries of the settlements were clearly
defined by watercourses and marshes. These watercourses
linked the settlements, as did the trackways.
The wet nature of the area offered possibilities for
environmental analysis. Field investigation also showed
that the Longdoles settlement survived as slight earthworks,
thanks to only a limited period (about twenty years) under
the plough. The quality of both environmental and
structural data was therefore likely to be good.
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Fig 53 Claydon Pike, the western settlement: a cellular arrangement of enclosures associated with trackways

(copyright Cambridge Collection)
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Cropmark plan of the Claydon Pike complex plotted by the National Monuments Record Air Photographs Unit before the 1976 photographs were
available

The types of settlement at Claydon Pike fitted into the
overall research needs of the Thames Valley. The cluster
of hut circles on low-lying gravel islands represented a
type of site that had not been investigated. The
Romanized Longdoles settlement contrasted with the
‘native’ complex at Thornhill; both are common Thames
Valley types, not previously extensively excavated. Both
also contrast markedly with the landscape of wealthy
Roman estates further up the Coln Valley, which contains
sites such as Chedworth, Withington, and Bibury.

One of the main advantages of the Claydon Pike complex
is that it offers the opportunity to go beyond the keyhole
approach to individual sites, towards the investigation of
the development of a block of landscape, and the study
of relationships between settlements, as well as the use
of the land around them. But there are obvious
organizational and financial problems in an investigation on
this scale. So-called total excavations are an expensive
misnomer. It was felt that as much effort as possible
should be put into the pre-excavation phase of the work
and that this should be followed by precisely defined
probabilistic sampling strategies in order to minimize
excavation.

This involved:
1 Analysis of the aerial photographic evidence
2 Fieldwalking and collecting surface material on a
10 m grid
3 Contour survey
4 Random topsoil sampling of 1 m squares to investigate
the distribution of material in the sub-surface ploughed
horizon
5 Extensive phosphate sampling
6 Geophysical survey, using resistivity meter,
magnetometer, and pulse induction meter
7 Careful excavation of selected areas; random sampling
of the uncovered features and sieving of deposits
8 Stripping of the whole site in as controlled a way as
possible, using the heavy quarry machinery; random
sampling and sieving of features plus judgemental
sampling
Areas for detailed excavation were selected on the
basis of the combined pre-excavation evidence. The large
number of good-quality aerial photographs provided a
remarkably clear impression of what lay beneath the
eastern field, but there was an obvious danger in allowing
the aerial evidence to bias the whole approach to the
project.
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The purpose of the various forms of field survey and
statistically-based sampling techniques was to minimize
the bias of any one form of evidence. The purpose of a
multi-stage sampling strategy was to respond to new
information and questions as they arose. A large part of
Warrens Field has been completely uncovered since
the autumn of 1979 (Fig 58), and it is possible to obtain
a general impression of the accuracy of the information
provided by aerial photography and the other methods of
site location. Much of the excavation evidence is still being
processed, though it is intended that this should be
sufficiently far advanced to affect the excavation strategy

Fig 55

of the remaining island of settlement in Warrens Field in
spring 1981.
Results of fieldwork
Surface collection after ploughing in Warrens Field
produced a thin scatter of post-medieval sherds, but no
prehistoric or Roman material. The random 1 m squares
also failed to produce any ancient artefacts. It is unlikely
that this site would have been recognized without the
cropmark evidence. In contrast, Longdoles Field was
immediately identifiable as a Romano-British settlement.

Claydon Pike: Warrens Field and Longdoles Field in July 1976. Iron Age hut-circles are showing to their best effect on the central ‘island’.
The rectilinear Romano-British settlement is visible in Longdoles Field (Crown copyright reserved)
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Fig 56 Plan of the eastern area of Claydon Pike, Warrens Field, and Longdole Field with 1976 cropmarks added
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Fig 57 Claydon Pike: geology and cropmarks in a territory of 5 km radius
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Fig 58 Interim phase plan of the excavated area in the eastern part of the Claydon pike complex (Warrens Field)

After ploughing, building platforms were clearly visible
covered with stone foreign to the site and tile. Pottery,
animal bone, building materials, and some coins were
plotted over the whole field, with the exception of the
recently-drained marshy margins.

part of Warrens Field a hut circle was visible on 1976
photographs within the irregular oval enclosure. The
geophysical survey did not detect this or the three further
hut circles outside the south-eastern entrance of the
enclosure. Nor did these appear on any of the photographs.

Geophysical survey over Warrens Field located all the
major features visible on the aerial photographs. The main
aim, however, was to test the areas which appeared empty
of features in the aerial photographs. The geophysical
survey did not detect any major new features.

On the central island of Warrens Field six circles were
visible as cropmarks on the 1976 photographs. Excavation
revealed sixteen distinct circles, some with several phases.
All of these belonged to the Middle iron Age (radiocarbon
dates are awaited). No pit-clusters were visible on aerial
photographs or the geophysical survey, and none was
found.

Excavation

In spite of the lack of settlement debris on the surface
and in the plough horizon of Warrens Field, the two
gravel islands were both found to have been densely
occupied in the Middle Iron Age. The geophysical survey
pinpointed the major features but it did not convincingly
detect some of the hut circles with narrow gullies, which
appeared only in excavation. For example, in the eastern

The linear features presented the greatest problem of
interpretation. Although a complex network was known,
the most interesting only appeared in excavation. This
was a block of enclosures associated with the Iron Age
settlement covering the whole of the central island of about
2 ha. Shallow ditches about 1 m wide were aligned
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Fig 59
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Claydon Pike: one of the selective excavation areas over the ‘figure-of-eight’-shaped Iron Age enclosures in Warrens Field. The linear features are postmedieval ditches bounding a small copse. The wide ditch in the background was used to dispose of animal skeletons

approximately north-east and south-west, with shorter
cross-ditches. The earliest Iron Age house was built into
the southern side of the enclosure block. The community
then spread, essentially in three lines, along the main
axis.
A second attempt at enclosing and draining the area was
made in the Roman period. Ditches, offset from a trackway,
were dug around the perimeter of the gravel islands and in
some cases into the marshy areas. A regularly disposed
block of enclosures occupying the north-eastern corner of
Warrens Field (Fig 52; beyond the area of Fig 58) is
also believed to be Roman in date. No traces of Roman
settlement were found in Warrens Field.
A third major element in the cropmark complex of
Warrens Field consisted of post-medieval field boundaries.
These were removed in the 19th and 20th centuries as part
of the process of field enlargement. Local estate maps have
confirmed the archaeological dating. The most
south-westerly enclosure in Warrens Field enclosed a
copse in the early 19th century, lying over the most
substantial Iron Age hut sites (Fig 59). The copse was
bounded on its northern side by the parallel ditches of
Green Lane. The heavy ‘blockmark’ on the eastern side
of the copse boundary, cutting the Iron Age circles, was
a large pit in which a number of animals - young cattle,
a foal, and dogs - were successively buried.

A potentially confusing post-medieval element was the
subrectangular double-ditched enclosure (at SU 193997).
This appeared faintly on aerial photographs and was
plotted on the geophysical survey. In any interpretation of
the aerial evidence alone it could have been included as
part of the prehistoric settlement. No documentary
evidence has been found to indicate its function.
Excavation showed the Iron Age settlement to be much
more complex than the aerial photographs suggested. The
pattern of land divisions of Iron Age, Roman, and
post-medieval date could only be untangled by excavation.
Several assumptions based on air photographs alone proved
to be wrong. For example, two parallel ditches ran
north-east along the marshy hollow between the Iron
Age settlements excavated in 1979-80. The cropmark
evidence suggested to the excavators that these were likely
to be Romano-British. This was true of the eastern ditch,
but in fact the slightly irregular western ditch was part
of the previously undetected Middle Iron Age enclosure
system.
Little systematic study has been carried out in British
archaeology of the factors affecting the occurrence of
cropmarks. At Claydon Pike we are in a position to
observe at first hand the difference between the
photographic and the excavation record; but we are not
fully equipped to explain it. The conditions in the Thames
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Valley with compact, free-draining, oolitic gravels are ideal
for cropmark production. This is confirmed by the quality
of the photographs of Claydon Pike, especially those taken
in July 1976 (Fig 55), which show the cropmarks at their
best. There seems to be no single explanation as to
why some buried features do not appear, but a variety of
factors can be suggested.
The most obvious factors affecting the clarity of the
cropmarks, not surprisingly, are the size of the underlying
features, the nature of their fill, and the nature of the
subsoil into which the features were cut.
The clearest cropmarks appear over features between 2 m
and 3.5 m wide and between 0.5 m and 1.0 m deep. One
exception to this is the figure-of-eight shaped enclosure on
the central ‘island’ of Warrens Field. While the southern
circle shows clearly in all conditions in which cropmarks
are visible, the northern one is less clear, and on some
photographs invisible. Excavation suggested that this was
due to the fact that, although the ditch averaged 2 m wide
and 0.6 m deep, it had been deliberately backfilled with
gravel and relatively little sandy loam.
On those parts of the site where the subsoil conditions
were most suitable (clean, compacted gravel) settlement
details appeared in a finer focus. Towards the middle of
the central island, for example, a string of penannular
gullies is faintly visible. The smallest of these are only
0.5 m wide and up to 0.7 m deep. A similar string of
gullies running parallel to the first, but close to the eastern
edge of the island, was virtually invisible on all the aerial
photographs. Only the southern gully, at 0.76 m, slightly
wider than the rest, could be detected; the rest were
found only when the topsoil was removed. The most likely
explanation for this is the nature of the subsoil at the edge
of the island: a thin alluvial spread with a higher
moisture content than the stony gravel. The same factor
probably influenced the non-appearance of penannular
gullies on the eastern edge of the Iron Age settlement.
The principal component of the Iron Age settlement
pattern which remained undetected in the aerial
photographs was the rectangular enclosure system. One
element of this was visible but unrecognized, as it appeared
to be integrated into the Romano-British field system. This
particular ditch was 1.6 m wide and 0.4 m deep. The
rest of the ditches failed to appear as cropmarks because
they were shallow (c 0.25 m deep) or had very clean
gravelly fills.

Conclusions
Archaeologists are fortunate in the Thames Valley in
having a massive amount of aerial photographic evidence,
provided by a remarkably small number of fliers.
Cropmarks can however be a siren, luring the
archaeologist on to the rocks of easy assumptions. The
fieldwork and excavations programme in the Upper
Thames Valley suggests the following conclusions:
1 More flying means more information, even in an area
of already densely distributed cropmarks.
2 It is possible to identify complex settlement types

from aerial photography, but these need to be tested
on the ground by fieldwalking, random digging of
test pits, and sampling of sites at several different
levels, depending on the questions being asked.
3 Aerial photography does not show everything, even
at a known site saturated by photography.
4 Aerial photography is the most useful tool of the
settlement archaeologist in many areas, but it is only
one element in the tool kit. To understand the
development of settlement patterns, levels of
population, and social organization and change, more
systematic approaches are needed. Intensive,
systematic survey is at present the vital missing
element in British archaeology. Without it we can neither
preserve our past nor adequately investigate it.
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Computer plot and excavated reality

J G B Haigh, B K Kisch, and M U Jones

Synopsis
The almost total excavation of an extensive area of
cropmarks at Mucking, Essex, offered an unequalled
opportunity to compare the results of high-quality aerial survey
with the reality of structures identified and examined on
theground. The equipment andpractice of plotting by rapid
computer routine is described and the problems of
interpretation and representation discussed. The excavator
andplot-operators comment on the applications andfailures
of the method, noting the discrepancies between excavated
features and air photography detail, as well as the potential
for confusion between archaeological and geological
information. The importance of the interpretation being
undertaken by personnel experienced in archaeological
air photography is stressed.

The opportunity to circumvent most of the difficulties
described in the last two paragraphs arose with the delivery
of a small digitizer and a small incremental plotter to the
School of Archaeological Sciences at Bradford. The host
computer is a model 380 Z, manufactured by Research
Machines Ltd, with up to 48 kilobytes of available RAM,
supported by an MDS-2 twin mini-floppy disk system.
The digitizer is a HI-PAD and the plotter is a HI-PLOT
model EDMP-2, both manufactured by Houston
Instrument of Austin, Texas. The digitizer and plotter
are connected to the computer through a single RS232
two-way interface operating at 4800 baud. The digitized
area is approximately 30 cm square, and the plotting area is
within an A4 sheet.
The essential software for the system is a suite of machine
code subroutines. One subroutine accepts and interprets
the input stream from the HI-PAD; this stream includes
the current coordinates of the cursor and also an indication
of the mode of operation. The other subroutines output
various commands to the HI-PLOT; these include the
raising and lowering of the pen, a vector generator to cause
the pen to move in a straight line to a new position, and a
character generator with a useful range of symbols. All
these subroutines have been developed at Bradford using
the RML Z80 Assembler; they are assembled in such a way
that they may be CALLed as subroutines to a program
written in RML Extended BASIC. The speed of operation
is such that the pen is able to move at its designed
maximum speed of 4.8 cm.s 1 in increments of 0.1 mm.

Part 1 Technology
J G B Haigh
For some time it has been recognized that a small compute
provides an ideal means of transforming points from an
oblique aerial photograph into map coordinates. Provided
that the ground in the photograph is sufficiently flat and
that the camera lens is near enough to anastigmatic for
a bilinear transformation to be acceptable, the
microcomputer is well able to cope with the calculations
involved (Palmer 1977). Without mechanical aids,
however, considerable effort is involved in preparing the
data for the computer and in interpreting the results.
The coordinates of the points on the photograph have to
be ascertained, usually by tracing them on to graph paper,
and when the transformation is completed the new
coordinates have to be plotted on to the map. The
transformation is normally from point into point, so that
any continuous features have to be drawn in by hand, by
connecting the appropriate sets of points.

The HI-PAD is designed to operate in three different
modes, the current mode being indicated in the input to the
computer. For the present application the three modes are
interpreted as Penup, Pendown, and Option. The Penup
mode is normally used when the drawing of one feature has
been completed and the pen is required to move to another
feature. The Pendown mode is used to move the pen while
drawing a single feature; since the vector generator causes
the pen to move in a series of straight lines, care is
required when plotting a curved feature. The Option mode
is intended to allow the input stream to be diverted from
HI-PAD, the normal source during the running of the
transformation program, to the keyboard; it is then
possible to plot out the current map coordinates or a
message using the character generator, or to input
coordinates from keyboard.

The difficulties in ascertaining the coordinates on the
photograph may be overcome when a digitizing pad or
table is available. Unfortunately most digitizers are
intended to run off-line from a mainframe computer. The
digitized coordinates are stored on cassette or floppy disk,
and the medium is then used as an input to the computer.
Although some form of video display may be available at
the digitizer, it may be several hours, possibly more than
a day, before the final form of output is received,
especially since output to a graphplotter is usually an
off-line operation. Such delays would be particularly
serious if it were necessary to correct any mistakes in the
digitized input; it would also be difficult to compare one
photograph with another and to improve the match by
adjusting the input. Furthermore, using such a
complicated input procedure means that it would not be
easy to improve and test the program for the
transformation of coordinates.

The transformation programme is written in RML
Extended BASIC, and CALLs the machine code
subroutines as required. As the program runs, the operator
receives clear instruction from the video monitor
screen. The first stage is to use the cursor to indicate
four map reference points on the digitizer; as each point
is input, the pen moves to indicate the corresponding
position on the HI-PLOT; the options described in the
85
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last paragraph are also available. Next, the operator is
required to indicate the positions of the same four points
on the photograph, so that the bilinear transformation
from photo coordinates to map coordinates can be
calculated. The operator may then proceed to move the
cursor to the points of-interest on the photograph, using
the Penup and Pendown modes already described; the pen
moves to the corresponding points in map coordinates and
so produces a direct transformation of the features from
the photograph. The pen will not attempt to move to any
point which lies outside the range of the HI-PLOT (rather
less than an A4 sheet).
Once the transcription of one photograph has been
completed, the program makes it possible to continue with
another photograph; the plotter will cover exactly the
same map area, but a contrasting shade of ink may be used.
The options permit the operator to define new reference
points or to use points which have been noted in earlier
photographs. The direct comparison of different
transformations on the same map allows a good
assessment of the errors involved in the technique.
While he is using the system to produce a transcription
in map coordinates directly from the aerial photograph, the
operator may, at his discretion, store the sequence of
points on a floppy disk. The disk file may be read back
later to produce another plot of the data, possibly at the
scale of a known map of the site. It would clearly be
convenient to have means of replotting stored data with a
corrected transformation and of comparing them with new
features plotted directly from photographs. Such
developments are currently being considered, but it is
difficult to provide a comprehensive range of options
while retaining the essential simplicity of the system.
Experience with the system has proved it to be very
convenient in use. Generally it is possible to produce a
comprehensive map from several photographs of a complex
site within a single working day, which is far more rapidly
then by other methods available to the majority of workers.
The accuracy of the method is determined partly by the
0.1 mm resolution of both the digitizer and the plotter,
but mainly by the choice of the four reference points
necessary to define the bilinear transformation and by
the applicability of such a transformation. In practice, it
seems possible to determine the position of a feature on
level ground to within a few metres.
When faced with a complicated series of photographs like
those of Mucking, it is a problem for the operator to
decide how much information should be transferred to the
map. The range of features extends from very heavily
defined cropmarks, through lightly defined marks that are
almost certainly of archaeological significance, through
marks of questionable significance, to those which are
definitely spurious. Using automatic pen movements, it is
very difficult to indicate on the map the relative significance
of the various features. By the time information from
several different photographs has been superimposed on the
same map, even if different colours are used, the picture
may have become extremely confusing. For these reasons,
it may be necessary to publish a tracing from the
computer-drawn map rat her than that map itself.

Overall, the small computer system coupled to its own
digitizer and plotter presents a convenient, swift, and
reasonably accurate means of transforming oblique aerial
photographs. As with almost all computer-based
systems the operator needs to exercise some discretion if‘
he is to produce the best results. A number of
improvements to the software are currently being
developed which, among other things, should assist the
operator in the examination and comparison of-small
plots from different photographs and also in correcting
errors from the definition of-the bilinear transformation.

Part 2 Method
B K Kisch
In recent years, computer plotting of aerial photographs
showing archaeological features has been introduced and
widely used. The computer mapping of the Mucking
cropmark site, however, differs from previous studies in
that the site had been totally excavated before the mapping
procedure was undertaken. This fact enabled the researcher
to plot the series ofoblique aerial photographs, construct
a composite map from the computer plots produced, and,
finally, compare the computer-generated map with
the interim excavation plan. In this way, the accuracy of
the computer plotting technique could be assessed and,
thus, the validity of applying the technique to
situations encountered in modern field and rescue
archaeology could be judged.
The oblique photographs on which the computer map
was based were selected from a series of aerial photographs
taken between 1959 and 1978 by J K S St Joseph
(Cambridge University) and by the National Monuments
Record Air Photographic Unit from 1971. 1
Many of the photographs used overlap each other, ie
distinctive features visible on one photograph may be
evident on another. It was therefbre possible to establish a
criterion for judging the existence or non-existence of a
feature, as well as to link together the plots of each separate
photograph for the particular area of-interest. Ideally, the
many features which appear as bold, dark lines on the
aerial photograph present no problems in plotting, as they
appear consistently in all photographs. Faint features,
however, are problematic. In order to determine the
existence of a feature, an arbitrary criterion was set up
whereby a particular feature, before being accepted as
genuine, had to be visible on three out of four photographs.
Thus, prior to the transcription process, the entire body of‘
aerial photographs was checked, one against the other,
in order to determine which features were plottable.
The computer method used in this study demanded that,
in order to transcribe a photograph accurately, at least
four reference points (road junctions, field corners, etc)
should be found on both Ordnance Survey map and aerial
photograph for the particular area of-interest. Ideally, the
four points should encompass the area to be plotted, as
errors in accuracy increase as one begins to plot outside
these points. Unfortunately, Mucking proved a difficult
site to map because of a lack of adequate reference points.
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Fig 60

One of the ‘master’ photographs used for
computer plotting (Cambridge University
Collection ADI 20)

The Ordnance Survey map covering the area on which the
site is located shows a dismal lack of such useful features
as field boundaries which could serve as excellent reference
points and make the plotting job totally straightforward.
In only two sections of the site were enough reference
points found to enable the undertaking of the standard
plotting procedure. The two photographs showing these
areas were referred to as ‘master photographs’ (Fig 60).
For the rest of the site, reference points had to be created
from archaeological features and from field junctions,
temporary buildings, etc, that were present on the
photograph but not on the Ordnance Survey map. In this
way the entire site was mapped. But while the creation
of such internal reference points does enable plotting to
proceed, it also poses certain problems. Each feature
plotted has an associated error which occurs for a variety
or reasons, with topographical variations within a site being
the largest contributor to the overall associated error.
Palmer (1977,288) also notes the possibility of errors due
to lens aberration and differential stretching of the
photographic paper during processing, and the writer found
that, for the digitizing process, the width of the point on
the cursor also introduced some error. Whatever the
source of the error, it exists for every feature plotted. Thus,
if we create reference points from features taken from the
master photographs, we greatly increase the error factor
involved, as we are basing our measurements on points

13

already possessing a substantial error. Clearly, on a site
like Mucking, there is nothing to do but accept such
errors; in fact, in spite of the reference point dilemma,
the errors associated with the computer-generated map fell
within the range of 2 to 5 metres.
Upon comparison of the computer plan against the
excavation plan (Figs 61,62) one is struck by both the
similarities and the differences. Linear features show a high
degree of correlation, as do large circular features. Small
circular features tend not to be present on the aerial
photographs, and so many round-house sites and small
barrows do not appear on the computer plan. Ironically,
there is a class of ellipsoid features which is present on
the computer plan but does not appear on the excavation
plan. These are quite clearly visible on the photographs
and may be geological in origin. Generally, then, we may
say that large, substantial features tend to show up clearly
in aerial photographs and may be accurately transcribed,
while small or shallow features (ie postholes, pits, graves)
do not.
It should be noted that all features on the computer plan
are of the same line-thickness, while line-thickness on the
excavation plan varies from feature to feature. This
difference is due solely to the limitations of the plotting
device. Similarly, small solid features (pits, graves) are
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Fig 62 Excavation plan of (unphased) soilmarks of the Mucking, Essex, cropmark sites (interim). This
was made up from a mosaic of unevenly reduced field plans, so the register between plan and
excavation grid is not reliable.
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denoted merely by dots, the digitizer/plotter being
incapable of accurately reproducing a very small circle.
In assessing the computer mapping technique, then, it
can be seen that the accuracy of the final map is really
dependent upon the quality of the reference points used. A
site for which one has good reference points on both the
Ordnance Survey map and the aerial photographs may be
mapped with a high degree of accuracy. Such a map would
be of enormous help in planning a sampling strategy in the
case of a low-budget or rescue excavation. It must be
realized, however, that such a computer plan would not be
100% accurate and, thus, should not be used as a ‘guide
to dig’. Ideally, one would use the computer-generated map
in conjunction with a magnetometer or resistivity survey to
pinpoint features of interest.

Part 3 Archaeology (Fig 63)
M U Jones
In the immediate future archaeologists must expect to
handle more computer-plots of archaeological features and
landscapes discovered by aerial archaeology. These plots
will, in some areas, dominate planning restraint maps and
influence national and local policy as to which sites merit

Fig 63

excavation. They should not be produced lightly. At
minimum, the compiler should state, as Hampton and
Palmer have stressed (1977), how the plot was produced,
as well as identifying the photographs used, the problems
encountered, and points of contention. Especially, as soon
as cropmark evidence has been checked on the ground,
particularly if found to be false or misleading, this
information should be published.
No site other than Mucking, Essex, could have provided
the particular theme of these papers: a comparison between
cropmark evidence plotted from oblique air photographs
with the aid of a computer, and the reality of a plan
recording almost total excavation of a continuous area of
about one-third of a square kilometre of neolithic to
medieval settlement. Before the computer plot is
considered, however, the limitations of this particular
cropmark evidence should be mentioned; some have already
been considered in Part 2.
There is a lack of good fixed points, and of these only
pylon bases are precise. Moreover, the ground is not level and,
although most of the cropmarks lie within the 30 m (100 ft)
contour, the pylon bases are some 15 m lower.
Furthermore the excavation plan itself (Fig 62) has
drawbacks. It is an interim plan, though differences from

Soilmarks in gravel at Mucking, Essex, after mechanical followed by hand clearing of ploughsoil and subsoil, ready for planning and excavation. The
two parallel ditches and the curved ditch are part of the Romano-British ditched field system. The linear feature on the left is periglacial. In the centre is
the distinctive rounded oblong of a Saxon sunken hut. Smaller marks are either periglacial or postholes. 6 foot ranging pole (Photo: W T Jones)
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the definitive plan are mostly of omission, affecting the
southern part. The plan records archaeological soilmarks
only, and does not distinguish, for example, between
ditches of wide shallow recuts, and those of equally wide
single deep cuts. Although silt-filled periglacial soil marks
were frequent on this gravel terrace, and were planned at
1:60 over the northern two-thirds of the area (Jones 1974,
187), the scale of the entire plan is too small to show them
(some are shown in Jones 1974, fig 3). In certain areas,
indeed, they are the cause of most of the cropmarks. The
archaeological soilmarks shown do not indicate phases, so
it is difficult to judge which are unitary earthworks, and
which merely ditch complexes.
One is therefore mentally prepared for discrepancies
between the computer plot and the excavation plan. Some
are inherent in the method by which the plot has been
produced. The pen is clearly too thick and it produces a
standard dot for what is a wide range of discrete cropmarks
produced occasionally by postholes, more often by post
pits, hearth pits, storage pits, cremation and inhumation
graves, periglacial silt-filled hollows, and so on. Similarly,
large discrete cropmarks, caused by Saxon sunken huts,
outsize Iron Age storage pits, Romano-British wells, and
pottery kilns, have the same cartographic value.
This mechanical uniformity determines also a constant
width for linear cropmarks, making it impossible to indicate
which are imperfectly seen, and which seem to have been
caused by large earthworks. In archaeological terms, no
distinction is made between the 2 m wide, 1.5 m deep
concentric ditches of the Later Bronze Age South Rings
(which dominate the south of the site) and the faint,
discontinuous lines caused by the narrow Bronze Age and
shallow-ditched modern field boundaries.
The most obvious discrepancy, however, is the frequent
occurrence of roundish shapes, which Kisch has called
ellipsoid features. Unfortunately, most of these shapes,
60 or so in number, lie in a part of the site investigated
before periglacial features were planned, and of these 15 lie
in an area which was not investigated at all. Of the
remaining 45 or so, 17 agree with the excavation plan, but
this still leaves about half the total, which are not caused by
either round barrows or penannular gullies, as the
computer plot would imply. This over-representation is all
the more extraordinary since excavation showed a
considerable under-representation of the cropmarks of
penannular gullies (Jones 1974, 193; 1979, 71).
A possible explanation may lie in the optical
illusion which causes the eye to 'see’ an arc as a complete
circle. In one case, this illusion seems to have been sparked
off by three inhumation graves lying head to tail, forming
a curve of which the line was continued by a periglacial
feature. In another, a curved boundary of the brickearth
which covers the terrace slopes was evidently seen as a
closed shape. There are four instances where curved ditch
lengths have been plotted as complete circles.
This project of the Bradford School of Archaeological
Sciences illustrates well the need for several stages in the
production of a cropmark plan, which Hampton and
Palmer emphasized ( 1977, 182). It shows how an immense
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amount of time can be saved by using a computer system
to transfer cropmark shapes from obliques on to a site plan.
The next stage must be to put these results through a
human computer by submitting them to the scrutiny of
someone with long experience of assessing cropmarks;
Derrick Riley has very kindly agreed to do this. Finally,
there will be the rare opportunity to relate cropmark
variability to specific ground conditions of soil and stage of
crop, as well as to depth and fill of archaeological features.
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Aerial reconnaissance from Cambridge: a retrospective view 1945-80

Rowan Whimster
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Synopsis

in the following year appointed a Committee for Aerial
Photography whose responsibilities included overall
management of the newly-formed unit, its collection of
photographs, and programmes of research. Over the years
the Collection continued to grow in size and scope, aided
by the recruitment of additional staff to assist in the work
of processing and cataloguing accessions. In 1962 a
grant from the Nuffield Foundation permitted the purchase
of an aircraft and the recruitment of a pilot to fly it.
This first aircraft, an Auster, and its successor, a
Cessna Skymaster, allowed yet further expansion of the
Committee's flying programme, which now yields an
average of 12,000 oblique and 6,000 vertical survey
photographs each year. Although perhaps half this material
portrays subjects of specifically archaeological or
historical significance, the Committee's interests and
responsibilities have always covered a very much wider
field, concerned essentially with all facets of the natural
and man-made environment that may usefully be recorded
from the air. While impressive in themselves, the
archaeological results achieved during each of the past 35
years are thus but one product of a research strategy that
has endeavoured to provide a visual record of every aspect
of the British landscape, ranging from its geological
structure, topography, and vegetation, to the effects of
modern agricultural, industrial, and urban development.

A brief history of the work of the Cambridge University
Committee for Aerial Photography is followed by a concise
description of the contents and character of the collection
of prints. The regional distribution of recorded sites is then
discussed and related to the annual frequency of discovery.
The factors underlying variation in the countywide
statistics are considered and various methods of control
suggested for checking the validity of the information as a
basis for the future use of aerial reconnaissance. A lengthy
period of comprehensive survey – more than 30 years – is
envisaged before adequate cover can be attained but in the
immediate future this must be complemented by a concerted
campaign of taxonomic and morphological study, both of
individual sites and 'landscapes'.
It would seem appropriate that this present volume
of forward-looking studies, dedicated to the man who in
his career has made the most significant individual
contribution to archaeological air photography in Britain,
should include a retrospective analysis of the work of the
Cambridge University Committee for Aerial Photography
under the direction of J K S St Joseph. Unlike many
previous publications, this paper will not be concerned
with individual discoveries, whatever their importance or
significance, but will offer a broad appraisal of the
overall results achieved in 5,500 hours of flying over
Great Britain between 1945 and 1977, the most recent
year for which complete information is available. In
addition to documenting a remarkable achievement, this
analysis will hope to benefit future work in the field of
aerial reconnaissance and photo-interpretation in two
distinct respects. Firstly, a set of maps is presented which
depict the distributions of archaeological sites
photographed from the air and display the strikingly
varied results of reconnaissance in different regions.
Secondly, an assessment of the frequency with which
archaeological sites have been recorded for the first time
during each of the years 1945 to 1977 leads to the
conclusion that many further years of work will be required
before the Cambridge photographic archive may be relied
upon as a record of everything that may be seen, either
permanently or fleetingly, on the ground.

In addition to a collection of negatives and prints, the
Committee maintains an accessions catalogue listing and
describing all photographs in the order in which they were
taken, together with a set of 1:250,000 Ordnance Survey
maps overlaid with transparent sheets recording the extent
of vertical photography. A comprehensive cross-referenced
card-index is the principal means of retrieving information
about subjects and places illustrated in the Collection. This
system merits brief description here, since the basic data
for the analyses that follow have been extracted from it.
Moreover, better knowledge of its character and contents
may be of some assistance to archaeologists who may in
future wish to make use of the Committee's resources.
For sites of historical and archaeological significance, the
index is designed to allow retrieval of photographic data in
three distinct ways: firstly, by parish or conventional
site-name; secondly, by National Grid reference; and
thirdly, by type of site. To achieve this, details of the
location and character of each site, together with
information about the date and type of photography
(oblique or vertical; panchromatic, true colour or
infra-red false colour) are entered on three separate cards,
which are then filed alphabetically by locality and subject,
and numerically in National Grid sequence. All subsequent
coverage of the given feature, or features, is added
consecutively to each of these cards, which then provide
self-contained cumulative records of the relevant
photography. Duplicate sets of these cards have been

The history of aerial photography at Cambridge is too
well known to require detailed narration here (St Joseph
1976, 2-3; 1977, 5). For our present purposes, it is
nevertheless useful to recall that the foundations of the
University Collection, now containing more than 300,000
negatives, were laid in the years immediately following the
last war. At first, the hours flown and the number of
photographs that could be taken in the course of RAF
training flights were inevitably limited. Within a very few
years, however, the work had achieved such proportions
and significance that in 1948 the University of Cambridge
established the post of Curator in Aerial Photography and
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supplied to the Royal Commissions on Historical
Monuments for England, Scotland, and Wales, for
inclusion in the archives of their respective National
Monuments Records. The detailed procedures for indexing
specialized geological, environmental, and landscape
features do not concern us here, but conform in essential
respects to those used for subjects of archaeological and
historical significance.
Although the arrangement by parish and site-name and
by grid-reference needs little further explanation, the
criteria used to define a site as an entity, and those used
to assign it to one or other of the classificatory groupings
in the index, need to be described. Firstly, a ‘site’, in
terms of the Cambridge index, may refer to a single
archaeological feature or a group of adjacent or overlapping
features; it may range in extent and complexity from an
isolated ring-ditch to an entire Roman town or deserted
medieval village. Definition of a ‘site’ is straightforward
so long as the plan, however complicated, may be seen as
a coherent entity, but arbitrary divisions are sometimes
needed if extensive but loosely-knit systems of
cropmarks are to be defined as units in spatial terms.
Problems of this kind are most acute with linear features
and the systems of fields and settlements that spread
across large areas of Wessex, the Yorkshire Wolds, the
East Anglian Fens, and the gravel terraces of eastern and
central England. The solutions adopted are pragmatic: a
‘site’ may be defined in terms of modern field-boundaries,
or else all the cropmarks within a few hundred metres of
some focal point may be treated as if they were subordinate
to it. In each case, the six-figure grid-reference on the card
may refer to groups of features extending over as much as
10 ha. In the analyses of the rate and distribution of
‘discoveries’ that follow, the quoted frequencies take no
account of the importance or complexity of ‘sites’, but
simply treat each as a spatially distinct entity, regardless of
whether one or very many distinct archaeological features
may be involved. For example, a barrow group containing
as many as twenty different burial mounds may be regarded
as a single item, while the remains of medieval ridge-andfurrow ploughing will normally be united under the name
of the medieval village or modern parish to which they
belong.
Within the subject section of the index, archaeological
and historical features may be assigned to any of 95
different classificatory groups. The majority of these
conform to conventional archaeological usage, allowing
readily identifiable sites to be listed as henge monuments,
hillforts, Roman villas, castles, moats, and so forth.
While it has so far proved possible to consign
approximately half the 23,000 ‘sites’ recorded in the
Collection to specific categories of this kind, the remainder
are less easily interpreted and have thus been placed under
one or other of three neutral headings. These are based
not on cultural character, but on the form in which the
features survive to be recorded; namely as miscellaneous
‘earthworks’, ‘cropmarks’, or ‘soilmarks’. This latter
convention lacks precision, but has been found to be the
only practicable solution in the absence of a commonlyagreed scheme of taxonomy that would permit sites to be
classified in more subtle terms of the shape, size, and
inter-relationship of their component elements.

Fig 64

British Isles: key to areas illustrated in Figs 65-69

The distribution of ‘sites’ recorded in the years
1945-n

Five maps (Figs 65-69, with key-map, Fig 64) show the
incidence of 1 km squares of the National Grid within
which sites of archaeological interest have been recorded on
photographs in the Cambridge University Collection.
Unlike comparable maps so far published (eg Hampton
1978, fig 30), these seek to depict the results of
reconnaissance over the whole of Great Britain and to
distinguish 8,500 sites surviving as earthworks or ruins
from a further 14,200 which may only be seen under
favourable conditions as cropmarks or soilmarks. In areas
with dense concentrations of archaeological sites, single
kilometre squares may themselves contain more than one
distinct site. Where the recorded remains include surviving
earthworks and levelled sites, priority has been given
arbitrarily to the cropmark/soilmark symbol, since
cartographic clarity precludes the addition of a third
composite symbol.
In addition to providing a useful visual index to the
coverage of the Collection, these maps reveal patterns of
distribution that call for careful consideration if the
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Wales and south-west England: distribution of l-km National Grid squares containing cropmarks and soilmarks (•) and earthworks (+) recorded on aerial
photographs in the Cambridge University Collection

Whimster: Aerial reconnaissance from Cambridge:

Fig 66

retrospective view 1945-80

Wessex, south-east England East Anglia, and the Midlands: dzstribution of l-km National Grid squares containing cropmarks and soilmarks (•) and
earthworks (+) recorded on aerial photographs in the Cambridge University Collection
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reliability and limitations of the air-photographic record
are to be properly understood. While certain concentrations
of sites reflect favourable conditions for survival and
discovery combined with a history of intensive
reconnaissance, the absence of symbols in other areas need
not imply a corresponding scarcity of archaeological
features on the ground; it may rather reflect the
intervention of complicating factors that prevent their
identification from the air. There are, for example,
extensive tracts where buried remains may be masked
by traces of later activity or concealed beneath
unresponsive cultivated soils; elsewhere air traffic
restrictions make routine surveillance difficult or
impossible. Moreover, western and northern regions most
distant from Cambridge have inevitably received less
attention than the frequently overflown counties of central
and eastern England. Although definitive assessment of the
implications of the distributions presented here will thus
be possible only when detailed comparisons have been
made with large-scale soil and land-use maps and local
registers of ground-based archaeological discoveries, some
useful interim conclusions may nevertheless be drawn.

Map 1: Wales and south-west England (Fig 65)
With the exception of the westward extension of the
Wessex chalklands in Wiltshire and Dorset (discussed more
fully under Map 2, below), cropmarks tend to be scattered
relatively thinly in the south-western counties of England.
In recent years conditions of drought have nevertheless
shown that the Torridge, Taw, and Exe valleys in
Devonshire can, under ideal conditions, yield clear marks
in somewhat denser concentrations than elsewhere. With
the exception of the well-reconnoitred granite uplands of
Dartmoor and Bodmin Moor, the recording of earthworks
in the extreme south-west remains limited when compared
with the very large number of sites known from
ground-based field survey (Russell 1971; Cornwall SMR,
information from N D Johnson) . Further to the east, the
relatively thin scatter of earthworks photographed between
Exmoor and the southern limits of the Cotswolds would
seem again to under-represent the survival of prehistoric
and medieval features, although a more effective record
seems to have been obtained along the lines of the
limestone outcrops.
Further north, the number of recorded earthworks is, as
might be expected, relatively high in the Welsh marches,
where plentiful unploughed upland pasture has favoured
the preservation of such sites. Whether northern and
western Wales will eventually yield similar results is
uncertain, but in south Glamorgan a concentrated
programme of work for RCAHM (Wales) has
recently produced a much more representative
photographic record.
Cropmarks in western Wales tend to be restricted to
limited areas in the Tywi, Ystwyth, and Towy valleys,
where they may be seen in cereal crops and as parch
marks in pasture under exceptional conditions of drought.
Further east, cropmarks have been recorded in much larger
numbers in the Wye valley and along the middle and
upper reaches of the Severn and its tributary streams.

Map 2: Wessex, south-east England, East Anglia,
and the Midlands (Fig 66)
In the southern part of the region the principal feature of
the distribution pattern is the dense concentration of
cropmarks on the chalklands of central Wessex, the South
Downs, and east Kent. This contrasts with a dearth of
information from the Weald and from the Southampton
Basin. While soil characteristics suggest that neither of
these last two areas is likely to yield cropmarks in any
abundance, earthworks are almost certainly underrepresented on account of the difficulty of carrying out
reconnaissance within controlled airspace around
Southampton and in the Heathrow-Gatwick control zone.
Although soilmark and cropmark sites predominate
throughout the great sweep of intensively cultivated
chalkland between Basingstoke in the east and Dorset in
the west, prehistoric, Romano-British, and medieval
earthworks still survive in some numbers, especially in the
western parts of the area. A relative scarcity of-both
cropmarks and earthworks in the north-west corner of
Salisbury Plain, above the Vale of Pewsey, is noteworthy.
A somewhat similar situation may also be observed on the
Marlborough and Berkshire Downs, where a proliferation
of sites on the north and west margins of-the chalk
contrasts with a dearth of recorded evidence from the
central and southern slopes leading down to the Kennet
valley.
Along the narrow belt of-the South Downs cropmarks
and earthworks are abundant as far as Beachy Head.
Further east, their distribution thins out abruptly until
the calcareous soils of Thanet and the country east of the
River Stour are encountered. These harbour another
important concentration of cropmark sites, which in turn
extends rather unevenly westwards towards London and
the lower Thames valley.
North of-the Thames, the distribution of cropmarks and
soilmarks tends to be more complex, on account of-the
widely differing soil characteristics of this intensively
reconnoitred region. In addition to the rewarding gravels
of eastern Essex and Suffolk, further zones of responsive
calcareous and alluvial soils lie along the north-eastern
extension of the Chiltern ridge, in the Cambridgeshire and
Lincolnshire Fens, and along the courses of the Ouse,
Nene, and Welland. To the east, in Norfolk and northern
Suffolk, the scatter of cropmarks tends to be more random,
although a denser pattern is now emerging in the Yare,
Waveney, and Bure valleys and along the coast between
Cromer and Great Yarmouth. Photography of surviving
earthworks has also yielded an intermittent pattern in East
Anglia, but to the west impressive results have been
obtained where major elements of the medieval landscape
survive in the unploughed pastures of Buckinghamshire
and along the Jurassic belt that curves across north
Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire, and Leicestershire.
Beyond this central earthwork zone, the courses of the
upper Thames, the Avon, and the Trent are marked by
further concentrations of cropmarks, while to the north
there are significant groupings along the Magnesian
Limestone belt to the east of the Pennines, along the axis
of the narrow limestone ridge that forms Lincoln Edge, and
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Fig 67

Northern England and the Scottish borders: distribution of 1-km National Grid squares containing cropmarks and soilmarks (•) and earthworks (+)
recorded on aerial photographs in the Cambridge University Collection
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Fig 68
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Western Scotland: distribution oj 1-km National Grid squares containing cropmarks and soilmarks (•) and earthworks (+) recorded on aerial photographs,
in the Cambridge University Collection
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Fig 69

Eastern Scotland: distribution of 1-km National Grid squares containing cropmarks and soilmarks (•) and earthworks (+) recorded on aerial photographs
in the Cambridge University Collection
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on the Lincolnshire Wolds. Besides yielding significant
numbers of cropmarks, the Wolds also preserve a wealth
of earthworks representing the medieval settlement of the
area.

Map 3: Northern England and the Scottish
Borders (Fig 67)
Within the south-eastern part of the region the cropmarks
of Lincolnshire and the Pennine edge (discussed above,
Map 2) are augmented by the remarkable concentrations
of sites that have appeared on the heavily-cultivated
Yorkshire Wolds. These tend to be centred on the northern
part of the Wolds, and in particular on the Gypsey Race
valley, west of Bridlington. Other concentrations spread
southwards towards the Humber, both on the higher
chalklands and to the east and west, in Holderness and
the Vale of York respectively. To the west and north, the
Corallian limestone of the Howardian Hills and the
southern slopes of the North York Moors have also
furnished significant numbers of sites.
Elsewhere in the north, cropmarks are well-represented
in the Eden and Irthing valleys of Cumbria, in the Solway
Firth area, and to a lesser extent along the courses of the
Tyne and Blyth, to the west and north of Newcastle. The
most significant northern grouping, however, is that
associated with the Till, Tweed, and Teviot valleys, around
the northern and eastern flanks of the Cheviot hills.
As regards the photography of earthworks, good results
have been obtained from medieval settlement remains
along the western margins of the Yorkshire Wolds and in
the Vale of York, amongst the prehistoric settlements and
their field systems in the Pennine Dales, and from Roman
and native features along the line of Hadrian’s Wall. While
the scatter of such earthworks might be expected to be
less concentrated in the heart of the Lake District and
at the centre of the Pennines, extensive areas of Cheshire,
Derbyshire, Lancashire, and West Yorkshire have received
considerably less attention than they merit, on account of
the difficulty of working within the controlled airspace
around Liverpool and Manchester airports.

Maps 4-5: Scotland (Figs 68, 69)
Although Scotland is relatively remote from Cambridge, a
long-standing practice of carrying out reconnaissance from
an advanced flying base at Perth has allowed much of the
southern and eastern lowland region to be explored in
detail over the past 30 years, with the result that distinctly
denser patterns of cropmarks can now be observed in
Berwickshire and the Lothians, up Nithsdale and
Annandale in Dumfriesshire, along the Forth-Clyde line,
and in a narrow but productive arc of country sweeping
eastwards around the Highlands from Perthshire in the
south to Moray in the north. Elsewhere in Scotland,
geological conditions and agricultural practices tend to
inhibit the production of cropmarks, although northern
and western areas, including the Hebrides, Orkneys, and
Shetlands, have great potential for earthwork photography.
Because the areas concerned are so extensive and far-flung,
many years may nevertheless elapse before reconnaissance
is able to obtain a comprehensive record of what they
have to offer.

Rate of ‘discovery’ 1945-77
Distribution maps provide a valuable source of information
about the cumulative results of survey work, but they can
give no indication of the annual frequency with which
sites have been recorded from the air for the first time.
Without such information, qualitative assessment of the
effectiveness of reconnaissance is not easily made, nor is
it possible to arrive at any accurate estimates of the amount
of additional work that will be required to achieve an
adequate record of the ever-threatened and rapidlydiminishing archaeological potential of the British
landscape. If the case for further reconnaissance is to be
properly and authoritatively argued, and if excessive
duplication of work is to be avoided, some means of
monitoring results in a quantitative fashion must be
evolved. Statistical control of this kind will also be essential
if much-needed analytical work on archaeological
landscapes is to be carried out with confidence, since
without such information the adequacy and reliability of
the available photographic record cannot be measured.
As a first stage in attempting to evaluate the results
obtained from Cambridge during the past 35 years, the
accompanying histograms (Figs 70, 71) show the annual
frequency with which archaeological ‘sites’ have been
recorded from the air for the first time, both as cropmarks
and soilmarks, and as earthworks or ruins. This distinction
is of some importance, bearing in mind the different
conditions needed for the effective photography of upstanding and ploughed-out features. Whereas the
appearance of cropmarks and soilmarks tends to be
governed by largely unpredictable combinations of weather
and cultivation practice, sites surviving as earthworks are an
essentially ‘permanent’ element of the landscape and
should, if unobscured by vegetation and sought under
appropriate lighting conditions, be visible at almost all
times of the year. Although too close a comparison of the
two types of photography would be dangerous, progress
in the recording of permanent earthworks provides an
important control mechanism for assessing the overall
effectiveness of reconnaissance. It would thus seem
reasonable to argue a fortiori that until the annual rate of
discovery of easily identifiable upstanding features has
dropped almost to zero, there can be little likelihood that
the full harvest of the more elusive cropmarks will have
been reaped.
Examination of the numerical frequencies of ‘discoveries’
over the period 1945-77 (Figs 70, 71) reveals a very
considerable annual variation in relation to cropmarks and,
though to a slightly lesser extent, amongst earthworks.
While some of the most extreme of these irregularities,
such as the cropmark peaks in the dry summers of
1959, 1975, and 1976, relate to unusually favourable
conditions for reconnaissance, others are inevitably
distorted by extraneous factors that are less immediately
obvious. The disproportionately low number of discoveries
for 1958 thus reflects a year in which very poor weather
coincided with difficulties in obtaining adequate aircraft
time. In other years, increased attention to the photography
of geographical, geological, and environmental subjects for
Faculties of the University of Cambridge, and for outside
bodies such as the Nature Conservancy Council, the
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Fig 70

Fig 71

Numbers of cropmark and soilmark ‘discoveries’ in Britain per-year, 1945-1977

Numbers of earthwork ‘discoveries’ in Britain per year, 1945-1977
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CROP/SOIL MARK DISCOVERIES PER FLYING HOUR:
BRITAIN 1945- 1977

Fig 72

Numbers of cropmark and soilmark ‘discoveries’ in Britain per/lying hour, 1945-1977

Forestry Commission, and the Soil Survey for England and
Wales, will have meant that there were fewer resources for
purely archaeological reconnaissance.
The gross figures depicted in Figs 70 and 71 are also
distorted by the limited number of flying hours available in
the early years of the Committee’s work, and through the
use of some of the best flying weather during the period
1961-73 on extended reconnaissance in Denmark, the
Netherlands, northern France, and the Republic of Ireland.
A somewhat better measure of annual results may therefore
be obtained by linking the discovery totals with the
numbers of hours flown over mainland Britain during each
of the years between 1945 and 1977. Although the
discoveries per flying hour recorded in Figs 72 and 73
again take no account of differing amounts of time spent
on non-archaeological work, they nevertheless provide a
more reliable index of the effectiveness of reconnaissance.
For earthwork recording, a relatively high rate of

EARTHWORK DISCOVERIES PER FLYING HOUR
4

BRITAIN 1945 - 1977

Fig 73 Numbers of earthwork ‘discoveries’ in Britain per flying hour, 1945-1977

approximately three sites per hour (comprising,
principally, well-known castles, hillforts, and religious
houses) was maintained until 1953. It then dropped
somewhat before picking up once again, with the
introduction of a programme of intensive winter
photography, during the mid 1960s. In more recent years,
the beginnings of a slow but progressive decline towards
the ultimate goal of zero discovery can perhaps be detected.
Interpretation of the hourly cropmark frequencies is more
complicated on account of the correlation of-discovery with
fluctuating weather and soil conditions. An early peak
can thus be seen in the drought year of 1949, with further
above-average seasons in 1957, in the exceptional year
1959, when the cropmark potential of the Midland gravel
terraces was first exploited to the full, and in the two
consecutive dry summers of 1975 and 1976. That these
last two seasons could still yield, after 30 years of
reconnaissance, an average of four previously unrecorded
cropmark sites for every hour flown during the year as a
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Fig 74

100

Numbers of cropmark and soilmark ‘discoveries’ in 100-km square TL per year, 1945-1977

EARTHWORK DISCOVERY:
100 KM SQUARE TL 1945-1977

Fig 75

Numbers of earthwork ‘discoveries’ in 100-km square TL per year, 1945-1977
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Fig 76 Percentage of 'discovery’ to repeat-photography of previously recorded archaeological sites in 100-km square TL, 1945-1977

whole is remarkable, Only the future will show whether
subsequent favourable seasons will be able to match this
record or will instead begin to show an eventual decline.
Preliminary figures for the years 1978-80, together with
those given here for 1977, do seem to display a marked drop
in the number of annual 'discoveries’, although it must be
borne in mind that crop and weather conditions were
generally below average throughout this four-year period
and are scarcely to be compared with those encountered
during the exceptional 1975 and 1976 seasons.
A further and yet more sensitive check on reconnaissance
can be obtained by examining the results achieved over
the 100 km National Grid square TL (containing large
parts of the counties of Cambridgeshire, Essex, Suffolk,
Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, and Northamptonshire), over
which flying from Cambridge has been most frequent.
Histograms of cropmark and earthwork frequencies
(Figs 74 and 75) reveal annual patterns that are broadly
similar to those for Britain as a whole. Although recorded
information does not permit isolation of the number of
hours flown annually over this particular 10,000 sq km
sample area, figures for the number of 'discoveries’ can be
augmented with data relating to repeat-photography of
sites first photographed in earlier years. A graph
expressing this relationship (Fig 76) thus shows that the
percentage of new to repeat earthwork photography fell
relatively rapidly from an initial value of 100% in 1945
to a point around 25% by the period 1960-63, since
when it has remained more or less level at an annual rate of
between 20% and 30%. The rate of decline for cropmarks
has, predictably, been more gradual, with the result that

by 1977 no fewer than 29% of all such sites photographed
could still be listed as new recordings – a figure that speaks
eloquently for the need for many further years of
unremitting work in the air.
One further interesting aspect of the percentage figures
for cropmark discoveries in 100 km square TL is the way
in which they tend to smooth out the massive annual
variations in the gross numerical frequencies recorded in
the corresponding histograms (Fig 74). Thus although the
actual numbers of discoveries recorded in 1959, 1972, and
1976 were considerably above average, the percentage of‘
new to repeat photography in each of these years was not
significantly higher than in other seasons, including those
with unusually low overall numbers of discoveries, such as
1958, 1965, or 1977. Whereas a poor year for general
cropmark production might be expected to yield a lower
than average proportion of new sites and a much higher
percentage of well-known hardy perennials, such as would
be visible in the most inadequate of seasons, the available
evidence seems to suggest that such an assumption might
well be false. For example, a below-average year such as
1977 can still yield discoveries at a rate compatible with
that obtained in a particularly good season, such as 1976,
even though the total number of cropmarks recorded in
1977 (136) was less than a quarter of the total for the
preceding year (611). There seems to be no simple
explanation of this observation. Be that as it may, the
evidence of Fig 76 should be sufficient to dispel any
illusions that routine non-intensive coverage of an area over
a five-year to ten-year period would be adequate to record
all that there is to be seen. Although Riley (above, pp 590-73)
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Table 6 Frequency of sites in England, Scotland, Wales, and in 100 km square TL
Number of
sites

Sites per
sq km

Sites per
sq mile

Sq km per
site

Sq mile
per site

0.062
0.037
0.099

0.160
0.095
0.255

16.1
27
10.2

6.2
10.5
3.9

0.611
0.137
0.748

4.2
18.1
3.5

1.6
7.3
1.3

England, Scotland, Wales: 229, 849 sq km; 88, 745 sq miles
Cropmarks and soilmarks
Earthworks
Total

14,185
8,404
22,589

100 km square TL: 10,000 sq km; 3861 sq miles (4.35% of England, Scotland, Wales)
Cropmarks and soilmarks
Earthworks
Total

2,359
528
2,887

0.236
0.053
0.289

has suggested that diminishing returns can be achieved
in some closely-defined and heavily-reconnoitred territories
within only a few years, the experience gained on
reconnaissance from Cambridge, whether in the local
region or elsewhere, is somewhat different. That experience
would seem to demonstrate that even 30 years is inadequate
time in which to carry out an exhaustive nation-wide
survey, especially when it is recalled that many sites will
only reveal their full range of component detail when
photographed repeatedly over an extended period (Palmer
1978, fig 9, 4).
Elsewhere in these proceedings, a number of authors have
emphasized some of the ways in which aerial archaeology
has begun to move forward from a long development period
committed almost exclusively to a programme of sustained
data-collection. In this new phase reconnaissance must
certainly continue, but it will be complemented by work
designed to exploit the vast existing stores of accumulated
evidence for purposes other than the simple illustration
of single sites, or the basic monitoring of threats to these.
Now that techniques allowing rapid and accurate
transcription of information from air photographs to maps
have been made available (Scollar 1975; Palmer 1977), the
next decade should see the inauguration of a concerted
campaign on two fronts: the morphological and taxonomic
study of archaeological features recorded from the air,
and the delineation and analysis of the historic landscapes
of which they are components. Unless the basic data in
the form of oblique and vertical photographs are as reliable
and comprehensive as possible, however, such work will
not succeed, for it will neither achieve academic credibility,
nor serve its intended purpose of aiding the formulation
of properly objective policies for preservation and
excavation in the future.
As a final illustration of the shortcomings of the existing
aerial record and as a warning against premature
complacency (if such exists), Table 6 records the overall
numbers of sites recorded in the Cambridge Collection for
Great Britain as a whole, and for the sample 100 km square
TL. From this information the frequencies of sites per

square mile and square kilometre of the total land areas
concerned may be calculated. While it must be recognized
that these results take no account of archaeologically
barren highland regions or of extensive lowland areas
covered by lakes, roads, woodland, or modern towns, an
incidence of just one recorded site for every 10.2 sq km of
England, Scotland, and Wales seems uncomfortably low.
The figure of a single site for each 3.5 sq km of TL is
probably more representative, though still far from
satisfactory in a rural lowland region devoted largely to
arable and pastoral farming. Although the additional
photographic evidence stored in regional collections and in
the archives of the National Monuments Records for
England, Scotland, and Wales would undoubtedly improve
these figures to a considerable – if as yet undetermined –
degree, there can be little question of the work that has
still to be accomplished.
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Synopsis

the planning technicians who administer the processing of
applications, in identifying for them which of the many
possible conflicting land-use demands affect a particular
area, and indicating who should therefore be consulted.
Archaeological constraints will be shown only as shaded
areas on the map, with no further attempt at definition or
interpretation. It follows that the appearance of a site
or area of interest on a constraints map implies no particular
rank in the archaeological hierarchy, but is merely a
means of identifying those planning applications which
have an archaeological dimension, and ensuring that advice
on the archaeological implications is sought. The
refinement of air-photographic information for this
constraints map stage is minimal, and involves only the
elimination of obvious 'rubbish’, such as modern field
drainage, ploughed-up cricket squares, and recent
enclosure boundaries.

The increasing volume of information provided by aerial
photography places a considerable responsibility on those
required to make recommendations concerning the future of a
wide variety of archaeological sites. The process of
decision-making is discussed, and the implications for the
organization of the information is outlined. Particular stress is
laid on the need to evalue cropmark sites in the context of
other land-use constraints, and on the danger of excessively
rigid value-judgement systems. A plea is made for direct
access to air photographs as the primary evidence.
Aerial photography, at the heart of the much-quoted
quantitative explosion in archaeology, has been a major
factor in expanding our knowledge of past landscapes. This
can only be welcomed. However, our greater understanding
does carry with it an increased responsibility. Gone are
those innocent antiquarian days, when monuments were
visible monuments with miles of empty space between,
and when the buried past only came into existence on the
labourer's spade. There is a growing realization that every
part of our physical environment, both above and below
ground, has a historic dimension, and with that realization
comes a growing burden of decision. All those with a
responsibility for the conservation of the archaeological
heritage will recognize that judgments must be made on the
relative value of features within that heritage, and that
often those judgments will be irreversible. This paper will
describe some of the procedures and identify some of the
problems involved. The discussion centres especially
around the duties of an archaeological planner, which
term is used in the sense of a professional archaeologist
working within the structure of a local authority, or at
least within a body which has formal arrangements with
local authorities for the provision of archaeological advice
on planning matters.

The first two processes of indexing and constraints map
preparation involve a minimum of interpretation, and
virtually no assessment of value. However, decisions
must eventually be taken which affect the survival, or
otherwise, of archaeological information, either
physically, or in record form. In response to a threat
of destruction, a variety of questions must be asked. Should
the site be preserved in perpetuity? Does its value lie in
its suitability for full investigation, and, if so, bearing in
mind the techniques and resources available, is now the
right time for that investigation? Or must it be written
off with watching-brief treatment, in favour of better sites
elsewhere?
The formulation of value judgments can involve a
variety of different methods. Priority areas can be defined,
resulting in the commitment of archaeological resources
into one geographical locality, to the exclusion of others.
(Such an area might, for example, cover an extensive gravel
terrace, with complex multi-period cropmark evidence.) A
hierarchy of site values can be established, allocating
grades according to defined levels of importance. Or
decisions can be 'threat-led’, and sites assessed when
necessary, in response to situations as they arise. All these
approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. For
example, the definition of priority areas or site hierarchies
may allow a more 'considered’ judgment than the pressure
of a consultation deadline would seem to permit. On the
other hand, the knowledge that the future of an
irreplaceable part of the archaeological heritage is
immediately at stake can concentrate the mind wonderfully
and produce a more valid decision than one made in a
vacuum with no threat on the horizon. British
archaeology, like the British motor industry, probably also
has its Friday afternoons, however unintentional.

The application of value judgments to the archaeological
material revealed by aerial photography involves a number
of stages of information handling. The first stage, it need
hardly be said, comprises the indexing of aerial
photographic evidence into the local data system, which
will normally be a county-based Sites and Monuments
Record. Local arrangements and, indeed, individual
preferences vary as to how this is done, how the information
is stored, and what retrieval methods are used, but basic
indexing is a vital prerequisite for any refinement of the
information. A clear separation is made at this early stage
between index data (eg locational information and
air-photograph references) and interpretation (date and
site 1 function).
Once the basic indexing is complete, the input into the
local planning process involves the preparation of the
material for constraints maps held by county and district
planning authorities. The aim of these is simply to assist

Whatever method of arriving at value judgments is
adopted, it must be continually borne in mind that
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of the condition of cropmark sites. It is regrettable, but
unavoidable, that those sites which provide the most
superbly defined cropmarks are those which have few, if
any, overlying deposits protecting them from the plough,
while adjacent bands of alluvium may conceal
well-preserved sites not only from the camera of the
aerial archaeologist, but also from the eye of the fieldwalker.
In cases such as these, we can only respond on the basis
of what we know, not of what we suspect, however
frustrating that may be.
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archaeological priorities are not static, and that individual
sites and broad systems need continual reassessment as
more information becomes available, or as academic
thinking develops. For this reason, there is an inherent
psychological danger in establishing rigid systems of
relative values, not just in the literature and local filing
cabinets, but also in archaeologists’ heads. Our
responsibility is to pass on as broad an information base
as possible, and we will not be thanked for making
inflexible decisions now according to our own lights, and
denying future generations the opportunity to reach their
own judgment on the basis of-greatly enhanced evidence. A
further issue is that of public accountability. In public
archaeology (and all archaeology is public in the sense
that it is everyone’s heritage we are concerned with), the
archaeological planner must have an eye to local social,
recreational, and educational needs, as well as broader
academic considerations. It would sound hollow to explain
to a village community that their local Roman villa is to
be destroyed without record because it is not in the
archaeologist’s priority area.
It may be helpful to consider at this point the ‘landscape’
concept, and its relationship to archaeological planning.
There has been a welcome tendency over recent years,
largely as a result of aerial photography, to move away
from the study of discrete ‘sites’ in glorious isolation,
towards an understanding of the totality of the buried
landscape, and a concern to examine the relationship
between individual activity locations as well as those
locations themselves. No doubt we would all support the
principle of-the preservation of archaeological landscapes,
but the fact remains that somewhere, sometime, lines must
be drawn on maps, separating what must stay from what
can go. However important we consider the ‘negative’
areas, which may represent the interface between activity
locations, there is no possibility that a planning inspector
would refuse an application on the grounds that the
archaeologists say there’s nothing there!
Many of-these considerations in the field of value
judgments apply to all forms of-archaeological evidence,
but there are particular problems related to cropmark
information. The imbalance created by the different
responses of light and heavy soils needs no reiteration,
though the plea must continually be made for attention to
be paid to ‘blank’ areas, rather than for the constant
re-photography of well-known sites. However, even in very
responsive soils, there can be crucial gaps in cropmark
coverage. For example, permanent meadowland separating
settlement cropmarks from a water-course may overlie an
area which was an important resource for that settlement,
and be vital for our understanding of its economic base; but
no application for gravel extraction will be thrown out
because there might be something there. It is also
recognized that aerial photography creates a bias in
favour of those sites which produce suitable buried features.
This has been demonstrated, for example, by Peter
Woodward in the Ouse valley in Bedfordshire, in relation to
Bronze Age settlement, where a detailed survey of-flint
distribution produced information unobtainable by aerial
photography (Woodward 1978). Further problems are
encountered when an attempt is made to take account

These problems relate particularly to the use of aerial
photography of cropmarks, but there are other, more
general, difficulties involved in our assessment of sites.
These can be well illustrated by reference to a recent
bypass proposal in Bedfordshire, for which a public inquiry
decision is awaited at the time of writing. Following
detailed analysis of all the constraints by the County
Planning Department, the final option has been narrowed
down to two alternative routes. One of these affects village
earthworks close to a medieval church, known from field
observations and documentary evidence. The other runs
through an area of Roman settlement in a river valley.
There are some scattered cropmarks associated with this
settlement, but most of the information has come from a
few small excavations; much of the area is overlain by
post-Roman alluvial deposits, and the limits and nature of
the archaeological interest cannot therefore be closely
defined. Apart from these archaeological considerations,
other historic and general conservation constraints include
the amenity of the church and of a group of grade II
almshouses, Sites of Special Scientific Interest, and an area
of-High Landscape Value, including a Capability Brown
park. And when account is taken of the loss of agricultural
land, of the severance of agricultural holdings, of the effect
on local residential and industrial areas and a large upper
school, to say nothing of the actual traffic requirements
and engineering constraints, the permutations are endless.
It is a clear reminder that archaeology is just one small
voice in a noisy world. However, an archaeological
recommendation must be made, involving a choice, in this
case, between the medieval and the Roman. That
recommendation needs to take into account such things as
site condition, and local, regional, and national importance,
but when like is not being compared with like, an element
of doubt must always remain.

Our ability to make valid decisions, in all areas of
knowledge, is directly related to the quality of our
supporting information. This information must not just
exist, but must also be available. Those involved in the
use of aerial photography cannot fail to be aware of the
vast quantity of data and of the practical problems
associated with its organization. Many conferences and
seminars have touched on these difficulties, and on the
matter of publication/dissemination. In addition, some
attention has been paid to the question of whether the
photographic material itself or the plan derived from it is
the appropriate means of handling the information. The
preferences of academic researchers fall outside the scope of
this paper, but the needs and responsibilities of the
archaeological planner are such that any system of
organization for aerial photographic information must
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allow for the provision of the primary source material,
ie the photographs. A plan of cropmarks, however much
individual idiosyncrasies are removed and common
standards applied, is, and can only ever be, a statement of
interpretation, whether it takes the form of a sketch or a
computer plot. Even if the interpretation is pared down as
far as is humanly possible, and recognized cartographic
conventions strictly adhered to, a plan, with all its
limitations of scale and two-dimensional representation,
will rarely communicate the same quality of information as
a group of photographs. Photo-interpretation and accurate
plotting are undoubtedly specialist skills; but while a
plan can show the correct interpretation and location of
features, it is unlikely to provide all the information that
an archaeological planner needs. It is usually beyond the
scope of a plan to show all the secondary, but essential,
detail, such as relationships to modern land-use and
landscape, geological background, the different intensities
of individual marks, and, especially, why a cropmark
complex appears to end where it does. If value judgments
are to be made, they must be made in the light of all such
evidence.
The clear implication of this is that collections of air
photographs should be maintained as part of the data base
of an archaeological planner. In other words, the local
Sites and Monuments Record should not only act as an
index to all relevant aerial reconnaissance, but should also
house, or have immediate access to, as much of the available
aerial photography as is necessary to provide a detailed
representation of all the evidence. At a time when the
whole structure of archaeological record systems is under
review, it should be recognized that any nationwide
consistency in the determination of site values can only
be built on the foundation of a well-maintained network
of local records. Moreover, it is only as local records reach
a common standard that an adequate data base can be
provided for decision-making at national level, whether
concerning the scheduling of monuments for long-term
preservation, the allocation of rescue archaeology grants,
or the design of survey strategies (including aerial
reconnaissance).
I would end with a plea for realism. While we all
recognize the tremendous advances in archaeological
knowledge over recent decades, there is still much ground
to cover, in all the senses of that phrase. Improved
photographic techniques and structured programmes of
aerial reconnaissance must be accompanied by all the
appropriate forms of ground survey. The data produced
should be stored in such a way that they can be made
available in the most suitable form at the point of need.
Through routine verification and well-aimed research, the
archaeological record must be continually enhanced and
improved. But it would be a mistake to look towards a
future millennium when pre-determined value judgments
are produced at the touch of a button, because that is just
not in the nature of the archaeological beast. Decisions at
all levels will unavoidably continue to be made on the basis
of a small percentage of the buried data; impossible
choices will always be with us. There is no way of
achieving perfection in value judgments, but recognizing
and taking account of the problems and the variables is a
major step along the right road.

Note
1 In this paper the term ‘site’ is used only as a convenient shorthand,
and is intended to refer to an area of past activity of any kind. Its use
should not be interpreted as being incompatible with the philosophy
of ‘landscape’ archaeology.
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metrical tolerances need to be related to what is considered
significant for classification. Over all these considerations
are the factors of cost. How may we identify the minimum
quality necessary to achieve a particular level of research?
Fowler ( 1980) has referred to the continuous enhancement
of information, and this surely is, and has been, the
normal process of scientific investigation. But, assuming
this ‘enhancement’ is not to the ultimate degree, then to
what standards should the work be done, for what
purposes, and by whom? It is not the purpose of this
paper to consider these points in detail, except to draw
attention to the fact that state-funded archaeology has to
observe rigid monetary restrictions, which limit what can
be done, and in the specific area of the use of airphotograph evidence to suggest some approaches
which might define levels of work related to needs and
resources. It must be said that the processing of information
from air reconnaissance and its ‘enhancement’ represent
merely one aspect of the growth of archaeological
knowledge, and therefore the problem of funding this
aspect cannot be considered in isolation from the financial
problems of archaeology as a whole.

The quantity of archaeological evidence derived from air
photography now exceeds the resources of academic archaeology
to provide, within the immediate future, an in-depth
assessment of its significance.
Lack of resources requires the selective application of
processes enhancing the raw data to minimum levels acceptable
for interim assessments, based on non-destructive analytical
processes related to the need of each site or complex.
Following the completion of 1:10,000 ‘index’ plotting,
large-scale mapping is seen as providing the basis for ground
work, the recognition of contemporaneity, and comparative
studies leading to some measure of the archaeological
significance of the site and its importance for preservation.
The interim nature of such assessments is emphasized, and
it is suggested that the processes of refinemenr and enhancement
of information are likely to continue as long as questions
remain to be solved.
In the six years that have passed since the 1974
symposium, Aerial Reconnaissance for Archaeology,
considerable attention has been paid to methodologies
associated with the use of the evidence that air photographs
provide, and the general considerations that apply now are
more widely known. With unequivocal clarity Riley
(1980, 1) has presented the results of about nine years’
reconnaissance, largely in the form of maps and associated
data, in the hope that further work by others will build on
the foundation provided by air photography. This emphasis
on the collective and long-term aspect of landscape
research underlines the requirement that methodologies
and limitations inherent in the method should be fully
appreciated by those who subsequently seek to use
the evidence presented.

Much effort has been devoted to the recording of
air-photograph evidence, and the Survey of surveys
(RCHM(E) 1979, 4, 5) reported the results as
‘encouraging’. A situation exists where perhaps, say,
75-80% of air-photograph evidence is at least related to its
topographical position, although a far lower percentage is
‘known’ for its archaeological ‘value’ in either regional or
national contexts. And it is the identification of ‘value’
that underlines the close relationship between ‘research’
and preservation. If scarce resources are to be used to
‘preserve’ (and it has to be assumed that only selective
‘preservation’ is possible in economic and political terms),
then it seems of some importance to measure the
significance and possible potential in archaeological terms
of the features and sites recorded. Most research is
expensive, and the question should be asked to what level
can it be justified in providing a measure of the ‘value’
factor. Yet, without the full processes of research,
assessment for preservation poses a dilemma, for
managerial decisions have to be made without full
knowledge. But even in ideal conditions seldom is it
possible to provide (especially of buried sites) a 100%
measure of the potential without invoking expensive
techniques such as excavation - itself a destructive
method and therefore incompatible with preservation and perforce the manager must make decisions without
full knowledge. Research then has to be limited to
non-destructive methods and be variable in depth, to
provide the basis for an assessment at acceptable levels of
archaeological value. But, in view of the cost of research
and the quantity of surviving structural evidence for man’s
past, is it possible to define the depth of research required

In a recent discussion at a meeting of the Remote Sensing
Society (Stanley 1980) attention was drawn to the
relationship between costs, quality, and quantity in dealing
with the vast amounts of remotely-sensed information, and
it was suggested that one of the paramount requirements
was for the user to identify his needs and priorities closely,
so that the optimum cost-benefit level might be achieved.
Certain parallels to this situation exist in the use of airphotograph evidence, although in the case of-some
remotely-sensed data - eg oil tanker spillage or security
observation - speed and accuracy in interpretation are
equally essential ingredients. On the other hand, for
archaeology it does not take so long to destroy a deserted
medieval village, and the quality of information is an
important factor in providing a basis for assessments for a
variety of-decision-making processes. The standard of
quality is clearly related not only to objectives but also to
methods: for example, if it were decided to identify
features by shape, the standard used would be different
from that required for, say, measurement of size, where
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for ‘value’ judgment at an acceptable level, whether in
respect of a particular site or a series of sites, and can
this be related to the use of evidence provided by air
photography?
One part of the answer surely lies in the physical nature
of remains that time and the successive hands of past
generations have left us. In the case of upstanding
monuments such as earthworks and the like, clearly the
‘research’ need is for rigorous analytical field surveys at
suitable scales, associated with varying degrees of
background research in the literature, etc, to provide a
measurement of what exists. In this situation, a scaled plan
is not only basic to the processes of field analysis but it
is also the medium by which the results of analysis may
be subsequently used for a variety of ‘enhancement’
processes. Air photography in this case is merely one way to
achieve an end - a way of providing information for the
production of plans in perhaps a more economic fashion
than could be achieved by ground methods.
With those features which have no upstanding form on
the ground, but whose remains survive hidden beneath the
surface of-the land, it is a different story. Here air
photography is almost the only medium by which they
may be recorded, and the derived plan, representing as it
usually does the synthesis of evidence from many
photographs, is often the on ly measurement possible oft he
archaeological content.
In both of the situations outlined the plan of the site or
feature provides the opportunity not only for comparisons
with other examples, but also for assessment against the
background of present archaeological knowledge. But what
standards, metrical and interpretative, are required for
maps of features and sites before they can provide an
adequate basis for the research necessary to identify
‘value’ factors?
Two factors provide guidelines for the construction of
plans from air photographs, whether the features be
upstanding or flat sites: first, the perceived evidence in
the shapes presented and their relationship to the terrain,
and, secondly, the base the plan provides for further work.
The first factor ensures that the map or plan is of sufficient
size (scale) to recognize the detail; but the second is perhaps
more elusive. Clark (1977) has shown that in certain
conditions it is possible to employ scientific methods of soil
analysis to arrive at conclusions about the uses of the
enclosures and fields mapped from the air photographs;
Hinchliffe (pers comm, 1980) has found in certain areas
a close correlation between surface finds and ancient land
divisions. For upstanding features fieldwork of this nature
provides few difficulties. In the case of sites with no surface
relief, this is another matter. Of fundamental importance is
the ability to stand in a given position in a field and to
identify precisely the same point on a plan. The
transposition of detail from the plan to the ground and vice
versa is largely a survey problem; it demands a relatively
large-scale plan which includes identifiable ground detail.
Furthermore, given metrically accurate plans, there exists
the capacity to apply a whole range of comparative studies
based on a variety of techniques. But this capacity depends

in part (just as the appreciation of an excavated site depends
on the techniques used to present the evidence) on the
adoption of common standards related to scales of mapping
(Hampton & Palmer 1977), and, in the case of multiperiod
sites, on an ability to identify and relate (at least in
hypothetical terms) the detail of one period to another.
A summary of the factors and considerations that apply
to the construction of maps of evidence derived from air
photographs, as outlined below, suggests no more than a
broad pattern of action related to a variety of needs, but
two principles might be considered as fundamental:
1 Where publication is designed to report the results of
analytical processes which have reused and synthesized
information (often presented elsewhere), the style of
mapping and drawing is related to the need to illustrate
(in the conventional sense) the processes ofdeduction and
conclusions.
2 If the publication is of data essentially for others to use,
eg in inventories or as plans, etc, then presentation
should be to the highest standards, the parameters of‘
which are clearly stated.
The objective surely should be to avoid reworking the
source material, except for the most esoteric purposes, and
indeed this consideration might be applicable to all
previously unpublished evidence, even when used in a
discussion as outlined in (1) above. In these circumstances
the plan (and it is perhaps worthwhile remembering that a
plan essentially presents information as scaled
representation, whereas a map uses conventions) should
present the evidence in unambiguous terms, yet, where
ambiguity exists in the sources, these nuances, ofnecessity,
often have to be conveyed by supplementary methods, such
as a written commentary. For comparative studies, clearly,
it is necessary to establish common scales and drawing
practices (similar to the guidance given by the
OS Instructions to Surveyors) and, if it is assumed that the
plan is the starting point for a series of refining and
enhancement processes including use in the field, metrical
accuracy is a sine qua non.
In practical terms, the application of principles under
heading (2) should result in the adoption of a series of
scales for the air/ground survey of upstanding monuments
and plans of cropmark sites. The following guide lines are
suggested for compilation and fair-drawing scales:
Upstanding detail: 1:1250 or 1:2500 related to complexity
Cropmark complex: 1:1250 or 1:2500 related to complexity
Simple soil/cropmark: 1:2500
It may be significant that, in the area of national survey
and mapping,-it is an accepted principle to survey at the _
largest economic scale (eg 1:1250 urban areas, 1:2500 for
rural areas, and 1:10,000 for mountain/moorland areas),
and smaller scales for various needs are generally derived
from the largest basic scale. Now that the ‘cataloguing’
work of archaeological air photography at 1:10,000/10,560
is on its way to completion (although there will always be a
flow of new material), it seems desirable to proceed at the
scale which has the greatest potential for future needs, and
surely this should be at least 1:2500.
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Table 7 A sequence of processes in the completion of archaeological maps and plans from air photography
Process
1 Acquisition of evidence (1)

Stages
Observation, discovery, photography

Assessments
Distribution related to ground and difficulties of
flying area

2 Organization of photography (1)

Filing, storage, retrieval

Need for further flying in broad terms: first
measure of archaeological content

3 PROJECT DESIGN

Collection of evidence

Nature of archaeological problems

4 Acquisition of evidence (2)

As in l(1)

Problems related to flying specific areas and sites

5 Organization of photography (2)

As in 2( 1)

Refinement of further needs in terms of mapping
and flying

6 Use of AP evidence

Interpretation, synthesis, mapping, publication

Specific archaeological problems for analytical
processes either on ground or from air

7 Analytical processes

Ground surveys, comparative studies, literary
research, etc

Measurement of value in archaeological terms

8 Publication

The work of photo-interpretation and mapping
undertaken by the Air Photographs Unit of the National
Monuments Record at present falls into three areas of
England: the south-west – Bodmin Moor, Cornwall; the
west – the Midland counties of Salop, Hereford and
Worcester, and Warwickshire; and the east – an area
around Billingborough, South Lincolnshire. Each project
is designed to provide information for the local Sites and
Monuments Record, but, because of the differing nature of
the features on the ground, different approaches have been
made.
For Bodmin Moor, RC8 photography at a contact scale
of c 1:7500 was supplied by the Cambridge Committee for
Aerial Photography, and this is being used to plan
upstanding detail at 1:2500, supplemented by near-vertical
obliques taken by the NMR for interpretative purposes.
Subsequent enhancement of select areas by fieldwork is to
be followed by publication (see above, pp 5-13), but the
prime aim is to create detailed plans providing the basis for
analytical processes leading to the identification of
preservation values.
The work in the West Midlands has proceeded at a
different level; here sites, mostly cropmark features, tend
to be scattered and less complex. Mapping has been carried
out at 1:10,000/10,560, in order to provide information for
the SMR and the basis for preservation assessment. Certain
inadequacies are evident, and consideration is now being
given to uprating some complex areas where threats exist
to a survey at 1:2500, which would provide a more detailed
and metrically accurate survey as the basis for study and
policy decisions.
In South Lincolnshire the distribution of Roman
settlement in part of the Fens has been shown to be
intensive (Phillips 1970), and new cropmark evidence of
Bronze Age and Iron Age settlement recorded by air
photography on the Fen edge has to be incorporated and
evalued. A general mapping programme at 1:10,560
records the distribution of sites and their relationship to
ancient shore lines and drainage patterns, for in this
area the background evidence of geomorphology is an

Assess/reassess in widest contexts

important element in understanding and assessing the
archaeology. Some sites are extensive and complex, and
these are planned at 1:2500 to provide the basis for detailed
fieldwork by the South Lincolnshire Unit, who will receive
not only maps and plans as overlays, but also a
representative collection of air photographs. All these
projects, whilst involving varying standards of presentation,
are designed to provide a basis for further work, and all
projects have a common sequence of processes. Certain
stages of these processes offer opportunities for interim
assessments related to the objectives of the project, and
these are outlined in Table 7.
The close interaction between the stages of each process
is self-evident, and a high degree of coordination is
highly desirable, especially the identification of problems
for further flying. In economic terms this is very important,
because 'saturation’ flying as practised by the RCHM(E)
inevitably brings with it diminishing returns in volume, but
not in importance. Yet it can be argued that the first five
years’ reconnaissance over an area merely reveals the
obvious, and only after the accumulation of observation
experience in every variation of condition of ground, crop,
and weather can the bird's-eye view be fully exploited. It
is in this connection that the synthesis of evidence achieved
at (6) becomes so important in deciding what needs to be
done in the light of what has already been achieved, and
in indicating the likely cost-benefit of further
reconnaissance.
The Achilles heel in the process of mapping
archaeological details from air photographs is the act of
photo-interpretation. Often difficult, even in areas such as
Bodmin Moor, where much of the detail is upstanding, it
presents more problems in soilmark and cropmark sites.
Essential ingredients for good interpretation include good
eyesight and an ever-critical appreciation combined with
experience; even so, the process remains highly subjective.
But there is now a new element which was not available
to the photo-interpreters of 25 years ago: this is the mass of
photography produced by the fragmentation of evidence
(Hampton 1975, 118). The photo-interpreter can now
often make critical comparisons of photographs taken over a
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NGR
TF 128346

photos used

Date started
14.11.80
Date completed
15.11.80

Drawing scale
1:2500
Publication scale
1:2500

Photo notes

RAF CPE/UK2073/
4195 etc.

Object
SMR
S. Lincs. fieldwork
etc.

Inter pretation notes
Billingborough North

Cambridge
BCN 61-63
NMR TF1234/5/336

Techniques used
O.S. Computer
Stereo Facet
Plotter

Best detail overall
taken height of
drought. 11-7-76

1947

A.
Small enclosure
not so clear on NMR
attached to spine C.
Swelling or
B.
perhaps E.W. junction
with C.
Area to E of C. cm
not easily seen, gap
at D may not be real.
Cut of detail E only
probable on NMR
C

followed

approx

by

modern

field

boundary.

Fig 77 Interpretation card relating to a part of the area shown on Fig 79. The photo-interpreter has used evidence from a variety of photographs and entries on the
card reveal the ebb and flow of evidence for particular decisions

Fig 78 Billingborough North: western portion of a linear complex showing enclosures clustering around a linear ditch B-C. Scale 1:2500; cf Fig 79 for eastern
portion of complex (Crown copyright reserved)
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Fig 79 Billingborough North. the eastern portion of the linear complex (cf Fig 78) here becomes entangled with a rectangular 'field system’ apparently associated
with Car Dyke. Some masking of detail is evident immediately east of a recent field boundary (A-B) and it IS not clear if the gap al C is real. The
intersection of ditches at D is of high Interest in determining sequences. Scale 1:2500 (Crown copyright reserved)

period of many years, from different camera-stations, of
different crops, in different climatic conditions, and from
this interplay of-evidence provide statements which are
likely to have a higher probability ofcorrectness than has
been hitherto possible. But if the subjective processes are to
be less biased, there is still a need for a second pair of
trained eyes to provide a check, and there is an additional
need to apply a ‘threshold of perceptton’ below which
interpretation becomes too subjective to be useful. The act
of interpretative drawing demands a high degree of selfcriticism, and, although various enhancement procedures
using computers and other techniques can be introduced,
the human eye still has to decide which and what is
significant.

The high degree of complexity in this process, together
with the difficulties associated with physically handling
such a volume of evidence and ensuring that each picture
plays a part in the overall assessment, demands a highly
disciplined approach. As an aid to this process the Air
Photographs Unit has developed a photo-interpretation
card (Fig 77). Each site or complex has as many cards as
are necessary to relate the photographs used and record the
decision-making process for particular features or aspects.
For example, the 1:2500 plan (Fig 78) is a portion of a
complex for which there are six interpretation cards.
The enclosure A, measuring some 66 m x 44 m (Fig 78),
if seen in isolation, might be tentatively identified as
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Fig 80

Billingborough South: plan of ditches revealed by excavations 1975 -8 (Copyright Peter Chowne)

Fig 81

Billingborough South: extract from 1:2500 overlay of cropmatks showing significant diff erences from the results of excavation (Fig 80) The air photograph
evidence for alignment A-B is unambiguous; cf Fig 82
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Fig 82 Billingborough South: air photograph showing a high degree of background ‘noise’ masking the finer archaeological detail. The feature A-B (Figs 80, 81)
iS indicated south of the excavation (NMR air photograph 11 July 1976, Crown copytight reserved)

Romano-British. Yet in this situation it is associated with
a linear ditch B-C forming a ‘spine’ to which other
enclosures are attached. The junction of enclosure A with
the spinal ditch is of critical importance and it is difficult
to know without recourse to all the photographs used
whether there is evidence to suggest that A was an addition
to a pre-existing spine and/or enclosure D - important
considerations if classifying on the basis of form. From the
interpretation card it is clear that the compiler of the
drawing had precisely these points in mind. Slight
indications that the spine might have continued towards the
east-north-east beyond point E are suggested by one very
oblique air photograph taken from the east. However, two
others show clearly that the ‘slight indications’ on the first
photograph are no more than natural marks probably of
geological origin; indeed, as the crop was sensitive
enough to reveal these features of natural origin, yet showed
nothing of human activity, it seems likely that the line of
the spine as drawn is original and was probably earlier
than enclosures D and A. The reasoning and conclusions
adopted by the photo-interpreter, after considering the
interaction of evidence provided by the photographs, can
be followed on the record card, and subsequent researchers
are at liberty to record their differences of opinion or draw.
attention to new evidence. The whole process should be

seen as the continuing enhancement of information not
only from air-photograph sources, but also from the
results of ground examination and other techniques. For
example, Fig 79 shows the eastern portion of the complex
where it abuts the Car Dyke. If, say, a 3rd century BC
attribution were correct (cf Chowne 1979,247: second half
of the first millennium BC) for the ‘spine’ and associated
enclosures, then clearly there are two periods separated by
at least 300 years. The intersection of ditches
unambiguously associated with each of these periods can
be identified and might attract a limited ‘sondage’ - a
relatively inexpensive process (compared with the
excavation of the whole), once the precise location is
identified. Equally, surface finds (if any) might be shown to
be significant once they were related precisely to
particular enclosures, and it seems worth restating that any
exercise of this nature underlines the importance of
identifying the position on the ground of detail shown on
the plan.
Whilst the scenario outlined above assumes that airphotograph interpretation and mapping will precede field
action, excavation of some 5,700 sq m about 1.3 km south
of Billingborough North came first (Fig 80) (Chowne 1979;
1980). This offers an opportunity to compare the results
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BATTLEDOWN FARM
BASINGSTOKE

Fig 83

Battledown, Basingstoke: a complex enclosure with a long corridor entrance. This plan represents the synthesis of evidence from c 180 air photographs
dating from c 1930 to 1980. As the site is on Upper Chalk soilmarks play an important role in providing evidence; scale approx 1:5600 (Crown copyright
reserved)
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Fig 84 Battledown, Basingstoke: a sensitive photograph of soilmarks taken during the dry spring of 1976. The white band on the outside of the ditches that form
the corridor approach suggests that a bank may have protected the bedrock from contemporary ploughing. This protected area is now exposed by the
modern plough, and reveals the reason for the corridor (NMR air photograph, Crown copyright reserved)

of the two techniques (Figs 80, 81). The plan resulting
from photo-interpretation lacks features found by
excavation; equally it shows others not recovered by
excavation. The ability of the air photograph to record
evidence apparently in the plough soil, and not easily
identifiable in any other way, has been reported (Bowen
1975, 109; Taylor 1979). In this particular case the
cause of feature A-B (Fig 81) is a matter of some interest,
for it was not found during excavation. The attention given
to the area, which contained clay and was much disturbed
by animals, failed to reveal any distinctive feature that
could be associated with the cropmark (Chowne, pers comm).
The absence of feature C-D need not surprise us, for it
has been shown elsewhere (Hampton 1975; Hampton &
Palmer 1977; Palmer 1978) that photographs merely record
a selection of evidence presented at a moment in time by
the interaction of crop, soil, and climate. In fact ditch
C-D averaged no more than 1 m wide by 0.47 m deep
(Chowne, pers comm); but the lack of postholes etc on the
plan (Fig 81) is largely due to the high background ‘noise’
of the crop pattern (Fig 82) masking detail which lacks
any obvious recognition factor. The excavations of 1975-78
revealed a range of occupation from 1198 + 57 BC for phase
1 to post 540 + 100 BC for phase 3A (Chowne 1980,297);

these results could only be achieved by excavation and
they draw attention to the complexity which we must
expect to find hidden within some of the plans derived from
air photographs.
Whilst the site at Billingborough North includes two
periods separated in time, that at Battledown (Fig 83) seems
to indicate a process of development of unknown duration.
Applebaum ( 1954) suggested a 1 st-4th century AD
occupation based on surface finds, but the shape of the
enclosure with a corridor entrance suggests an origin in the
late Iron Age, for it is paralleled in concept, but not in
size, with the smaller ditched ‘banjo’ enclosures, some of
which had external banks to their ‘necked’ entrances
(Perry 1970; 1982).
The earliest occupation in the area attested by soilmark
and cropmark evidence is ring-ditch A and penannular
rings B and perhaps C. The circle with a single entrance
and the barrow with an external bank — the former a
so-called ‘henge barrow’ — are thought (Ashbee 1960) to
support the claimed relationship between henges and
barrows, and here we may see both elements together.
There are some grounds for supposing that ring-ditch A did
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have an external bank, for ditch D does not cut across it but
stops short leaving a gap of about 4 m on either side;
perhaps the diggers of ditch D had to pay regard to a bank
on the outside of the ring-ditch, and this would have
similarly conditioned the construction of penannular
ring B.
The main enclosure seems to be of at least two phases,
the later characterized by the addition of the outer
enclosure ditch E. The 300 m-long corridor approach
(apparently with external banks) is crossed by ditch E (at
point F) in such a way as to reduce the width of the corridor
from c 18 m to c 10 m. The north ditch of the corridor can
be seen faintly on some of the photographs continuing
eastwards from the crossing of the ditches (point F), and it
is this evidence that leads to the conclusion that one
sensitive set of photographs taken on 26 March 1976
(Fig 84) may be right in ‘showing’ the corridor ditch
turning to the east slightly before it reaches ditch E, as
compared with all the other photographs, which show a
butt T-junction, which might suggest that ditch E preceded
the corridor. Support for the contrary view comes from the
evidence that ditch E pays no regard to the supposed
externally banked ring-ditch A (implying that the latter
was at that time no longer of significance in physical or
spiritual terms) and that the northern ditch of the corridor
continues eastwards from point F to beyond the loop
formed by ditch E. The curious acknowledgement ditch E
gives to penannular ring B, with its henge-like character,
must bring into question the latter’s true function and
lifespan.

It should be clear that the assessments made above are
no more than hypotheses to be tested, and limited sondages
at critical intersection points may go some way to providing
a sequence framework. Even so, with the information now
available, an interim evaluation can be attempted of the
complex, if only to provide guidelines to the questions to
be asked by further analytical procedures, as follows:
At some time later than the Middle Bronze Age, a
compartmented sub-circular enclosure of approximately
100 m diameter, set within an enclosed area of unknown
size, was joined by a corridor formed by ditches with
external banks to a north-south aligned boundary about
350 m to the south-west. Some time later the enclosure
was enlarged (ditch E), and then or later further
enclosures were added to the south-east. In its final form
it strongly suggests an enclosure associated with cattle
production, with a corridor leading through arable fields
to grazing.
While the immense picture of largely Roman settlements
in the Fens may be atypical because of the almost unique
physical conditions that apply in that area, the settlement
at Battledown is repeated in spirit in other parts of
southern England. But in many parts of the countryside the
palimpsest effect of man’s use of the land is evident, and
as elsewhere on the chalk-lands, in south-east Kent the hand
of man has wrought intensive destruction of the past. Yet
every so often a fragment of landscape is seen which is
tantalizingly incomplete, a fragment which leaves us to
guess at the remainder. Fig 85 shows such a situation.

At Sibertswold, at a place appropriately called Golgotha,
trackways converge on a slight hill on which were sited
over 200 Saxon barrows. Faussett (1857) records that in
1772-3 he opened 181 graves in and around 162 barrows
in two groups on Sibertswold Down, near the crossing of
the Sibertswold—Sandwich and Barham Downs- Waldershare
roads, and about 160 paces away on Barfriston Down, in
the former parish of Barfriston, 48 more in 45 barrows were
examined. In what is described as the ‘upper burial ground’
apparently Roman inurned cremations were found with
quernstone covers. On the basis of Faussett’s sketch plan,
the main cemetery appears to be sited in what is now
scrubland (Fig 85) and therefore not amenable to aerial
survey, but the ‘upper burial ground’ seems to be that
recorded by air photography. According to the OS Record
Card, the area was searched in May 1964 and nothing
was found, although to the south a householder reported
the find of human remains in his garden.
This evidence is now supported and expanded by air
photographs which not only record barrows — almost
certainly part of the cemetery examined by Faussett 200
years ago — but also set them within the context of a
landscape. The small groups of barrows illustrated in
Fig 85 can be seen to be set against a framework of
trackways, and associated with the latter are small
ditched enclosures. The ‘roads’ shown on the OS 3-in
MS drawing of c 1795 broadly agree with those on the
modern map, with one exception, and it seems likely that
they represent the roads described by Faussett; but there
is no indication on the drawing of the trackway running
south from the barrow group, which is shown by air
photography to extend 500 m to the east of the village of‘
Siberrswold.
The questions posed by this evidence are legion: what
upstanding features (other than the barrows) are implied by
these sub-surface remains? What is the relationship in time
between the trackways, cemeteries, and enclosures? What
functions did the latter perform? What sort of agricultural
landscape demands trackways with (partially?) ditched
boundaries and some ditched enclosures, yet no obvious
field boundaries? Where are the settlements? Are all the
circles barrows? These and similar questions offer a
stimulus not only to the photo-interpreter to look for
specific points, such as overlapping detail, alignments of
postholes, penannular or circular rings, etc, but also
offer guidelines for further research at all levels. For air
reconnaissance the future aim is to identify the extent of the
trackways and associated features, so that a larger context
may be seen. Ground survey might use geochemical
methods to identify the functions of the ditched enclosures
and fieldwalking to relate surface finds to the derail
recorded on the plan. Although the air-photograph
evidence suggests considerable soil erosion, highly selective
excavation might be applied at the intersection points of
detail to identify contemporaneity, and documentary
research might suggest the relationship of these cemeteries
and trackways to the historical topography of the area, and
so add to the overall understanding of the development of
the landscape. The measured likelihood of these features
providing some of the answers to the current questions of
archaeology, and even more difficult, those that may be
posed by our successors, offers some indication of their
preservation value.
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Fig 85
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Sibertswold, Kent: a reduced extract from a 1:2500 map overlay. Areas of dark soil which show clearly against the chalk background are shown by stipple, and
that immediately west of the barrow cemetery, linked to the main trackway, appears to erode the side of a small ring-ditch. The find of apparently Romano-British
cremations in the vicinity of the Saxon cemetery underlines the importance of identifying the life-span of the trackways and enclosures. Some 250 m west of
the cemetery a small rectangular enclosure impinges on a ditched trackway, and posthole alignments seem to be associated with ring-ditches. The detail
hereabouts IS not only on the threshold of perceptton, but IS also confused by marks of recent ploughing. Further observation is required to provide additional
evidence. ‘A’ marks an area of scrub and modern buildings (Crown copyright reserved)
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Fig 86 Mount Down, Winchester, Hants. Four 'long hall houses’ (A, B, C, and D) lie within a field system on a north-south alignment approximately parallel to
what appears to be a trackway (shown by a hard line). There seems no reason to doubt that the earthwork (to the west of Farley Mount) and the field
system can be conventionally assigned to the Iron Age. A trial excavation in the autumn of 1982 at the southern end of the supposed 'long hall house’ D and
the nearby 'byre' (Fig 87) revealed both to be part of an 18th or 19th century rabbit warren (Clark et al forthcoming); scale 1:6000 (Crown copyright reserved)
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Whilst the sites at Billingborough, Battledown, and
Sibertswold demonstrate the need, inter alia, to identify
contemporaneity, not only within a site but also in
relation to a wider landscape, two sites (Figs 86, 87, 88)
each exhibit, within themselves, some degree of common
identity. These features have been discussed elsewhere
(Hampton 1981) and, because of the simple shapes and
apparent unity, it was possible to make an interim
assessment of the archaeological significance.

The techniques to be applied for the enhancement of
evidence derived from aerial photography are clearly
variable according to the needs of each site, but given
the tool of a large-scale plan, it is easier to deploy
evidence of this nature into a variety of research methods.
For comparative studies of taxonomy between sites at any
level other than the very crude, there is a fundamental
need to identify contemporaneity of detail, and these
problems are illustrated by the sites discussed in this paper.
The levels of research subsequent to the act of large-scale
mapping, although they may be related primarily to
defining a ‘status’ in crude terms for administrative action,
necessarily involve archaeological studies of comparison and
ordination and are therefore of significance to the wider
scene of archaeological research.

Time has left only a chance selection of evidence of man’s
use of the land for our consideration; the realization that it
is imperfectly recorded by the air photograph reminds
us that some of our conclusions are likely to be equally
imperfect, and therefore care has to be taken when they are
used for wider discussions. Even so, we should remember
John Bradford’s injunction that ‘the determination to
enquire, and to show, how a site, a group of communities,
or even a region, functioned as a living entity, is a positive
fundamental’ in ‘achieving an overall picture of a human
community’. And the analysis of the evidence of air
photography is a step in this direction.
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Drawing style

Fig 87 A detailed plan of soilmarks of rabbit warrens and associated features:
scale 1: 1420. A subjective selection of ‘blobs’ and ‘dots’ is
included on the plan (Crown copyright resewed)

As the evidence provided by the air photograph is likely
to be amended and emended, the plans reproduced as
Figs 78, 79, 81, 82, 83, 85, 86, 87, and 88 have been
drawn in pencil, with lines of varying thicknesses to
reproduce the subtleties of the air photograph. These plans
are designed for use in the field and not specifically for
reproduction, and therefore some reduction in quality by
comparison with scribed dense ink lines is to be expected.
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Fig88
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Plan of cropmarks situated about two miles west of Malmesbury, Wilts. The marks suggest timber buildings. The largest at A is of several phases with an
overall size of 33 m x 12 m. At least fourteen ‘ancillary’ buildings have been identified, with an average size of 7 m x 13 m. Some 200 m 10 the south-west at
B there is a building of the same type and size as the smaller of the two recorded by air photography at Atcham, Shropshire. The building within the
rectangular enclosure at C can be paralleled by the Saxo-Norman churches built in flint or stone. Comparisons of size and style enable suggestions to he made
about the date and range of the features recorded by air photography; scale 1: 3450 (Crown copyright reserved)
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The publication of air photograph evidence

Rog Palmer and Derrick Riley

information they contain is wholly disproportionate to the
vast body of-air photographs stored in archives. It is
essential that progress should be made in publication, for
unless more of the records are made conveniently available,
advance in our study of man’s past will be considerably
hampered; for what branch of study is there which could
have developed without making use of the printed book?

Synopsis
The explosion of archaeological information derivedfrom
aerial reconnaissance, at present interpreted and disseminated
in various modes and with varying degrees of skill, has made
it imperative that a standard policy of publication be adopted.
The Frere four-level scheme for the publication of
excavation evidence is advocated as a model. In this case, the
air photographs themselves constitute Level I, preliminary
interpretative plan and supporting documentary evidence
Level II, and accurate plotting, accompanied b-y a full range
of tabulated statistics, Level III. Level IV, representing
publication in book or journal, provides the final synthetic
treatment, supported by analysis of the basic data and
sample illustrations at a variety of standard scales.

It must not be assumed that publication is a straightforward matter, and when maps are issued comment should
be included about problems of-interpretation. Specimen air
photographs may, for example, be reproduced in order to
give a sample of the first-hand information (eg in Riley
1980), although their selection may be made mainly with
reference to the resolution of the printed plate. Or where
high numbers of-photographs are involved, covering a large
area of land, the reliability of-interpretation may be
indicated. Information should also be given, where
available, to account for gaps in the archaeological
evidence caused by geologically unfavourable areas and
other negative zones, although it is possible that such areas
may contain upstanding monuments, or have produced
valuable detail through excavation.

Archaeological air photographs usually record isolated
monuments, but these features can be linked together to
show, over a wide area, what may be termed landscapes.
Study of these features in conjunction with local
topography may be very revealing, although the
difficulty of establishing their date adds to the problems
of archaeological interpretation. The formidable
accumulation of archaeological air photographs taken over
Britain during the last 50 years shows that these recorded
early remains - whatever their precise nature - are spread
over extensive areas of the country.

When the subject of publication is examined, therefore,
it is evident that there are many questions of-policy. When
such a vast mass of-data is available, which areas are to
be selected for full examination and discussion? How is
publication to steer between excessive detail on the one
hand, and omission of important data, in order to reduce
publication costs, on the other? What map scales should
be used in order to give an economical format and maintain
a degree of standardization which will allow comparison of
the mapped information in different volumes? How many
air photographs, if any, should be included as samples of
the original material? These and many other questions
make the formulation of a publication policy for airphotograph information as difficult as that for excavation perhaps more so, to judge by the dearth of published
material!

It has long been impossible to obtain from the
photographs a general view of what has been recorded
nationally, and it is difficult to understand the discoveries
even in a single county. Only if the information recorded
has been transferred to maps can comprehension of
results in an area begin. The three Thames Valley
publications (Benson & Miles 1974; Gates 1975; Leech
1977) are an example of what can be done for an
important region, although the authors would not claim
that the maps published were more than a first approach
to the problem of showing complicated cropmarks scattered
over large areas. A considerable amount of similar mapping
has been carried out at county centres by a wide range of
skilled and unskilled personnel, using methods that range
from sketching to computer rectification. The resulting
mapped information is, therefore, of differing reliability
and metrical accuracy (RCHM(E) 1979, 5, 18-20). Most
of this county information has not been published and can
only be consulted by making personal visits to the relevant
centres.

A method and explanation for the use of air-photograph
records may be forthcoming through analogy with artefact
studies. Archaeological examination of artefacts usually
produces two main results: a corpus and a classification.
These results, like analyses of air-photograph features in a
landscape, are linked in a circular fashion, and thus
each benefits the other. Artefacts are frequently sorted
by shape, size, and association with other items. In fact it
is the latter feature which can produce the important
chronological link, both to date certain parts of a
typological sequence and, once this has been established,
to project that dating sequence to other artefacts elsewhere.
One of the first steps in artefact studies, therefore, is
to collect together all items thought to be of the type
to be studied. When this has been done, when the corpus

Yet it is through publication of this type of mapped
information that air photography can make its most
valuable contribution to archaeology. In studies of early
landscapes only such maps or plans can synthesize the
quantities of archaeological detail recorded by several
photographers over many years. To date, published
accounts incorporating the essential maps or plans are few,
be they of single-site types or early landscapes, and the
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Table 8 Levels of publication for air-photograph information
PREPARATION AND PURPOSE

PUBLICATION

Level

Sites: individual places
Landscapes: extensive
Ways in which
at which remains have been areas of remains which can photographs are to be
recorded from the air
be linked together to give
available
maps of the early
countryside

IV

Syntheses of information
about:
a) specific classes of site
b) sites of a region
with selected accurate
plans

Comprehensive mapping
of regions chosen for
their importance with
evaluation, classification,
and discussion (eg Riley
1980)

III

Accurate plans of
examples of a certain
class of site, with
evaluation (eg St Joseph
1977)

Accurate mapping of
regions, or of sites in
their landscape setting

Scale of published
maps

End product

A selection to be
reproduced as examples
of the source material,
otherwise consult
archives

1:50,000/l:25,000 (area
map)
1:20,000/1:10,000 (key
areas)
1:5000/1:1250 + (sites)

Books in A4 format
Papers in journals

As Level IV

As Level IV, or
microfiche, where
relevant

Sites, as papers in journals
Summary reports of areas
mapped
Possible microfiche copies

Computer plots and working material
II

Sketch maps of all air-photograph features of a
region, together with details of associated finds,
related excavations, etc (eg work in progress at
many County Archaeological Units)

Selected prints filed
in Sites and Monuments
Records

Not applicable

Site and Monuments
Records

I

An reconnaissance, photography, collection, and
indexing of photographs

Stored in archives

Not applicable

National and/or local
archives
Summary reports of
aerial reconnaissance
(eg Aerial Archaeol, 2,
1978, 81-7)

is complete, then distinguishing attributes can be
sought and a detailed classification made. From this point
on – but not beforehand – newly located individual
items of that type may be linked to the main body of
information and published as such. Detailed description of
a single artefact would be meaningless without such a
reference point. Archaeological air photographs show
traces of artefacts that remain from man's use of his
enviromnent. Study of these artefacts is analogous to study
of man's more portable artefacts, and can perhaps be
based on similar methods.
Having suggested a direction for archaeological air
photography, and touched on some problems of its
communication, we must now consider suggestions for
the publication of such evidence. For this we have taken
as a model the Levels recently proposed for
excavation publication in the Department of the
Environment's Frere Report (DoE 1975). In general terms,
the DoE recommendations were that Levels I and II
comprise the working record of the site, and should be
purely archive material. Level III is basic post-excavation
data – classified finds lists, specialist reports, plus other
descriptive and analytical information – and should be
more readily available, possibly published in some form,
ie perhaps more 'library’ than 'archive’ material. Level IV
is envisaged as conventional publication of synthesized
reports, with supporting data selected from relevant
analyses and specialist reports.
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Use of air photography for study of past landscapes can
be seen to produce material which may be similarly
divided, and our reasons for adopting the DOE excavation
Levels framework to meet the needs of aerial studies are,
it is hoped, evident from what follows. In both cases we
are dealing with, and virtually overwhelmed by, increasing
quantities of the basic data. In both cases publication costs
necessitate attempts to present these data as concise and
informative syntheses. In our case the basic data are the
air photographs, which provide information from which to
make plans of features. Analyses are based on these plans
and, except for a few selected frames necessary for
fieldwork or illustration, the existing photographs then
become virtually redundant, unless necessary for
elucidation or confirmation of doubtful parts on the
plan.
Table 8 gives the essential points of a publication scheme
on which future work might be based. Level I material is
straightforward and consists of the basic data, the aerial
photographs. These should be available for inspection (and
work), as at present, in the major libraries, where an index
to all available photography would facilitate access to this
information. Material at Level II would comprise
preliminary interpretative plans plus relevant documentary
evidence. We see this Level as comprising the working
record of county and regional archaeological units.
Level III material would include accurate area maps
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showing interpreted information compiled up to a certain
and specified date, and any larger-scale plans of sites made
by combining information from several interpretative
plans. In this Level would also come reference lists and/or
plans of any classified features, plus tabulated and graphic
material relevant to any analyses. The potential bulk of
Level III data makes full publication unlikely, but specific
aspects may be covered by papers in journals. Summary
reports (in, for example, Aerial Archaeology) could perhaps
be issued as a means of disseminating knowledge about
areas studied. Careful thought is needed about the
possibilities of supplementing these summaries with
microfiche copies of maps.
As with excavation, publication at Level IV, in book or
journal form, should aim to provide syntheses supported by
example illustrations and reference to the main body
of the data, together with the relevant analyses. Map size
and scale now pose serious problems, since publication at
this Level would need, at times, to relate to plans of
regions - probably some hundreds of square kilometres in
extent. Because of the cost of maps, the basic working scale
for a large area is likely to remain at 1: 10,560 or 1: 10,000,
the use of which scale automatically imposes restrictions
on the detail that can be shown. However, there is often
need to map at a range of scales to show specific
details or associations. Using computer transformation,
there is no problem in rescaling an original interpretation
(this can be done by introducing a scaling factor, or by
redigitizing map control information at the new scales),
but a larger-scale replot is likely to necessitate reference
back to the photographs for reinterpretation of minor points
of detail that would have been lost at the original, smaller
scale. This work is extremely tedious and time consuming,
but it is necessary for plans at scales of, or greater than,
1:2500, where accurate depiction of ditch width, for
example, can be expected.
Discussion of a landscape fails if a large area cannot be
seen on one sheet. The scale to which an area can be
reduced is likely to depend on the complexity of detail and
the relevance of this in textual discussion. Work by both
writers suggests a scale of 1: 50,000 as the minimum at
which mapped detail ought to be published (see Fig 41,
this volume; Riley 1980, fig 11 - both reproduced at a
scale of approximately 1:40,000). Even at this small scale,
publication of loose sheets may be necessary, although
these add to the cost and introduce possibilities of their
loss from the volume.
It is possible to envisage a Level IV publication centred
on a set of maps of different scales in which discussion
begins with an appraisal of the area, its geography and
geology, and the manner in which archaeological features
relate to and exploit the territory. A map at 1:50,000 or
1:25,000 would cover the whole area. Then, using a scale
between 1:20,000 and 1: 10,000, examination and analysis
of associations could be carried out and suggestions made
as to cohesive units of land-use and broad chronological
phases. At a larger scale (eg, drawn at 1:2500 and reduced
to 1:5000 for publication) specific details could be
discussed, with reference to morphological types or
‘grammatical’ characteristics that are thought to be of
importance in understanding functions or proposing date

ranges of sites. In this way, publication of aerially derived
information would be akin to a good excavation report showing and discussing an overall plan and its context,
as well as details of sections or structures, and selected
artefacts. Written description and deductions would refer
to, and progress from, the mapped information and
Level III analytical data. Photographs could be included
as samples of the original data, or if they were the most
effective way of depicting a feature.
As an example, refinement of Levels of publication for
aerial information is summarized below with reference to
material resulting from research in 4050 sq km of Wessex
(Palmer 1979):
Level I
Air photographs consulted came from the
libraries of the Committee for Aerial Photography,
Cambridge, and the National Monuments Record Air
Photographs Unit, London, where they remain and are
available for inspection.
Level II
Material was not produced at this Level.
Level III
Copies of the 156 working maps which cover
the area at 1: 10,560 have been made by the RCHM( E),
and sets are retained at the NMR APU and at the
RCHM(E) Salisbury office. Paper tapes resulting from
the digitizing of interpreted information have been
given to the NMR APU, through which copies of output
plans may eventually be available on request. Output
plans from the Cambridge computer at 1: 10,560, 1:5000,
and 1:2500 have been retained for current work directed at
Level IV publication, as have coded lists, graphs, and other
analytical material.
Level IV
Work is currently in hand for publication of
the Danebury area (450 sq km) in Hampshire. It is
proposed to use a complementary series of plans, drawn
at 1:25,000, 1: 10,560, and 1:2500 to show
respectively the whole area, localized detail, and site
detail. Such a range of-scales is necessary to optimize
discussion of the area: the degree of reduction - if any for publication has not yet been finalized.1
A point which was raised a number of-times at the 1980
Nottingham Symposium was: who are we publishing for? It
has, for example, been a frequently heard complaint
that archaeologists do not take sufficient notice of-aerial
specialists, but that is possibly the fault of the latter for
not presenting their material in a form which would enable
its linking to the known pattern of the past. Archaeology
is a fluid study in which the main concepts and facts change
slowly as new information becomes available and is
absorbed into the structure of the discipline. With the
post-war increase in the number of practising archaeologists,
and the consequent specialization of its component
subjects, it has too frequently become a mere medley of
greatly detailed research programmes directed at tiny
sectors of man’s past history.
Archaeology has tended to become a study of facts in
isolation. Its present day practitioners have lost, it seems,
the earlier ability to synthesize information. This is partly
due to the increase in available data which, in turn, makes
attempts at synthesis outdated before publication. In
essence, each archaeologist tends to extract from new
information only what is relevant to his own small sector
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of the overall study. To affect the main stream of
archaeology, each specialization needs the means to relate
its results to the basic record of man's past development.
The bulk of our archaeological aerial record still waits to be
assimilated into the framework of the discipline, and it is
towards this ultimate aim that our publications, and our
publication policy, should be directed.

Note
1 This work, to be published by RCHM(E) in 1983/4, includes maps and
plans at 1:25,000, 1:10,000, and 1:2500. These were originally drawn
at 1:20,000 (approx), 1:5000, and 1:2500 respectively.
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The testimony of the topsoil

A J Clark

Synopsis
Methods of ground-based survey — fieldwalking, geophysics,
andgeochemistry — which amplify and assist in the assessment
of air photographic evidence are discussed, with special
reference to the ability of topsoil to preserve coherent and
sometimes detailed archaeological evidence, and the use of soil
magnetic susceptibility measurement to detect this evidence.
An example of fieldwalking at A Ardleigh, Essex, is given, and
of the application of the scientific methods at contrasting
scales on the large multi-period sire at Maxey, Cambridgeshire,
and the henge monument of Coneybury, Amesbury,
Wiltshire.
The original title of this paper was the longest in the
symposium: ‘Maxey: a test case for the use of geophysical
and geochemical methods for the evaluation of sites
recorded by air photography’. It is now the shortest and
most general, in recognition of the awareness, which has
increased even since the first title was conceived, of the
importance of the main subject: the role of the topsoil in
the preservation of archaeological evidence.
Geophysical surveys have for some years been used
routinely, if sparingly, to produce accurate plans of sites
recorded by air photography. As well as aiding precise
rectification, they can often, if soil conditions are right,
add detail or even major features to what the photograph
reveals. For instance, the fluxgate gradiometer magnetic
survey shown in Fig 89, built up of automatically plotted
traces 1 m apart, was made of a Roman period site at Danby
Wiske, Yorkshire (NGR SE 340967) on the proposed line
of a gas pipe. Where an air photograph showed merely
an amorphous suggestion of a rectangle, the survey revealed
a double ditched enclosure containing circular features.
At least two phases were evident from the way the southern
corner of this enclosure intersects the corner of another,
and one of the circular features has changed its centre.
The nature of these is not yet known — they seem too
substantial to be hut circles. The fillings of some of these
ditches, on a sandy soil, so clearly revealed by their
magnetic enhancement, were hardly visible to the eye in
subsequent machine-cut test trenches. Such features are
detectable by the magnetometer because topsoil silted into
them is more magnetic than subsoil or bedrock, owing to
the magnetic susceptibility of iron oxides that it contains.
Not only does topsoil often contain a greater concentration
of these oxides than do the associated substrata, but in
the topsoil there tends to be a higher ratio of a more
magnetic form, especially where there has been human
occupation. Le Borgne has postulated two mechanisms for
this change — the effect of burning, and a ‘fermentation’
effect associated with the decomposition of organic material
(Tite 1972; Aitken 1974). In Fig 89, there is a tendency for
the ditches to become less clearly detectable away from the
main enclosure, within which occupation was presumably
most intense,

The fact that most of the archaeological features that
we excavate are only visible because they penetrate the
substrata must not distract us from the fact that human
beings, in the past as now, live their lives on the surface
and expend the effort to dig into the bedrock as
infrequently as possible, so that much has been lost on
ploughland sites without occupational stratigraphy. But
what can the topsoil tell us? Magnetometers detect local
changes in the Earth’s magnetic field caused by soil
that has silted into features cut into the ground, but
they are inefficient at detecting magnetic changes in the
relatively thin and even cover of soil that has not been
displaced. However, soil susceptibility meters, which
generate their own field, are able to examine the magnetic
properties of the soil, using either prepared samples
measured in the laboratory, or field apparatus. By means
of such instruments, the magnetic enhancement of soil
on archaeological sites has been demonstrated, even
in the absence of distinct features (Tite 1972). The
enhancement of phosphate in the soil cover of
archaeological sites is also well established; but it has been
generally assumed that these enhancements, especially
where ploughing has been prolonged, would be too
diffuse to provide more than a broad definition of sites.
However, several lines of enquiry have converged to
show that this need not be so. Bowen, in the proceedings
of the first of-these symposia (Bowen 1975), demonstrated
that some archaeological features are visible from the air,
yet penetrate the bedrock very little or not at all;
Taylor (1979) showed that such features, originally ditches,
could remain in topsoil as differences in texture and
enhanced organic content; and the AM Laboratory
Geophysics Section has found that they can be just
detectable, when sufficiently coherent, by magnetometer
and resistivity surveys.
Experiments by P J Reynolds at Butser Ancient Farm
Project are showing that when simulated sherds (of plastic
and containing magnets that enable them to be relocated
by magnetometer) are implanted in the ground they are
moved very little by repeated ploughings, even on sloping
ground. Gingell and Schadla-Hall (1980) have shown that
there can be little movement in topsoil of artefacts derived
from Bronze Age pits. Fieldwalking exercises have also
demonstrated that the surface distribution of artefactual
material can respect ancient boundaries with remarkable
precision, even after they have been levelled by centuries
of ploughing. The site at Ardleigh, Essex (NGR
TM 056285), illustrates this well, and I am indebted
to J Hinchliffe of the DoE Central Excavation Unit
for the following notes. The plan (Fig 90) represents a
plot of the density of Romano-British pottery superimposed
on cropmarks indicating a trackway and enclosure system.
It was known from earlier excavations and observations
that the field contained an area of Romano-British
occupation. Systematic surface collection of occupation-
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Fig 89
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Part of the Ancient Monuments Laboratory fluxgate gradiometer survey at Danby Wiske. The component strips are 30 m wide; the spacing of the traverses
is 1 m. The sensitivity was set so that a signal of 20 gamma (nanotesla) vertical gradient per metre gave a deflection equal to the basic spacing between the
lines, which was 10 mm on the original plots from which this montage was made

derived material on a grid of 5 m squares enabled the
area of this settlement to be defined, clearly indicating it
to be external to the large rectangular enclosure occupying
the north-western part of the field. Subsequent excavation
confirmed the evidence of the surface material, demonstrating
that the settlement consisted of a series of rectangular
enclosures laid out in the first half of the 1st century AD
on the exterior of a larger Bronze Age enclosure, whose
substantial ditch would still have been a visible feature
at this time. Excavation would probably also indicate that
the localized intensifications of pottery in the ploughsoil
within the area of the Romano-British settlement mark the
sites of structures of which almost all traces have been
removed by the plough. The concentration which
encroaches upon the Bronze Age enclosure, just to the
north of its south-eastern entrance, was found to mark the
site of a 2nd century pottery kiln.
Craddock (forthcoming) has found that areas of
phosphate enhancement on prehistoric sites in ploughland

can retain their definition well, and Littler and Clark
(Clark 1977) demonstrated that this applies also to
magnetic enhancement, which can define areas different
from those defined by phosphate. This was unexpected
because, following le Borgne, it was assumed that
magnetism was enhanced by the same decomposed detritus
of occupation as phosphate, so that the two methods would
be equivalent indicators of occupation; but it seems that on
some sites, at least, they can be used to distinguish
between human dwelling areas, where magnetic
susceptibility is the more enhanced by the lighting of fires,
and areas of waste disposal and stock enclosure, where
phosphate increase is dominant. Laboratory work by Tite
(1972) and field experiments at Butser (Beighton 1981)
have confirmed the enhancement of susceptibility by
heating, but the 'fermentation’ effect, which should be
brought about by the same types of organic material
that cause phosphate enhancement, has not been confirmed
in the field at Butser or in the laboratory.
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Fig 90

The Ardleigh fieldwalking exercise: distribution of Romano-British pottery in relation to cropmarks (Drawing: Siriol Hinchliffe)
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Fig 91 he Maxey east field 5 m A horizon phosphate survey. The four dot density levels are in steps of half the standard deviation above the mean. This and Fig 92
are bused upon computer contour plots

As gravel extraction moves inexorably across the
well-known multi-period cropmark site at Maxey
(NGR TF 128077), in the valley of the River Welland,
11 km north-west of the centre of Peterborough, the need
for renewed investigation has provided an opportunity for
the Welland Valley ream of the Cambridgeshire
Archaeological Committee to test the effectiveness of the
various forms of non-excavational archaeology — or
‘survey excavation’, as it is termed by Pryor (1980). The
site is divided into two large modern fields, the east and
west fields. Initially a 30 m wide strip (all that time was
available for) across both fields was surveyed by fluxgate
gradiometer by the AM Laboratory team (David 1979);
then phosphate and magnetic susceptibility samples were
taken on a 5 m grid from the A (topsoil) horizon, and the
phosphate sampling was repeated on the C (natural gravel)
horizon after topsoil clearance. The grid was also used for
the surface collection of artefacts, and a metal detector
survey was also carried out, but proved to be of little value
(Crowther 1981). Figs 91 and 92 show the A horizon
surveys superimposed on a plan of the features in the east
field as excavated. The surveys were first plotted as
contours by computer, but, when combined with the
feature plan, this method was confusing and is replaced
here by a dot density representation. A north-south

medieval ridge-and-furrow system cutting through the
whole area seems to have had some effect on the
distribution of enhancement, but valuable information has
survived: an area of intensive Romano-British activity at
A (Fig 91) is marked on both surveys by enhancement
as well as by a concentration of pottery finds, suggestive
of both burning and the disposal of organic waste, or
the burning of organic material; however, one cannot
readily tell on a multi-period site such as this whether these
activities were simultaneous or successive. On the
phosphate survey, there is a clear contrast between the
ring-ditched enclosures, presumably buildings, at B and C,
suggesting human habitation of B and animal occupation
of C; and this interpretation is reinforced by a slight
increase in magnetic susceptibility within B. The possible
house at D behaves like examples at Fengate (Craddock
forthcoming), where phosphate enhancement just outside
the entrance indicates a sensible approach to waste disposal.
Distinct areas of magnetic rather than phosphate
enhancement in the late Iron Age or Roman period
complex around E suggest a concentration here of human
occupation and possibly industrial activity, and not the
containment of stock. More intensive phosphate surveys,
at 1 m and 0.5 m grid intervals, of selected areas of the
east field generally confirmed the results of the 5 m
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Fig 92
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The Maxey east field 5 m A horizon magnetic susceptibility survey, The four dot density levels are in steps of half the standard deviation above the mean

survey and added some useful detail to it, although the
0.5 m interval did not seem to produce any more
information than the 1 m. Samples taken from the fillings
of individual features generally- reflected in intensified form
the results from the A horizon. The C horizon survey
was of little value, showing that most of the phosphate
had remained bound up with the topsoil.
The fluxgate gradiometer survey strip is superimposed
on Fig 92 and the features located are blackened in.
Comparison with Fig 91 shows that some minor features
have been missed, but two linear features appear,
apparently narrow ditches, that were not found on the air
photographs or in excavation. The shorter of these,
near the east end of the strip, which links up quite
convincingly with a wide ditch, was perhaps cut only into
the B horizon and not observed. The longer feature is more
problematical. Its indications on the survey traces cut
across the medieval furrows, yet those of the substantial
known ditches are often interrupted or suppressed by
them; it is strikingly parallel to the ancient ditch system, yet
the modern boundaries also preserve the old orientation
quite precisely. Thus one should perhaps suspect that
this feature was fairly shallow yet undispersed, and
therefore probably quite modern. Such an effect can be
produced by a cultivation ridge across a field, although

the surveyors cannot recall such a feature. It therefore
remains rather mysterious, but at least the survey drew
attention to an otherwise undetected feature that could
have been archaeologically significant. Some anomalies
interpreted as pits could be pieces of fairly deep iron.
In the Maxey west field, the magnetometer survey
revealed part of a most unusual Iron Age clay oven that
had been thrown into a pit sealed beneath a gravel filling
at first thought to be natural; that this oven fragment had
been displaced from its original position was predictable
from the topsoil surveys which showed no magnetic
susceptibility enhancement but a strong phosphate
increase, presumably due to the pit filling. The oven has
been lifted by the AM Laboratory Conservation Section.
The magnetic susceptibility survey responded strongly
to a major north-south ditch of Iron Age date, indicating
that its upper part had been ploughed out; and the
phosphate survey clearly showed general enhancement to
the east of the ditch, strongly suggesting that it was a
major stock enclosure. There is also a henge in the west
field, and areas of phosphate enhancement between its
inner and outer ditches seem to be related to its use,
because these ditches were obliterated before later
occupation took place.
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to irregularities in the ground, the field coil is generally
the less precise, but this can be compensated for by the
rapidity with which it can be used to take numerous
readings, which can be smoothed mathematically; also,
although carefully prepared laboratory samples give the
most accurate values for the magnetic susceptibility of the
soil itself, the field coil is affected by both the soil and
its admixture of stones etc, which can sometimes be
more revealing. By taking readings at intervals of 1 m
along traverses 0.5 m apart and alternately displaced
by 0.5 m, an effective grid of 0.7 m squares was
achieved with double the reading density of the more
normal 1 m grid. Samples of topsoil were also collected
on a 6 m grid for comparison in the laboratory coil and
on a 3 m grid for phosphate tests, but these have not
yet been studied.

Fig 93 Coneybury henge: part of the fluxgate gradiometer survey that revealed
the ditch and the external pit (left margin, near top). The area shown
is 60 m square and was surveyed in two 30 m strips. The mean ditch
anomaly is about 5 gamma (nT) vertical gradient per metre. The
sharp, narrow spikes are caused by near-surface recent iron

In contrast to Maxey, the work on the small henge on
Coneybury Hill, Amesbury, close to Stonehenge
(NGR SU 134416), exemplifies the intensive
application to a small area of the same geophysical and
geochemical techniques, with the addition of resistivity.
An air photograph published by the RCHM(E) (1979)
revealed the ditch as a strong cropmark with the entrance
showing clearly; three marks clustered about the centre
suggest small pits, and a faint surrounding halo of
lightness in the crop perhaps the remains of the bank. Prior
to test excavation by the Wessex Archaeological Committee
in 1980, a rapid scan with the fluxgate gradiometer (Clark
1975a; 1975b) located the ditch within minutes, and a grid
laid out on the basis of this was found to be so accurate
when surveyed in detail with automatic recording (Fig 93)
that it was used unmodified for the excavation. The
detailed survey showed the ditch in its entirety, but was
not clearly responsive to any pits except for a substantial
external one, which was confirmed by excavation, A
resistivity survey (Twin Electrode configuration; 0.5 m
probe spacing; 1 m reading interval) gave high readings
outside the ditch (Fig 94), adding further evidence that
some of the bank remained.
A new magnetic susceptibility meter, produced by
Bartington Instruments, was used on this site. This
instrument has alternative measurement coils for laboratory
and field use. The field coil, with a diameter of 180 mm,
has an effective penetration of about 120 mm, and
therefore its response is almost invariably to the topsoil
only, whereas previous instruments have had greater
penetration and were thus liable to produce readings
confused by varying topsoil depth and actual features cut
into subsoil or bedrock. However, because of sensitivity

Fig 94, which summarizes the geophysical work on the
site, shows the ditch as revealed by the magnetometer
survey as a solid line, and a broken line indicates the
approximate outer limit of the bank as revealed by
resistivity. The magnetic susceptibility survey is
represented by the computer-produced symbol plot within
the rectangular frame. Taking the mean general
background level of the field as zero, readings above this
are shown as black squares proportional in size to their
value above the norm, and those below this level are
shown as open triangles. There is a distinct concentration
of high readings on the axis of the henge just
west-south-west of its centre. Phosphate samples were taken
at 1 m intervals on two lines parallel to the axes of the
grid and crossing at the centre of the magnetic
concentration, but no coincident enhancement of
phosphate could be detected. Excavation showed that this
was a blank area surrounded by small, sterile pits, so the
interpretation was that fires had been lit here, but that
animal matter had not been burnt. Scattered high readings
over the ditch are probably due to some bringing up of
ditch material by the plough; others, at the entrance, where
the soil was deep, may have a similar explanation, or
again may be caused by burning. The continuing process of
plough erosion is demonstrated more dramatically by
diagonal lines of low readings along the direction of
cultivation, where the plough must be cutting into the
bedrock and diluting the magnetic topsoil with chalk.
Fig 94 contains information about the Coneybury henge
that was not accessible – at least in the present state of
those arts – from air photography or even from
excavation,1 possibly throwing light on the very practices
that took place within it; and the broader picture of Maxey
was also invaluably enhanced by the topsoil surveys. Sites
of some types and in some conditions will benefit less from
some or all of the survey methods described, but the
days are now past when a site can be stripped of topsoil
without consideration of the information that it may
preserve. In an academic and economic climate where the
emphasis is moving to preservation, these methods are
ready to be used alongside air photography as a complement
and guide to more compact excavation, or even as a
substitute for it.
As always, I must record my warmest thanks to my
colleagues in the Geophysics Section of the Ancient
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Fig 94
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Coneybury henge: computer plot of the magnetic susceptibility survey (framed) superimposed on interpretations of the fluxgate gradiometer survey (solid
fine &fining the ditch and pit) and
the resistivity survey (broken line representing the outer edge of the bank). The side lengths of the squares and
triangles increase in steps of 1.6 x 10 -8 SI/kg above and below the site background level. The squares are in five steps between 34 and 42 x 10 8 SI/kg; the
triangles are in four steps between 29.2 and 22.8 x 10 -8 SI/kg
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Monuments Laboratory – Alister Bartlett, Andrew David,
and David Haddon-Reece – who did the magnetic and
resistivity surveys described above. The computer plotting,
carried out on a Nova minicomputer in Surrey University
Physics Department, as well as the development of the
programs, is also due to Mr Bartlett. It has been a
pleasure to work with Francis Pryor, director of the
Welland Valley Project, and with David Gurney, who
measured the phosphate and magnetic susceptibility
samples from Maxey and produced the dot density plots
upon which Figs 91 and 92 are based. I am also grateful
for the enthusiastic cooperation and help of Julian
Richards, director of the Coneybury excavation.

Note
1 The Coneybury excavation was carried out with special care, and
all the soil was sieved. Analysis of results since this paper was written
has shown a close correlation between the weight of burnt flint
per sq m and the magnetic susceptibility survey. A remarkable detail
thus revealed iS that the maximum density of flint surrounds
rather than exactly coincides with the central susceptibility maximum.
On stone-free sites such tangible confirmation of the magnetic
evidence would not be obtainable.
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At Strageath a depth of soil disturbance consistent with
ard cultivation has been noted in soil thin sections. The
sites at Strathallan and Strageath lie only about 3.2 km
apart on similar fluvioglacial terrace sites at c 30 m OD on
the south bank of the River Earn. They are a well-matched
pair of sites, which offer some insight into the longer term
effects of subsistence agriculture on favourable lowland
soils, over a time span of 1700 or 1800 years. At Scord
of Brouster in Shetland, where subsistence agriculture
may have been practised over a similar time span (Whittle
1979; 1980), but under more severe constraints of climate
and soil, rather different consequences can be
demonstrated.

Synopsis
This paper describes the results of applying innovatory
techniques to the study of morphology in buried palaeosols
at four excavated sites in Scotland, of widely differing date,
two of which may be classified as air-photograph sites.
It is shown that profile morphology, as determined by
comparison of weathering rims on small stones in the A
horizon, remained stable throughout a long period of
cultivation, and hence inferences may be drawn about
long-term prehistoric agricultural practices which have left
no recognizable structural traces. Similarly, the mobilization
and deposition of colloidal suspensions of clay as the
oriented fining of soilpores is interpreted as evidence of
mechanical damage resulting from ard cultivation.

Strathallan

Introduction

The mound at Strathallan was originally about 5.5 m high
and 40 m in diameter and was constructed for the most
part of surface soil, subsoil gravel, and field stones. In the
south-east quadrant, however, the upper 2 m of the mound,
as sampled on the south face of the east balk, consisted of
reddish brown turf material underlain by about 1.5 m of
compact olive, yellowish brown, and brown fluvioglacial
silt derived from the lower half of the peripheral ditch in
this quadrant. Below the silt there was a layer of large
boulders underlain by a rather coarse textured reddish
brown basal deposit, which appeared to be a mixture of
surface soil and gravel subsoil, probably derived from the
upper half of the ditch.

In a previous paper (Romans & Robertson 1975a), an
attempt was made to outline the progressive evolution of
Scottish soils from brown forest soils under deciduous
woodland in the Neolithic period to the more leached
podzolic soils which begin to appear in the Iron
Age-Roman period. Agricultural use could reasonably
be inferred in respect of the buried palaeosols at Dalladies
barrow near Edzell in Angus (Piggott 1973) and at
Boghead Mound near Fochabers in Morayshire. On the
other sites described only a more general link with human
settlement was established.
The present account is based on a number of other sites
in Scotland where evidence of former cultivation could
be demonstrated by archaeological field evidence or by
subsequent micromorphological investigation. The most
significant new information has come from the mound
and henge at North Mains of Strathallan (NGR NN 927162)
near Auchterarder in Perthshire, which was excavated by
Mr G Barclay (1980). The evidence from Strathallan
has been confirmed and supplemented by examination of
material from the Roman fort at Strageath Mains
(NGR NN 898180) near Crieff in Perthshire, which was
excavated by Professor S S Frere. Additional material has
been made available by Mr T Cowie from a buried land
surface in sand dunes at Torrs Warren (NGR NX 129546),
Luce Bay, Wigtownshire. Contrasting but complementary
information has come from the fields and house sites of
an early agricultural land holding at Scord of Brouster
(NGR HU 257516) in Shetland which was excavated in
1977-79 by Dr A Whittle.

Below the mound there were parallel, east-west trending,
low cultivation ridges, spaced about 2 m apart from crest
to crest. The profile through the central part of a ridge in
the south east quadrant had a firm, non-porous, dark
reddish-grey silty clay loam surface A2g horizon about
30 mm thick, underlain by a soft red thin iron pan which
varied from a continuous ochreous line to discontinuous
patches of ochreous mottling. The surface A2g horizon ran
ubiquitously over ridges and hollows, and over flat ground
in the central area. Below the A2g there was a dark
reddish-brown silty fine sandy loam A horizon, somewhat
softer and more friable than the A2g and up to 140 mm in
thickness. This was underlain by a soft and friable
yellowish-red silty fine sandy loam B horizon, about
170 mm thick, with weak subangular blocky structure.
Both A and B horizons were moderately stony with small
stones < 40 mm in the A horizon and between 10 and 120 mm
in size in the B horizon. Below the B horizon there was a
transition into dark reddish-brown gravel, fairly compact
in the upper part but loose and incoherent below. At about
1.7 m below the old land surface there was a sharp change
into brown and reddish-brown laminated fluvioglacial silt.

At Dalladies barrow and Boghead Mound it was inferred
that pre-5000 years bp cultivation had involved the ‘slash
and burn’ technique, but at Strathallan on the old land
surface, radiocarbon dated at 3805 ± 100 bp (Barclay 1980),
a clear pattern of parallel cultivation ridges was
uncovered after the mound was removed; and at Torrs
Warren ard marks were recorded (T Cowie, pers comm).

Near-surface formation of a thin iron pan has been
associated elsewhere (Crompton 1966) with the
development of a mor humus mat on deteriorating acid
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pasture, under rather wet climatic conditions. Locally the
development of a similar surface condition has been noted
on a newly drained grass ley only a few miles from
Strathallan, after grazing by sheep in wet conditions
(B M Shipley, pers comm). A buried soil profile very
similar to that below the mound was present below
remnants of the henge bank. The compact surface A 2g was
present, but without soft thin iron pan at the base. A flat
land surface, without cultivation ridges, was present.
Standard 75 x 55 mm soil thin sections for
micromorphological examination were prepared from
undisturbed soil samples at close spacing over the upper
2.3 m of the mound, from the buried soil on three
cultivation ridges, and from the buried soil below the henge
bank at two locations. Special attention was given to two
features in the thin sections - firstly, to the presence or
absence of iron-stained weathering rims on small stones,
and the intensity of any secondary peripheral bleaching of‘
such iron-stained rims; and secondly, to the total number
of soil pores within each thin section which were lined
or infilled with coatings of oriented clay, with a qualitative
assessment of the relative thickness of pore linings.
Previous work on soils of the Ettrick Association
(Romans & Robertson 1975b) has shown that, where
suitable rock material is present in the soil, the presence
or absence in the upper 300 mm of the profile of
iron-stained weathering rims on small stones and the
intensity of-any secondary peripheral bleaching of such
Iron-stained rims can be correlated with profile
macromorphology. The A horizons of brown forest soils
which are or have until recently been under more or less
continuous deciduous woodland may or may not contain
small stones with weakly developed iron-stained rims. Such
soils usually still support an earthworm population. When
the forest cycle has been severely disrupted, acid brown
soils are developed, and A horizon thin sections may show
a range of stone rim weathering from well-defined
iron-stained rims to iron-stained rims with peripheral
bleaching 0.1 mm or rather more in width. Earthworm
activity in these soils is minimal.
When the bleached rims on stones exceed a millimetre
in width near the surface and decrease gradually in width
with depth, fading out not more than 250 - 300 mm below
mineral ground surface, the semi-natural soil is usually a
podzol or peaty podzol. Earthworms are absent in this
context. At Strathallan the presence of scattered small
stones with iron-stained rims, on which secondary bleached
rims up to 0.1 mm wide are occasionally present, is a
common feature of all the thin sections prepared from turf
material from the upper 2 m of the mound and from the
surface layers of the buried soils under the mound and
henge. This indicates that acid brown soils with very
similar morphology and minimal worm population were
widely distributed over the flat terrace when the henge
and mound were constructed.
The micromorphological indications of a low level
worm population are confirmed by the low pH (4.1 to 4.3)
and low organic matter content ( c 1% with carbon/nitrogen
ratio 7 to 9) of turf material from the mound (Edwards
& Lofty 1972; 1975). The somewhat higher pH (5.7)
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recorded in the A horizon of the buried soil under the
mound probably reflects recent agricultural liming, a
porous gravel subsoil, and post-construction rise of the soil
water-table below the mound. The organic content of the
present-day plough layer in the surrounding fields is
8 to l0%, with carbon/nitrogen ratio between 9 and 12.
Except in the to four soil thin section from the upper
2 m of the mound profile the total count of oriented
clay-lined pores per soil thin section generally ranged from
several hundred to over a thousand. In the top four slides
the greatly reduced count was the result of demage and
disruption of original turf material during the development
of the post-construction soil profile. Very occasional
discoloured remnants of oriented clay pore-linings were
present to within 70 or 80 mm of the mound surface. The
general distribution of oriented clay-lined pores throughout
the upper 2.3 m of the mound is shown in fig 95. Two
major pore count maxima are present. Individual soil pores
are most heavily lined with oriented clay at he maxima.
and most weakly lined at the minimun ( c 1.8 m). In
most soil pores the clay lining is thickest on the lower wall
of the pores, as would be consistent with vertical
translocation of a colloidal suspension of clay. There are a
few local exception where tow sets of pores are present,
aligned approximately at right-angles to each other, with
the dominant set vertically aligned. This would suggest
that some oriented clay-lined pores were present in the
turf material when it was dumped on the mound, but that
the greater part was mobilized and deposited after
construction. The layer of compacted silt below the
reddish-brown turf layer consists of slightly distorted lumps
of laminated fluvioglacial silt pressed together with a little
disrupted debris between the lumps. Maximun deposition
of oriented clay in pores in the lower part of the
reddish-brown turf layer took place just at, and above,
the interface with the compacted silt below, but some of
the translocated clay crossed the interface and was
deposited in pores in the interped debris between the lumps
of laminated silt. This clearly indicated that the clay was
mobilized and translocated after construction.
It has often been noted that when a soil profile is dug
shortly after a prolonged period of rain, the flow of water
from the saturated surface layers is at first milky with
suspended clay where it flows over the B and C horizons,
but it soon clears and flows clean thereafter. This
demonstrates that clay is readily washed off recently cut
surfaces, but that undamaged structure faces remain
resistant and stable. It is, therefore, reasonable to suppose
that clay mobilization, translocation, and deposition took
place within the Strathallan mound during the first period
of really heavy rainfall after construction had been
completed. The two episodes of clay translocation in the
upper and lowest parts of the 2 m of stacked turf should,
therefore, correspond to two separate construction phases.
This finding appears to be consistent with the
archaeological evidence. Oriented clay-lined pores are
present in the surface layers of the buried soils on
cultivation ridges below the mound, and in the surface
layers of the flat land surface below the henge bank. The
numbers of clay-lined pores and the amounts of clay
deposited are considerably less than within the mound
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Number of pores lined with oriented clay per soil thin section

Fig 95

Distribution of pores lined with oriented clay through the upper 2.3 m of the mound at North Mains/arm, Strathallan
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profile. On the cultivation ridges maximum deposition of
clay has taken place in the upper 40 to 50 mm, and on the
flat land surface below the henge bank in the upper
120 mm. As mechanical damage of relatively unweathered
soil, whose structural stability has already been reduced by
diminution of its natural organic matter content and soil
fauna, can be pinpointed as the precursor of the
mobilization, translocation, and deposition of clay within
the mound, it is reasonable to infer that there has been
shallow hoe cultivation on the ridges and ard ploughing on
the flat land surface below the henge. The compacted
A 2g horizon and well-developed soft thin iron pan
present on the old land surface below the mound suggest
that cultivation had been discontinued and replaced by
grazing or protective night-folding of-stock for some years
before the mound was built. The total phosphate level of
c 200 mg P2O 5 per 100 g soil in all the samples of mound
turf and buried soil A horizon which have been analysed
is consistent with this hypothesis. Seasonal grazing of
arable land in the autumn after harvest and/or in spring
before cultivation would help to maintain fertility and
account for the compacted A2g horizon, without underlying
soft thin iron pan which is present on the flat land surface
under the henge bank.

Strageath
The turf ramparts of the Roman fort at Strageath are
believed to have been built in AD 82/83 (Prof S S Frere,
pers comm). In 1974 undisturbed soil samples for thin
section preparation were collected from the buried soil
below the east rampart. Later in 1977 an additional set of
samples was taken through the turfs of the west rampart
and the buried soil surface below. The soil parent material
on the 30 m terrace at Strageath was fluvioglacial loamy
fine sand.
The profile below the east rampart was an acid brown
soil with a brown to dark-brown A horizon about 100 mm
thick. The organic matter content of the A horizon varied
from 1 to 2%, with a carbon/nitrogen ratio between 10 and
12. The total phosphate content of the A horizon varied
from 250 to 350 mg per 100 g soil. Allowing for differences
in soil parent material and the absence of a surface A2g
horizon, the profile was similar to the buried soils at
Strathallan. The west rampart section was rather different.
The stacked turf forming the rampart was dark in colour
and the buried soil had more the appearance of acid
brown soil intergrading towards podzol. The surface layer
contained c 18% organic matter with C/N ratio of 16.
At 80-100 mm below the old land surface the organic
matter content had fallen to c 3% with C/N ratio of 7,
confirming the macromorphological indications.
Micromorphological examination showed that a few
small stones with stained rims were present in the buried
soil below the east rampart, and one had a very weak.
peripheral bleached rim<0.1 mm wide. Scarce diatom
fragments were present to about 90 mm below the old
land surface, and a few soil pores were weakly lined with
oriented silt and clay-lined pores in the A horizon of the
surface down to c 170 mm. Charcoal fragments were
few, scattered, and small. In the soil below the west
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rampart a single 40 x 10 mm stone near the surface had
a bleached rim c 0.8 mm wide on the upper surface and
0.3 mm wide on the lower surface. In the dark rampart turf
there were additional scattered stones with peripheral
bleached rims 0.5 to 0.8 mm in width. Patches of whole
and broken diatoms were present locally in the A horizon
of the buried soil down to c 90 mm below the old land
surface. Similar patches of whole and fragmentary diatoms
were scattered throughout the rampart turf. Pores lined
with oriented silt and clay were very scarce throughout
the buried A horizon and in the rampart turf (where they
sometimes show secondary humus-iron staining).
Scattered charcoal fragments were present; most of the
charcoal is unidentified, but a few fragments are probably
oak charcoal.
About 1.6 km east-north-east of the fort at Strageath,
a Roman road crosses the southern edge of Innerpeffray
wood. An undisturbed sample from below the road showed
the presence of a narrow band of unbroken diatoms on the
old land surface. This is believed to be a local windblown
deposit, as diatoms have been found in the surface layers
of several other local soil profiles, including the modern
soil developed on Strathallan mound. Diatoms were absent
from the A horizon of the buried soil below Strathallan
mound, Bearing in mind the lessons learned from
Strathallan mound, it is suggested that the presence of
oriented silt and clay-lined pores in the A horizon of the
buried soil below the east rampart at Strageath, coupled
with the presence of scarce diatom fragments to a depth of
90 mm, may indicate that this was infield land under
regular ard cultivation prior to the Roman occupation.
The indications below the west rampart suggest that this
land was outfield grazing which, though occasionally
cultivated, had lain fallow long enough to reform a
coherent surface turf.

Torrs Warren
At Torrs Warren undisturbed soil samples from a buried
land surface on the sand dunes c 15 m above OD were
collected by Mr C J Bown of the Soil Survey and
submitted for micromorphological examination. At one
of the two localities sampled the profile was a humus-iron
podzol, and at the other a peaty podzol. In soil thin
sections small circular pores with black and brown
pore-linings were present from 20 to 140 mm below the
old land surface in the humus-iron podzol profile and
from 60 to 110 mm in the peaty podzol. From 20 to
130 mm below the old land surface of the humus-iron
podzol all the pore-linings were quite opaque, but between
130 and 140 mm some of them were noticeably
birefringent under polarized light, indicating that all the
circular pores had been originally lined with oriented clay.
The oriented clay pore-linings in the upper 130 mm of
the humus-iron podzol and throughout the A horizon
of the peaty podzol may be assumed to have been
subsequently destroyed by reactive leachates. Small
scattered fragments of wood charcoal, including some oak
charcoal, were present in the upper 200-300 mm in both
profiles. The archaeological site evidence indicates a
probable correlation between the presence of soil pores
lined with oriented clay in the surface layers of the soil and
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ard cultivation. The deep layer of blown sand now overlying
the buried horizon illustrates the inevitable consequences
of deforestation and regular cultivation of this fragile soil.

Scord of Brouster
At Scord of Brouster the abandoned field system with its
clearance cairns and derelict house sites lies on a low
east to south-east facing slope at about 30 m above OD. The
soils are developed on a shallow, very stony drift derived
from the underlying sandstone of Middle Old Red
Sandstone age. The present-day soil is a peaty podzol with
strong thin iron pan. The development of a thick peaty
surface turf-ubiquitously overlying fields, clearance cairns,
and tumbled house walls marked the end of occupation
and cultivation. A radiocarbon date of 2220 ± 80 bc from
house 1 (Whittle 1979; 1980) is the earliest at present
available from the site. The presence of a shallow acid
brown soil below the wall of this house is indicative of
the status of profile development at that time.
Soil thin sections were prepared from undisturbed soil
samples taken from a number of localities. These included
soil from below the wall and the fallen wall debris of
house 1, the wall of the smaller house 2, and clearance
cairns, from the present day mineral surface soil of the
fields, and from ploughed-down colluvium banked up
against downslope walls, Microscopic examination showed
that a maximum thickness of peripheral bleached rim of
0.4 to 0.5 mm had developed on the iron-stained
weathering rims on small stones in the buried soil below
house 2, in clearance cairn debris, and in the old land
surface below a downslope colluvial lynchet. A maximum
bleached rim thickness of 0.8 to 1.1 mm was developed on
stones in the old land surface below house 1 and on
stones in ploughed down colluvium from two different
lynchets. This suggested that at least part of the field
layout might be contemporaneous with house 2, and
somewhat earlier in date than house 1, and that erosion
problems arising from the cultivation of sloping fields
developed during the house 1 period.
In the mineral surface layer of the present day peaty
podzol sampled close to a clearance cairn there was a
maximum bleached rim thickness of c 2.6 mm on stones,
with the width of bleached rim gradually decreasing with
depth over c 120 mm. A very similar undisturbed vertical
leaching sequence, this time overlain by c 70 mm of
disturbed colluvium, was developed in the upper layers of
colluvium forming a lynchet at the bottom of the
neighbouring field. This would indicate that a mature
podzol profile developed over the site after the end of
the period of cultivation associated with house 1, and that
there was a final brief attempt to recultivate at least one
of the fields just before the peaty turf and thin iron pan
began to develop. Samples of the colluvium from the
downslope lynchets have an organic matter content of
1 to 1.5%, with carbon/nitrogen ratio of 7 to 12, and an
average total phosphate content of c 85 mg per 100 g soil.
These samples are probably representative of the cultivated
A horizons on the Scord of Brouster fields during the
occupation of house 1.

The soils at Scord of Brouster are very stony.
Measurements made on soil thin sections indicate a stone
content of c 40% by volume in the buried land
surface below house 1 and in the old land surface below
one of the lynchets. On the present day mineral land
surface between clearance cairns the figure rises to over
60% by volume. Surface erosion arising from down-slope
ploughing, which gradually increased both the surface
stoniness of the fields and the tractive force required to pull
an ard plough, is therefore the most probable reason why
the fields were abandoned. Climatic deterioration is
unlikely to have been a major factor as evidence, in the form
of secondary manganese mottling, for a slight rise in
soil water-table appears to postdate the abandonment of
house 1.

Discussion and conclusions
From previous work (Romans & Robertson 1975b) it is
already known that when deciduous forest is eliminated by
grazing, the soil profile gradually evolves from brown
forest soil to acid brown soil, with little obvious change
in macromorphology. It is also evident that the rate at
which the soil profile becomes more podzolic, as
reflected by the rate at which peripheral bleached rims
develop on iron-stained small stones in the A horizon,
is very much influenced by the pressure of human
intervention on the landscape. After the Strathallan
excavation it is confirmed that an acid brown soil can
also develop when deforestation is followed by regular
subsistence cultivation. It is rather more surprising to
find indications that in certain circumstances an acid
brown soil profile can persist without appreciable
deterioration after a considerable period of regular
cultivation. There is no significant difference in the
status of stone-rim weathering in the A horizons of
buried soils below the mound and henge bank, though the
construction dates are likely to differ by some hundreds
of years (G Barclay, pers comm). The sites at Strathallan
and Strageath are topographically and pedologically very
similar, and it is probable that the history of land-use
has been the same on both. At Strageath there was
evidence of infield and outfield land in close proximity.
The status of stone-rim weathering in the A horizon of
the infield land at Strageath (as exposed below the east
rampart of the Roman fort) is little different from that in
the A horizon of the buried soils at Strathallan, though
they are separated by a time interval of perhaps 1700 or 1800
years. But in the A horizon of the outfield soil at
Strageath (represented by turf from the west rampart and
by the buried soil below) there is considerable enhancement
of the width of peripheral bleached rims developed on
stones. The long term stability of the infield soil profile
at Strathallan and Strageath must reflect a stable
agricultural system in which nutrient output and input
were balanced. This can only have been done by transfer
of fertility from outfield to infield by careful stock
management. The obvious deterioration of the soil profile
on the Strageath outfield land and the relatively high levels
of total phosphate in the surface layers of the infield
land at both Strathallan and Strageath appear to confirm
this suggestion. In terms of the expectations of the period,
the level terraces at Strageath and Strathallan must have
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been almost ideal for agriculture. The soil texture was
coarse enough for easy cultivation, but not coarse enough
to cause wind erosion, as happened at Torrs Warren. The
surface stone content was very low at Strageath and
manageable at Strathallan. There is a strong probability
that the loss of structural stability resulting from a low
level of organic matter and the absence of worms would,
on sloping sites, have led to downslope erosion and a
much shorter expectation of life for cultivated infield land.
At Scord of Brouster the problems of slope cultivation,
predictable from the trends of soil evolution at Strathallan
and Strageath, were fully realized, and were compounded
by the additional handicaps of intense surface stoniness,
severe climatic conditions, and a short growing season.
When the fields were first cleared of stones, peripheral
bleached rims on small stones in the A horizon were
0.4 to 0.5 mm wide and approaching the stage of rim
weathering in the A horizon of the outfield at Strageath,
suggesting that this had been a well established grazing
area before cultivation was ever contemplated. By the end
of the main period of erosive cultivation associated with the
occupation of house 1, the width of peripheral bleached
rims on stones had increased considerably. This clear
indication of unbalanced nutrient loss suggests that an
infield system of agriculture was not practised in this part
of Shetland. The relatively low level of total phosphate
in colluvium from the lynchets tends to confirm this
indication. Since there seem to be no known records of the
presence of wolves in Shetland, perhaps there was no real
incentive to herd stock on to part of the infield land for
protection at night.
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The still and distant view: two conferences, aerial archaeology, and ‘cloud cuckoo land’
P J Fowler

The title of this paper is merely meant to indicate that this
is a sequel to the summary given at the end of the 1974
Conference (Fowler 1975). If it also carries an implication
that we have not progressed very far in the last six years,
so be it. The subtitle acknowledges the danger and the
challenge obliquely stated by an excavator’s critique
(Jones 1979, 71).

that happy marriage of air photography and cartography
which heralded the development of serious archaeological
air-photographic studies in the 1920s.
There have also been a small number of significant
methodological papers eg Palmer 1977, Hampton & Palmer
1977, Hampton 1978, and Scollar 1978 and 1979; and
some important interpretative essays: scientific, eg Evans &
Jones 1977; archaeological, eg Palmer 1976, Leech 1978,
Rodwell 1978, Jones 1979, Crummy 1979; theoretical,
eg Palmer 1978; and cultural, eg Bowen 1978, Pickering
1979. Among minor publications Higham 1979 reflects,
perhaps rather more than intended, the state of the art in
northern England; while a number of other pertinent
papers has also been published in the proceedings of
conferences not concerned specifically with air
photography, eg Shepherd 1980, Welfare 1980, Wilson
1978a.

Publications
The health of any subject is to a certain extent reflected in
its publications; it is perhaps appropriate, therefore, to
review briefly what has been published since 1974. Pride
of place here must go to the commendable and speedy
publication of the first Conference proceedings (Wilson
1975). From the plethora of field surveys and implications
reports published in the last six years (Fowler 1980), we
can note first of all the completion of the Thames Valley
series following the initial publication by Benson and Miles
(1974; Gates 1975; Leech 1977). The last drew heavily
on work then in press, partly covering the western end of
the Thames Valley, subsequently published in the Royal
Commission volume on the Gloucestershire Cotswolds
(RCHM(E) 1976). From the same stable, the last of the
Dorset Inventories (RCHM( E) 1975a) and the current
series of Northamptonshire archaeological Inventories, of
which three have so far been published (RCHM(E) 1975b;
1979; 1981), include much derived from aerial photography.
Despite Taylor’s disclaimer oft he importance of aerial
photography in the latter (above, p54), the atlas of
Northamptonshire archaeology (RCHM(E) 1980) could be
significant, not so much for its aerial photographic
content, but as a model of how aerial photographic
information can be used and might be published. Richards’
(1978) survey of the Berkshire Downs was also in part
dependent on aerial photography, and we can join with it,
in their mutual demonstration from air-photographic
evidence of the patterns of prehistoric fields, Brongers’
(1976) volume on the ‘Celtic’ fields of the Netherlands.
This is a major academic work, without peer in its subject
on this side of the North Sea (though cf Phillips 1970), and
again is a demonstration of what can be done with airphotographic evidence. Much the same judgement can be
made of the published summation of years of work in
Picardy (Agache & Breart 1975).

We have also seen the development of a very welcome
trend towards ‘popular’ publication during the last six
years. In particular we must remember the winter 1975
number of Rescue News (no 10) and note two recent
publications, Dossiers d’Archéologie for May 1980 and
Popular A Archaeology (vol 2, no 6) for December 1980.
Perhaps most significant of all has, of course, been the
appearance of the journal Aerial Archaeology, joined now by
the first of a series of popular booklets (Downey 1981).
Together, this is not a voluminous bibliography (though
cf Aerial Archaeol, 3), but at least it shows that the field
is developing and generally, if with much introspective
agonizing, in appropriate directions.

1974 in retrospect
At the end of the 1974 Conference three resolutions
(verbatim in Wilson 1975, viii; Webster 1977) were passed.
The first was that the proceedings should be published,
which was indeed done (Wilson 1975). The second was that
an international Committee for the establishment of closer
collaboration should be set up, and that has not been
done; the third, rather long-winded resolution, essentially
asked the CBA to press for greater resources to be made
available for the study, storage, and processing of aerial
photographs for a number of purposes. Though the CBA’s
Air Photography Committee was formed as a result
(Webster 1977), that last resolution has hardly been
implemented at all, to the extent that it would be all too
easy to give a gloomy review now of the state of our
sub-discipline as it is at the beginning of the 1980s.

Among the major British studies we should note the
second editions of two distinguished Cambridge books,
The uses of airphotography and Medieval England (St Joseph
1977; Beresford & St Joseph 1979), while perhaps giving
the crown to Riley’s ( 1980) Early landscape from the air.
We all recognized during the Conference that the last is
another classic, marking a significant stage in the
development of our discipline, not least in relating back to

I do not want to be gloomy, however, and will try
therefore to pick out optimistic aspects of the situation. To
review the various suggestions made in my 1974 summary
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(Fowler 1975), however, is to find that many of them have
neither been implemented nor developed since then. I
stressed then the reliance of aerial photography on the
voluntary effort. This continues to be the case and I would
like to pay tribute once again to the highly skilled and
dedicated efforts of a mere dozen or so people, in particular
those who consistently produce first-class results
photographically as well as archaeologically and deposit
them in the National Monuments Record. I argued in
1974 that the techniques of archaeological aerial
photography are teachable; it is even more apposite to give
serious thought to this point now. The present generation
of masterly aerial photographers will not last for ever; it is
very important that some of our current effort and
resources should be put into training a select band of
people to continue at a comparable standard the work
which is going to be so important in the last decades
of this century.
Perhaps, too, one or more of the distinguished group
who have carried the banner for some 30 or 40 years will
fill in that gap which is so obvious in the bibliography;
that is, of providing a basic text-book of archaeological
air photography and interpretation. They have known
and learnt from each other personally, making it even more
important now, as new practitioners develop, to think
seriously about creating some corporate identity, some
study group to develop quite consciously the expertise
that is necessary in the various aspects of aerial
archaeology. Aerial archaeology still lacks the equivalent
of the Medieval Village Research Group or any of the
other similar informal organizations now in existence to
develop particular aspects of archaeology.
In 1974, I spent some time discussing the need to
improve communications; to a certain extent, this has
happened. The journal Aerial Archaeology itself is an
indication of a greater willingness to recognize how
important such communication is. We still need, however,
better liaison between photographers, developing the
channel of communication of Pickering’s Newsletter, which
has helped enormously in recent years. Contact between
photographers and archaeologists has also improved, not
least with the appearance of regional air-photographic
committees, with members of both species sitting upon
them; but, again, this is something to be developed further.
Similarly, communication between the takers and users of
air photographs and non-academic land-users has also
improved. It is more difficult to identify this because so
much of it takes place within the planning process at
local authority level, without formal publication as such.
I also argued in 1974 that there was a need for information
to be stored and processed centrally to common standards,
with the output being manipulated in some respects locally.
Despite the constraints upon it, the NMR has continued
to develop in this respect, although the present situation
is far from ideal (below, p 144).
Maps were recognized in 1974 as one of the main media
needed to develop communication, especially from
specialist to non-specialist. That need is certainly still
there (Simco, above, p106), though the planners’ needs
can apparently be met in the first instance by the
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demarcation of areas without the attendant detail of
archaeological interpretation. The Inspectorate of Ancient
Monuments, DoE, asks for such maps too and doubts
the need of others for its tasks. The danger here, stemming
from an academic fallacy, is that spatial delineation alone
does not generate the quality of interpretation and
cartography on which assessment, and therefore ultimately
land-management decisions, must be based. Zoning by
itself will result in the fossilization of knowledge, because
it can only be practised within the framework of that
which has already been perceived. It is therefore a major
disappointment in the last few years that no major
cartographic studies have been published; Riley 1980
stands out as the exception but that ought not to be
the case. Such studies are needed for academic research to
provide the base for the more pragmatic uses of
air-photographic data, eg planning and scheduling. We
really cannot be content for ever with the ‘Thames Valley
type’ of presentation as a basis for advancing knowledge.
We need both localized and site studies at relatively large
scales, and we also need county and regional studies at
smaller scales. For the subject of archaeology, dominated
by the concept of verticality, it is essential for
air-photographic evidence to be expressed in the
horizontal dimension in a way assessable by, as well as
accessible to, the academic world.

Among the implications of the 1974 Conference was a
recognition that the potential of aerial photography could
only be realized fully by using it in conjunction with
fieldwork and distributional studies, rather than merely
as a provider of sites to be excavated or preserved. Has
this approach yet been fully appreciated? At Nottingham in
1980, it was reiterated that it is impossible for anything
but a very small fraction of that which is now known
to exist in the landscape ever to be excavated. The
implications of this have not yet been thought out for
aerial photography itself, and certainly not for archaeology.
As an academic subject, archaeology has after all been
based upon excavation - stratigraphy, structures, and finds
- and in some respects until the last decade or two an
unstated assumption has beguiled with the thought that
sooner or later everything worthwhile would be excavated.
Such a paradigm is of course conceptually and practically
unacceptable; yet, to a degree, the academic discipline
still goes blundering along on the basis that it is the
excavated site which produces the only really valid results,
whereas, regardless of the quality of individual excavations,
the principal data-base of archaeology as a field science
is now on air photographs. Virtually any excavation now
can be seen as but a pinprick in the palimpsest, not only of
our cultural landscapes, but of our cultural history itself
- a daunting prospect, though in essence my plea is
really only for greater discrimination in the pricking and
less reliance on the lottery of the pin-table. The ‘Bingo
syndrome’ is no longer really tenable as the basis for
archaeological field practice. This is not, of course, to
say that air photography is better than excavation, or that
the latter is now redundant; rather it is to argue that the
very special effort required to carry out an excavation
should be realized in terms of what is now contained in
photographic archives and in the light of the deductions
made from that evidence. As is being increasingly
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recognized, it really is not o n l y silly but unforgivable
nowadays for excavations to be carried out as if the site
existed in isolation. In the case of Northamptonshire,
for example, apart from that county being exceptional with
its thousands of sites now cartographically displayed
(RCHM(E) 1980), the whole point of making the effort
to synthesize in that form was precisely because its authors
believed it to be typical.
The quantitative explosion of archaeological data, in
which air photography is playing such a significant part,
has led some to question whether we can record everything.
Indeed, the next question is whether it is even desirable
to try to record everything at the expense of other
activities. Personally, I do not think we can achieve a
complete record, and I am therefore inclined to think that
some part of our resources should be devoted to ends other
than trying to achieve the impossible (Fowler 1981). In
particular, we must study and enhance knowledge of that
which we have already recorded and not be content merely
to go on adding more data to the existing heap.
Furthermore, the whole field of preservation and land
management must surely take more account of aerial
photography, one of the most powerful tools for discovery
and understanding of the cultural landscape that the 20th
century has produced. Some of the major cropmark
complexes, for example, even if - or perhaps
particularly because - we do not yet understand them,
should be taken out of cultivation now and grassed over,
precisely so that, in becoming ‘dead’ from the
air-photographic point of view, their subsurface state of
survival is not further impaired. Such sites, together with
others which are critical to understanding regardless of
their condition, should be set aside now as a conscious
reservoir for illuminating in the 21st century questions as
yet unperceived. After all, we know less about such flat sites
than we do about the abbeys and castles which figure so
prominently in our conserved national heritage and in our
conscious, justifiable concerns about them (eg AMB
1980).
The 1974 Conference also brought home the point that
we need to follow technical developments in the remotesensing field very quickly; everything that Dr Curtis
said in 1980 bears out the importance of continuing to do
this during the ’80s and ’90s. I suggested in particular
that we needed to design and carry out as a broad-based
scientific enquiry research on soils, weather, and crop
conditions in relation to air-photographic results (cf now
Riley 1979), and on the archaeological nature of cropmarks
themselves. Miles’s excellent presentation (above, p74) of
an obviously well-conducted and current archaeological
excavation, initiated and located precisely as a result of
assessing and cartographically analysing air-photographic
evidence, was disappointing therefore in that little attention
appeared to have been paid to the elucidation of specifically
air-photographic questions as distinct from archaeological
ones. The same comment can be made about, for example,
the Farmoor excavation, begun ‘to investigate two areas
of cropmarks visible on the air photograph’ but reported
on without discussion of the low correlation between the
‘rather poor cropmarks’ and the plethora of features cut
into the gravel (Lambrick & Robinson 1979, 6-7). Jones’s

1979 ex post facto interim appraisal of Mucking’s air
photography in the light of thirteen years’ area
excavation holds out the prospect of a really useful
comparative exercise in due course. That such excavation,
however, produces more complexity and detail than air
photography is hardly surprising, or demeaning of the
latter. In terms of the landscape, excavation is a microtechnique, even at Mucking; and you do not take a
microscope to see an elephant, though one may be useful in
studying the wrinkles on his skin. Air photography’s
achievement has been to show that the elephant exists.
A broad-based scientific enquiry to elucidate
archaeological phenomena recordable from the air has not
yet been carried out, however, nor has a specific experiment
been initiated of planting particularly sensitive crops
on known archaeological sites to monitor the results
as part of an experiment. We need even more now to build
up our experience on which to base air-photographic
interpretation, and in part that experience must come from
asking the appropriate questions when planning, and
answering when conducting, archaeological excavations.
In this context, air photography has to be seen as another
method of investigation, rather than merely a handmaiden
of excavation.
The Air Photographs Unit (APU), National
Monuments Record, Royal Commission on
Historical Monuments (England)
As it was apparent in our Nottingham deliberations that the
role of the APU is regarded as important by others, I
would like to say a few words about it. The first is to
stress its organizational situation. The API.7 is part of
the National Monuments Record and is therefore part of
the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments
(England). Th e resources of the APU consist of an
established staff of seven, of whom only one is at
Investigator level. As an earnest of the Commission’s
recognition of the importance of its role, we are currently
moving two further posts, one at Investigator level, from
other parts of the Commission into it. Financially the APU
is the third largest item on the Commission’s budget, not
least in providing up to 300 hours’ flying time per annum.
The Unit is extremely cramped for space, has a backlog
of accessions, and is now running into an additional
problem of supplying public orders for prints within a
reasonable time, The collection itself has doubled in size
from 1/4 million to ½ million prints since the 1974
Conference; its annual intake is now of c 25-30,000 prints,
about 35% of them from other organizations and private
fliers (Hampton 1977).
The Unit’s functions are basically two-fold. As part of the
NMR, it has a service function as a public archive. Its
responsibility is to collect photographs from the whole of
the country and build up the national archaeological
air-photographic collection. It also has to make that
collection available for public consultation and to provide
prints for numerous purposes. Its service function has
also included in recent years an element of contract work
directly for the Inspectorate of Ancient Monuments and
Historic Buildings and, voluntarily, for various other
bodies.
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Its second main function is investigatory. This involves
two sorts of flying: first, flying to a national programme
deriving from the state of the archive, and to support
particular projects outside the Commission; secondly,
flying for air-photographic purposes in support of the
Commission’s own field projects, architectural as well as
archaeological. In the Commission we would also see it
as having a third function, though I realize this is
controversial. We see it as carrying out research. It is
virtually impossible to be responsible for all that
information without asking questions and indeed having
the desire to try and answer some of them ourselves. For
all these purposes we are currently exploring various
methods of computerization of the holding, primarily to
improve accessioning, and therefore access, to the
collection, but also with a view to our cartography
increasingly being carried out on a digitized basis
(Hampton, above, p 109).

features and how much into flattened evidence, in
particular cropmarks (cf Wilson 1978b)? Nor are these
merely managerial problems: on the latter, for example,
the academic question persists as to whether the wellpreserved earthwork landscapes are marginal in cultural or
economic terms, and therefore not representative, or
whether the cropmarks, as some said at this Conference,
are indecipherable and therefore not worth knowing about.
Similarly, while we recognize that the needs of many of our
customers can be met by relatively low-grade sketch maps
at a scale of 1: 10,000, we must reserve the right to
devote some of our resources to trying to meet other
needs at different scales, and, above all, at different
standards. Amongst these, the advancement of enquiry
into both the nature of aerial photographic results and,
beyond them, into archaeological and historical studies
themselves, is fundamental.

The APU, despite its singular nature, must ingeneral
relate to broad Commission policy, as far as investigation
is concerned. This is now based upon two main principles,
selectivity and cooperation (Fowler 1981). One of the main
factors in a policy of selection is that investigation should
stem from and play back to the National Monuments
Record, in this particular case the air-photographic archive.
In practice this should mean that we should be selective not
only in the areas that we tackle, but in the material and
topics that we study when we arrive there, and in how
we present the results. There is, then, an interplay
between service, investigatory, and research functions. We
shall, I hope, be increasingly pushing out data and
interpretations at different levels for different purposes; but
always in the hope that others will take the research on to
the next stage, and, when they do so, will put their
records back with the existing archive in the National
Monuments Record.

The 1980 Conference

On cooperation, because we have a national
responsibility both for collection and investigation, we
always have been and will remain heavily dependent upon
the work and goodwill of other people. We need both,
because we cannot be everywhere locally at the same time,
and others can carry out certain tasks better than ourselves.
We are particularly interested in bringing forward jointly
work which otherwise could not or would not be done,
provided that there is no slipping from the high academic
and technical standards to which the Commission must
always aspire. At the moment, for example, recognizing
the need for standardization in a common language of
technical terms and for a categorization of air-photographic
evidence for interpretative and land management purposes,
we have combined with Cambridge University and the
IAMHB in a project which is conceived very much in
relation to other air-photographic work within, related to,
and outside the Commission (Whimster 1980).
In all this two basic dilemmas are embedded in whatever
the Commission does. First, how much emphasis should
we put on record for record’s sake, and how much of
our resources should go into research? Second, given the
‘monumental’ basis of the Commission’s brief, how much
effort should we put into earthworks and other upstanding

The cynic might well say that the Conference merely went
over old ground; but a number of new points did emerge
and old ones were clarified. I hope we finally laid to rest
the mystique which has surrounded so much aerial
photography. If that is so, however, I would urge that we
do not forget the magic that it has in the eyes of the layman.
As we daily handle hundreds of prints, it would be a pity if
we forgot the wonder, the thrill that the static view from
the air can hold for the person who has not really looked
at his surroundings that way before.
We may have restated, but I think we also clarified,
the functions of archaeological air photography. We
recognize it as a technique of discovery, a method of record,
a means of study, and an approach towards understanding.
We recognize, too, a move back to what was one of the
very first attributes of aerial photography, one which has
continued to be a main reason for its development in the
world outside archaeology: the use of aerial photographs
for metrical survey. We have seen in the Bodmin Moor
(above, p5) and Lincolnshire (above, p 14) papers how,
without delving into problems of interpretation, air
photography provides a prime method of surveying and of
surveying at speed. In the case of Bodmin, it has
furthermore given us a tool which enables us to tackle a
job which otherwise would not be possible. We have also
given emphasis to air photography as a means of
monitoring change, particularly in our present-day
landscape which is changing faster than landscape has ever
changed before. In our use of the 1946 RAF cover, for
example, we have noted not only how the landscape
recorded there has changed dramatically over large areas,
but also how the historical value of that air cover has
increased with the passage of each year. This value has
always been implicit, too, in the work of the Cambridge
Committee; now that it has been running for three
decades and more, we can increasingly appreciate that,
whatever other values it has, it possesses this tremendous
attribute of recording and monitoring change.
A second major general point to emerge, in particular
from the description of the successful applications of aerial
photography, is that if the practitioner knows what he
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wants, if he is quite clear in his mind what his
immediate objective is, then air photography can be used
extremely effectively. We see this in Lincolnshire, where
the need was for low-level vertical photography to produce
1:2500 photographs of a specific type of earthwork for
surveying purposes; on Bodmin Moor, where the need is
for the metrically precise mapping at 1:2500 of large areas
for selective ground enhancement; in Ireland, where air
photography is still at the stage of finding sites and
demonstrating known ones in their context; and in
Bedfordshire, where air photography is needed specifically
as a contribution to the assessments involved in the
planning process. These examples indicate a wide range of
different uses; and yet in each one archaeological air
photography is used successfully. A more general point
arises from this: far too often we not only try to do various
things simultaneously but we also try to use the same
photography for different purposes. As a result we can be
disappointed in our lack of achievement or in the limited
use that air photography may have in something specific
for which it was not intended, eg planning an
excavation. I would suggest that we try to stop thinking
of a particular photograph or a particular run of
photographs as having an omnibus purpose. Air
photography tends to be used as a jack of all trades, but
ideally particular cover should be taken and used for a
particular purpose. Different types of photography are
needed for different purposes, and the different products of
photography need to be used and studied at different levels.
The archaeological evidence on our photographs does not
consist of self-evident truths; whatever the nature of the
photography and the evidence on it, an element of
interpretation is necessary in using the information on the
prints successfully.

Air photography clearly emerged from the Conference as
a supporting line of research in an investigation and in
particular as an aid to fieldwork. On the other hand, I
would still personally argue the case for air-photographic
data, particularly of cropmarks, as being the sort of
evidence which will often have to be studied in its own
right and on its own terms. It is not merely that we
will never be able to excavate all that evidence; much
will never be able to be checked on the ground. Even
where it is checked, the ground examination may well
produce no new evidence at all and possibly no evidence
even to support that which is displayed on the photograph.
It is because of this in particular that I am personally so
keen on the development of an air-photographic
cartography with its own conventions and standards as a
means of coping with this sort of evidence. It is not good
enough to apply to it the criteria developed for other sorts
of evidence. After all, we do not expect a medieval
document to produce the same sort of evidence, or the
same sort of results from that evidence, as an excavation;
similarly, we should cease to judge the success or
otherwise of cartography by the criteria of field archaeology
and excavation. What we need is to develop an expertise
in air-photographic mapping, and in particular in airphotographic interpretation expressed cartographically,
in the same way that specialisms have developed in the
study of Romano-British pottery, or late prehistoric
metalwork, or the spectrographic examination of minerals.

Now that there are hundreds, in some cases thousands, of
air photographs available for particular areas, for practical
purposes at least we must surely start accepting the
evidence of expert photo-interpretation rather than each
one of us going back to all the photographs (not just the
pretty ones) every time we want to look at that area. We
have to learn to accept professional cartographic synthesis,
just as with excavation results we are having to learn to
accept a Level IV presentation unless we are prepared to
wade through the Level III material in the archive.
Air photography has, however, many limitations. Riley
(1980) has increased awareness of this by showing on his
recently published maps the blank areas where
archaeological cropmarks simply cannot be obtained. He
adds modern cities, towns, quarries, and other
contemporary phenomena to those inert areas already
known on, for example, unresponsive soils, such as peats,
and to such locations as woods and steep slopes. We must
also recognize the very considerable limitations imposed by
civil and military flight-control zones (Wilson 1979,
fig 21). We know, too, that certain soils, such as Keuper
Marl, are for the most part reluctant to create cropmarks;
in any case, many of the phenomena we see and record are
simply not visible for much of most years and all of
some years.
The Conference brought into the open further specific
limitations. Aerial photography does not reveal certain
types of site. It may not be helpful in areas of certain
land-uses in the past, eg the zones of medieval destruction
demonstrated by Cunliffe in the opening lecture of the
Conference, regrettably not available for publication. It is no
use for studying certain periods of time, eg the Palaeolithic
and Mesolithic and much of the Neolithic and of the
Late Bronze Age. There are certain chrono-cultural phases
and human activities which are simply not amenable to
aerial photographic investigation. And all this in addition to
the earlier recognition that there are certain methods and
subjects, such as palaeobotany, which aerial photography
will not touch. In other words, we can clearly see that
the limitations of aerial photography as a source of
evidence are chronological and cultural as well as natural
and historical. Furthermore, as an approach to the past, it
is very much a product of our own times: we may be
passing through a temporary phase which, although
witnessing the destruction of so many previously
upstanding monuments, is also producing the optimum
conditions for the recording of cropmarks and soilmarks.
There clearly is a natural urge and indeed a great need to
record such phenomena while we can. One reason why this
is so important is that it would need only a slight change in
agro-economics for those air-photographically ideal
recording circumstances to be reduced. A change in EEC
policy, for example, reflected in the various subsidies for
agriculture, could lead to a reversion to pasture,
and with it would go most of our transitory airphotographic evidence in the field (though not the
archaeology as such).
We also emphasized the importance of scale in the
presentation of air-photographic results. This was elegantly
demonstrated by Dr Brongers whose paper raised a general
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point, ie that in having to think clearly about scales,
we have to think clearly about what we are trying to do;
unfortunately, this paper, too, could not be included in
these Proceedings. It is clarity of thought about our
objectives which is one of our great needs. Within the
range of objectives, we must retain the capacity to carry
out, at least on occasions, highly detailed and academic
research. Brongers illustrated with his example of the
relationship between a 19th century road and the corner of
a prehistoric field-system a marvellous instance of the
unpredictable but highly significant result which can only
come from such work, producing that sudden moment of
concordance when a whole landscape falls into place from
one such detail.
In handling our actual data and in pursuing our studies,
it is wise for us to retain a sense of time perspective. We can
reasonably have doubts about our progress, but we are after
all only at the start of the third generation of aerial
photographic studies in archaeology. The first
generation of Crawford and Allen pioneered this work in
the 1920s and 1930s. The second generation, building
on the technological advances of the Second World War
and dominated by Professor St Joseph and his Cambridge
Committee, was characterized by a relatively large growth
in the number of photographic practitioners helping to
build up the data-bank to its present considerable size.
Now we are faced with the challenge of coping with the
intelligence so assembled and of converting it into cultural
history and a whole range of practical uses. Meanwhile,
in relation to the development of remote sensing and its
application around the world for a whole range of uses,
it is salutary to see our work in perspective as being
a very small and crude element in that development.
Nevertheless, within our particular specialist field, it is
worthwhile remembering that over much of the rest of the
world, including most of Europe, aerial archaeology has
hardly started. Our complaints and problems in large part
stem from success.
The Nottingham Conference now enables us to be quite
specific about the main needs to build on that success. We
need better locational indexing of the photographs
themselves. We need to develop a nationally applicable
classification system for the data that are on those
photographs. We need to be able to retrieve prints and
data easily. And we need to develop the standards and
conventions of interpretative cartography stemming from
that data base, building on systematically obtained
empirical data, technical developments, and a growing
carto-interpretative expertise. We need simultaneously to
watch very carefully the technological developments
in remote sensing, and be alert to exploring developments
in that field as possibly applicable to our relatively
low-level and narrow needs in the study of man and his
environment in the past.
Professor Cunliffe began the Conference by asking
whether archaeological air photography is our only hope
and presumably he answered 'no'; but if we have any
hope, surely air photography must form a significant
proportion of it. As a contribution towards the realization
of that hope, could I suggest a way forward by analogy
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with radiocarbon dating? Initially, that scientific
breakthrough was a wonder, yet suspect; it was then
enthusiastically embraced, but was soon beset by technical
difficulties. Now, with the production of 'dates’ routine
and an agreed adjustment procedure for working purposes,
radiocarbon dating is widely used not as an end but as a
means of tackling significant problems of human (and
geological) history. This analogy with aerial photography
is, I think, apt, not only for the stages through which it
has passed, but also because radiocarbon dating has
provided the framework for one of the dimensions
bounding history, time. In essence, air photography is
comparable because it uniquely illuminates another
dimension, terrestrial space, as the stage on which history
has occurred. Ultimately, but sooner rather than later,
archaeological air photography, by changing gear, by
ascending from a brilliant technique to a discipline which
asks and answers questions by its own terms of reference,
will stand or fall by its ability to contribute to a fuller
understanding of how and why we and our surroundings
have come to pass. That wonderful ken from our flying
machines has to be, like documents and monuments,
transmuted into history.
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Index

NOTE: The terms 'atr photograph(s)/air
photography’ are used interchangeably by many
of the authors of these papers. An attempt
has been made, however, to index each term
individually, isolating particular terms applicable
to each. The user of this index is advised to
consult both entries as well as 'aerial archaeology’
if in doubt.
There is an inconsistency in this index in that
certain archaeological terms are indexed under
the first letter/word since that is how most users
of this book think of them, eg aerial archaeology,
air photographs, field survey, rather than
archaeology, aerial; photographs, air; survey,
field. Illustrations are indicated by italicized
page numbers.

Abthorpe, Northants 56
aerial archaeology, expertise in 1-2, 3; finance
for 2, 3; information from 1-2, 3, 126-7, 144;
recording 3,4; a review 142-7; scientific
research 3; training for 1, 3, 143
agriculture, effects of on soil 136 141; loss of
evidence through 4
air cover of Britain 1, 3, 92
Air Photographic Unit, National Monuments
Record, Royal Commission on Historic
Monuments (Eng) 2, 3, 7, 8, 19, 54, 75-6, 86,
113, 126, 144-5
air photograph(s), accessibility/availability of 2,
107-8, 144; analogy with artefact studies 124-5;
analysis of 78, 121; checking of in field 5, 10,
13, 15; computer plotting of 41, 57, 85-91; as
data base for archaeological planner 108, 143,
146, identifying sites from 56; interpretation
of 1, 2, 4, 21, 41, 48-9, 53, 57, 83; low-level
oblique 57; mapping evidence derived from
110, 115, 117; National Collection of 144.
145; oblique 10, 19, 85, 86, 92, 105; photointerpretation 110-11, 112, 113-14, 115;
plotting direct from 8. 10, 57-8, 110, 145,
146, publication of 124-7, 142; reliability of
45, 84, transcription from 13, 57, 86-8, 105;
vertica 8, 10, 19, 57, 75, 92, 105, 146
air photography, amount of evidence 2, 8, 109,
111, 113, 124, 144, 146; and archaeology 1-4,
109-10, 133, 143-4, 145, 147; in 'archaeological
planning’ 106-8, 143, and cartographic needs
107-8, 146, 147; commercial 54; discovery of
crop/soilmarks, & earthworks 100-5; evidence
provided by 109, 110; and fieldwork see
fieldwork, interpretation 1, 92-105, 109-22;
limitations 5, 54, 55, 146; in Lowland
archaeology 5; need to tram archaeologists in
1, 143; and medieval settlement 19-20,
questions to be asked 3, 109, 144; recording
changes 145; scales for mapping/planning
110-11, 124, 126, 146-7; in Upland archaeology
5; used in direct planning 57-8, 110, 145;
value of 5, 54, 145, value judgments derived
from 106-8
air photo-archaeology 41, 51
air survey/reconnaissance, Cambridge review
92-105; economics and time 3; in Scotland
27-39
alluvium 61, 65, 96
analysis, environmental 76
Antonine Wall 27
arable 18, 22; medieval 14, 15, 17, 18, 19
archaeologists, and air photography 1-4, 143;
in local authority service 106, 108
archaeology, air reconnaissance 14, 109; assimilation of new data 126-7, 143-4; mapping of
evidence 109-22; planning 106-8; 'public' 107;
research 109-10, 121, 145; Rescue 24, 75;
resources available to 2, 13, 106, 109, topsoil
and preservation of‘ 128; Total 54-8
ard, marks 136; ploughing 139, 140
Ardleigh, Essex 128-9, 130

compiled by Elizabeth Fowler

Babworth, Notts 61, 62
Barlings parish, Lincs 15
barrows 31; long 14; round 15, 31-2, 50, 117;
Saxon 118; square 32-3, 36
Battledown Farm, Basingstoke, Hants 116, 117,
117-18
Beckhouse, Lincs 19
Bedfordshire 107, 146
Berkshire Downs 142
Billingborough North, Lincs 112, 113, 113, 115,
117
Billingborough South, Lincs 111, 112-13, 114,
115, 117
Blackhill, Highland 33
Black Park Plantation, Bute, Strathclyde 34
Bramdown Copse, Popham, Hants 48, 51
Bodmin Moor, Cornwall 5-13, 96, 111, 145, 146
Boghead Mound, Fochabers, Grampian 136
boundaries 4, 10, 50, 118; land 29; parish 17, 75;
'ranch’ 29
Boysack, Angus 32, 35-6
Bronze Age 15, 50, 55, 107
Brown Gelly, Bodmin Moor, Cornwall 5, 7
Brown Willy, Bodmin Moor, Cornwall 5, 6, 12
Broxholme, Lincs 26
buildings, long timber 122; round timber 34;
stone 18
Butser Ancient Farm 128
cairnfields 31
cairns, clearance 140
Cambridge University Committee for Aerial
Photography 2, 3, 19, 27, 54, 75, 86, 92-105,
126, 145, 147: index to collectton 92-3
camps, Roman temporary 27, 32; herdsmen's
summer 74, 75
Candra, Bodmin Moor, Cornwall 11
Car Dyke, Lincs 113, 115
castles 18, 20, 56
cemeteries 31, 32, 118, 119
chalk 14, 18, 65, 68, 72, 96
Charlock, Northants 56, 57
churches 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 23; Saxo-Norman
122
cists, long 31, 32
clay 14, 18, 55, 56
Claydon Pike, Glos 74-84
climate 5
Coal Measures 61, 65, 72
Cold Hanworth, Lincs 21
Colliford, St Neat, Cornwall 10
Coln, r 78
computer plotting 85-6, 88, 90; problems 86-7
Coneybury Amesbury, Wilts 133, 133, 134
Cotswolds 74, 142
Crawford, OGS 1
cropmarks 2, 10, 14, 17, 27, 30, 31, 35, 54, 55,
56, 59-72, 74-6, 83-4, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99,
100, 107, 111, 117, 122, 128, 130, 131, 133,
145, 146; and archaeological nature of 144;
complexes 35, 38, 71, 76-84, 78, 80, 106, 144;
and computer plotting 85-91; discovery of
100-5; excavation plan of 89; interpretation
5-6, 91; and soils 59-72, 83-4, 91
crops (growing) 61, 72, 144
cultivation 136, 140, 141; ridges 136, 137, 139
Dalladies, Edzell, Tayside 136
dams 10
Danebury, Hants 126
Damside, Scotland 33, 34
Danby Wiske, N Yorks 128, 129
Dartmoor, Devon 6, 7, 96
ditch(es), annular ring- 31; defensive Roman 27;
linear 16, 46, 47, 50, 51, 55, 115, 132; ring15, 28, 29, 30-1, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 39, 50, 55,
117; systems 45, 82-3, 91
Douglasmuir, Angus (two sites) 29, 36, 39
Drayton, Oxon 65-8, 66
dwellings, timber; see also buildings, houses,
huts
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earthworks 14, 15, 18, 18, 20, 21, 23, 23, 54, 56,
76, 91, 93, 96, 100, 110, 145; destructton of
18, 19; discovery of 100-5; medieval 54, 56-8;
settlement 26
East Moor, Bodmin Moor, Cornwall 11, 12
enclosure(s) 11, 28, 38, 46, 47, 51, 55, 64, 82-4,
110, 112; banjo-form 50, 51, 75, 11; Bronze
Age 129; closes 17, 22, 23; complexes 42-4,
45-50, 51, 116, 117-18, 128; compounds 44,
51; curvilinear 41, 45, 46; D-shaped 41-2, 45,
46, 50; ditched 17, 118; double ditched 55, 83,
128; double square 34; 'figure-of-eight’ shaped
83, 84; moated 22; oval 75, 76; paddocks 45,
51; polygonal 42, 46; rectangular 76, 84, 129;
rectilinear 39, 42, 45, 46, 50, 75; ring-ditch 33,
131; Romano-British 113, 115; settlement 47;
square 75; stock 31, 132; subrectangular 50;
trapezoidal narrow-ditched 39
envtionment, changes in 5; man's use of 125;
excavation(s) 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 26, 28, 29, 32, 36,
37, 47, 64, 72, 75, 78-9, 82-4, 85-91, 89, 90,
114, 115, 117, 128, 129, 133, 143, 144; and
computer plot 91
Exmoor, Devon 7
farm(s), medieval 12, 19; 19th century 21; prehistoric 5, 7, 12, 12; -steads 75
features, archaeological 10, 15, 18, 86, 93, 105,
110; buried 5; circular 87, 128; ellipsoid 87, 91;
historical 93; linear 87, 93; settlement 41-53
Fenhouses, Great Carlton, Lincs 19, 22
Fens 111, 118; Peat 47, 71; Silt 70-2
field(s) 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 12, 110, 118, 136;
boundaries 38, 68, 83; ‘celtic’ 6, 142; medieval
12; prehistoric 12; systems 7, 12, 38, 46, 47,
50-1, 75, 76, 84, 90, 93, 100, 113, 120, 140,
147
field survey 11-12, 13, 75, 78-9, 82, 84, 96, 110;
time and money on 12-13, 57-8
fieldwalking 19, 23, 78, 84, 118, 128
fieldwork 6, 8, 10, 111; and air photography
14-26, 53, 55-6, 57-8, 74-5, 79, 110, 143-4,
146
flint 55, 107
floodplain 4, 59; see also Thames Valley
forts, hill see hillforts; Roman 27, 136, 139, 140
Foscote, Northants 56
Frilford, Berks 74
Fulnetby, Lincs 19
Gainsthorpe, S Humberside 18-19, 21
garden(s) 18, 21, 23
Garrow, Cornwall 6
geology, and air photographic survey 59-72;
and cropmarks 81
Gollanfield, Highland 33
granite 96
gravel 14, 55, 59, 61, 64, 72; extraction 74, 75;
islands 74, 76, 78; river- 65, 68; soils 14, 64,
84; terraces 14, 59, 61, 74, 75, 76, 106
Great Coxwell, Oxon 74
Greetwell, Lincs 16
Gussage All Saints, Dorset 50
Hackthorn, Lincs 19
Hadrian's Wall 100
Hatfield, S Yorks 65, 67, 68
Hatford, Oxon 74
hedgerows, removal of 14
henges 31, 132, 133, 133, 136, 140; -barrow 117
hillfort 50
hollow-way 10, 20, 57
Horbling Fen, Lincs 71, 71
houses 31, 57, 131, 136, 140; and formal garden
20-1; Iron Age 83; manor 23, 26; long 5; long
hall 120-1; ring-ditch 36, 38; ring-groove 38-9;
round post-built 37; round timber 33-4, 38,
unenclosed round timber 35, 37
Huggate, N Humberside 65, 68, 69

hut(s) 10; circles 10, 11, 76, 78, 79, 82; Iron Age
83; prehistoric 12; sites 75; sunken 9 0 ;
unenclosed groups 35
Inveresk, Lothian 32
Inverkeilor, Tayside 37, 38
Ireland 146
Iron Age 14, 47, 55, 64, 74, 75, 83, 84, 120, 136;
late pre-Roman 28, 29, 37, 41, 45, 47, 50, 55
Ironshill, Tayside 34, 35, 36, 38, 39
Isles of Scilly 7
Keuper Marl 61, 65, 72
Kinchyle, Highland 34, 35
Kingerby, Lincs 18, 20
Kingston Bagpuize, Oxon 74
Kirmond-le-Mire, Lincs 19
Ladle Hill, Hants 50
land, buried land surface 136, 137, 139, 140;
divisions 4, 38, 110; improvement 7; management 143, 144; use 2-3, 4, 14, 29, 50, 75, 78,
140
landscape 4, 124, 126, 140; ancient 14, 72,
74-84, 106, 125; archaeological 12, 41-53,
107, 118; cultural 143, 144; fossilized 5;
historic 8, 13, 105; history of 15, 18, 54;
medieval 14, 96; modern 12; prehistoric 53,
56; preservation of 106, 144; recording of 8,
109; Roman 78; survival of 5; visual record of
92
leats 10
Ledston, Yorks 64
Leuchars, Fife 34, 38, 38
Lilley’s Copse, Popham, Hants 49, 5 0
limestone 14, 18, 55, 61, 64-5, 72, 96
Lincolnshire 14-26, 145, 146
Little Woodbury, Wilts 34, 50
Longdoles see Claydon Pike
Lowland Zone, and archaeology 5
lynchets 10, 140; strip 15
magnetometer see survey
Malmesbury, Wilts 122
maps 56, 59-72, 109, 124-7, 143, 144, 145; of
‘constraints’ 2, 106, 107; estate- 26, 76, 83;
Ordnance Survey 7, 10, 47, 86, 87, 90, 92; for
planning authorities 106, 143
marshlands 19
Marston St Lawrence, Northants 55-6
Maxey, Cambs 131-3, 131
Meldon Bridge, Peebleshire 28, 29
Mesolithic 54, 55, 56
Micheldever Station, Hants 50
monastic sites 15, 18, 20
monuments 14; above ground 5, 10; burial 1 7 ;
pre-medieval 14; stone 33
moorland 10; loss of 7-8, 9
mound(s) 136-7; circular 15; clearance 10
Mount Down, Winchester, Hants 120, 121
Mucking, Essex 85-91, 144
National Monuments Archive, Edinburgh 27,
105
National Monuments Record 105, 111, 143, 144
Neolithic 4, 28, 55, 136
Nettleham, Lincs 16
Newmill, Perth 37
Newton, Tayside 28, 37
Normanby le Wold, Lincs 15, 20, 25, 26
North Reston, Lincs 19
Northamptonshire 54-8, 142, 144

Northorpe, Lincs 19
Old Montrose Tayside 38, 39
Ouse Valley, Beds 107
oven, clay 132
Palaeolithic 54, 55
parkland 19, 21
pasture 14, 18
peat, deposits 15; drying platforms 10; see also
Fens
Pennines 61, 63-5
pit(s) 36, 45-6, 75, 83; alignments 28, 28-9, 34,
37, 38, 55; circle 27, 33, 33-4, 37; -defined
enclosure 28, 29; features 28-9, 36
Popham, Hants 47-53, 48-9
population, fall 23
post-structures 39
Potteric Carr, Yorks 65
pottery, medieval 19; in ploughsoil 129; RomanoBritish 128
prehistoric period 27, 54; early 17; later 17
preservation 144; see also landscape
Priestfield, Angus 35, 37, 38
publications(s) 142; of air photographic evidence
124-7; archaeological dual standards 10
radiocarbon dates 29, 32, 36, 117, 136, 140, 147
Ruby Park, Lincs 20
ridge and furrow 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 22, 56, 57,
131
rig and furrow 10, 11, 11, 12
Roman, fort 27, 136, 139; military sites 27;
period 17, 47, 54, 55, 74, 136; post-Roman
period 14, 27, 56; roads 50, 51, 139; signal
stations 31
Romano-British 47, 51, 71, 76, 83, 84, 90, 131
Roundwood Farm, Popham, Hants 48, 51
Roughtor and Twelvcmens Moor, Cornwall 6
salt Industry 19
sands 14, 55, 56, 61, 64-5, 68, 70, 72
Saxon 26, 56, 90, 118
Scord of Brouster, Shetland 136, 140, 141
Scotland 27-39, 100, 136-41
settlement(s), area of 46; earthwork 36; enclosed
28, 35; entrance types 46; features 10, 41-53;
Iron Age 14, 56, 83, 84, 111; Lowland 5;
medieval 5, 20, 24, 25, 56, 100; multiple
medieval 56; open 37, 38, 39, 47; palisaded
35, 37, 38; patterns 14, 26, 84; prehistoric 12,
100, 111; Romano-British 14, 56, 76, 79, 111,
118, 128-9; remains 18, 19, 23, 76, 93; shift
21, 56; types 75; undefended 37; unenclosed
28, 30; Upland 6, 11
Sheffield, Yorks 61, 63
Sibertswold, Kent 118, 119
sites, archaeological distribution from air 92-105;
definition of 93; destruction of 58; flattened
5, 10, 110, 144; frequency of 105; late
prehistoric 74, 75; Roman 75; settlement/nonsettlement 46; well-preserved 10, 110
Sites and Monuments Record 2, 3, 7, 55, 106,
108, 111, 125
Skateraw, Lothian 33
Skidbrooke, Lincs 19
soil(s) 1, 14, 59-72; and air photographs 144;
analysis 110, 136-41; burled 137, 139, 140;
and cropmarks 79-82; depth 68, 72; discovery
of soilmarks 100-5; magnetic enhancement on
128, 129, 133; marks 14, 15, 17, 19, 54, 55,
56, 89, 90, 91, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 111,
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117; palaeosols 136; phosphate enhancement
in 129, 131-2, 131, 139, 140; preservation of
evidence in topsoil 128-33; profiles 136-4 1;
temperature of 72
Soil Survey 59, 65, 68, 71, 72
souterrains 28, 35, 37
South Elkington, Lincs 15
South Kelsey, Lincs 20, 23
Stainfield, Lincs 18, 19, 20-1, 24
Stainton le Vale, Lincs 15
Stallingborough, Grimsby, Lincs 23, 26
Stannon Down, Cornwall 6
Stanton Harcourt, Oxon 59-61, 60
stock-raising 14, 51, 118, 129, 139
Strageath Mains, Crieff, Perth 136, 139
Strathallan, North Mains of, Auchterarder,
Perth 136-9, 138
street 20; pattern 23, 26
survey(s), field see field survey; fluxgate gradiometer 128, 131, 132, 133, 133, 134; geochemical
78, 118, 131, 133; geophysical 4, 78, 82, 83,
128, 129, 133; magnetometer 78, 128, 132;
soil magnetic susceptibility 128, 131, 132, 133
Swillington, W Yorks 64, 65
Thames Valley 78, 84, 124, 142; floodplam 74-5;
Gloucestershire/Wiltshire 74; Lower 96;
Middle 74; Upper 65, 74-5, 96
Theddlethorpe All Saints, Lincs 19, 22
Thorganby, Lincs 19
Thornhill see Claydon Pike
tin, mill 10; streaming 5
Torrs Warren, Luce Bay, Wigtown, Dumf &
Gall 136, 139-40
Tors 10
trackways 55, 75, 76, 83, 118, 120, 128
Trent, r 61, 63
Trewortha, Cornwall 6
Trippet Stones, Cornwall 6
Upland Zone/Uplands 8, 13; and archaeology
5; photography of 13
Upper Whitehill Farm, Popham, Hants 48, 51
Vale of the White Horse 74
vegetation 10
village(s), clayland 19, 21; deserted 56; deserted
medieval (DMV) 21, 21, 56; earthworks 15;
medieval 15, 18, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 57; prchistoric 75; shrunken 20, 21, 23, 56, 57
walls 10
warrens 120
Warrens Field see Claydon Pike
Welltown Perth 35
Welton, I.incs 14, 17
Welton le Wold, Lincs 17
Welsh Marches 96
Wessex 41-53, 126; chalklands 96
West Farm, Popham, Hants 48, 51
West Midlands 111
West Penwith, (Cornwall 6, 7, 10, 13
Wester Drumatherty, Tayside 30, 35
Wester Glackton, Highland 33, 34
Wharram Percy, Yorks 21, 23
Winterton Villa, S Humberside 68, 70, 70
Wolds, Lincolnshire 14, 17, 100; Yorkshire 65,
68, 100
Woodmancott Down, Hants 51
Yorkshire 57; see also Wolds

